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Abstract
Graphene on Ir(111) forms a moiré structure with well defined nucleation cen-
tres. Therefore it can be utilized to create hexagonal metal cluster lattices
with outstanding structural quality. At diffraction experiments these 2D sur-
face lattices cause a coherent superposition of the moiré cell structure factor,
so that the measured signal intensity scales with the square of coherently scat-
tering unit cells. This artificial signal enhancement enables the opportunity
for x-ray diffraction to determine the atomic structure of small nano-objects,
which are hardly accessible with any experimental technique. The uniform
environment of every metal cluster makes the described metal cluster lattices
on graphene/Ir(111) an attractive model system for the investigation of cat-
alytic, magnetic and quantum size properties of ultra-small nano-objects. In
this context the use of x-rays provides a maximum of flexibility concerning the
possible sample environments (vacuum, selected gases, liquids, sample temper-
ature) and allows in-situ/operando measurements.

In the framework of the present thesis the structure of different metal clus-
ters grown by physical vapor deposition in an UHV environment and after
gas exposure have been investigated. On the one hand the obtained results
will explore many aspects of the atomic structure of these small metal clusters
and on the other hand the presented results will proof the capabilities of the
described technique (SXRD on cluster lattices).

For iridium, platinum, iridium/palladium and platinum/rhodium the growth
on graphene/Ir(111) of epitaxial, crystalline clusters with an ordered hexagonal
lattice arrangement has been confirmed using SXRD. The clusters nucleate at
the hcp sites of the moiré cell and bind via rehybridization of the carbon atoms
(sp2 → sp3) to the Ir(111) substrate. This causes small displacements of the
substrate atoms, which is revealed by the diffraction experiments. All metal
clusters exhibit a fcc structure, whereupon the Ir clusters show equal ratio of
ABC and ACB stacking. Pt/Rh clusters show mainly (∼ 75%) ABC stacking
and Ir/Pd clusters show exclusively ABC stacking - note the Ir(111) substrate
stacking is chosen to be ABC-like. During gas exposure the clusters gain in
height, while simultaneously the ordering of the cluster lattice decreases. The
order of ACB stacked Pt/Rh clusters decreases more rapidly, so that a weak-
ening of the cluster binding due to ACB stacking is proposed. In addition



a size reduction of the lowest cluster layer to a hexagonal arrangement of 19
atoms was observed, which seems to be the energetically favoured interface
area between graphene/Ir(111) and the investigated metal clusters.

Platinum clusters containing fewer than 40 atoms have been investigated
with surface sensitive x-ray diffraction. The cluster height could be determined
and a reduced atom distance among the cluster was observed. CO exposure
decreased the in-plane atom distance even more. This effect could be reverted
by a subsequent oxygen exposure (2CO + O2 → 2 CO2).

For Pt/Rh clusters with fewer than 60 atoms the element distribution was
investigated and revealed an enrichment of Rh at the two topmost cluster
layers. This element distribution was found for co-deposition and sequential
deposition of the material and is therefore independent of the order of deposi-
tion. Oxygen exposure led to the formation of a rhodium surface oxide, which
could be prevented by preceding CO exposure.

In case of Ir/Pd clusters containing ∼ 60 atoms we found preferences for
a core/shell structure with iridium atoms at core sites. Exposure to p(H2) =

1 bar did not result in the formation of the palladium β-phase, so that a
reduced hydrogen solubility of graphene/Ir(111) supported palladium clusters
is assumed. The reduced hydrogen solubility is probably a consequence of
substrate induced strain among the cluster atoms.

keywords: metal cluster, cluster, nanoparticle, surface sensitive x-ray diffrac-
tion, structure analysis, catalysis, cluster lattice, graphene



Zusammenfassung
Graphen auf Ir(111) bildet ein Moiré-Gitter, welches durch seine klar defi-
nierten Nukleationszentren als Wachstums-Schablone zum Erzeugen von he-
xagonalen Metall-Cluster-Gittern mit herausragender struktureller Qualität
verwendet werden kann. Diese zweidimensionalen Oberflächengitter haben die
Eigenschaft, dass bei Beugungsexperimenten die Streuamplituden der einzel-
nen Moiré-Zellen kohärent überlagern und somit die messbare Signalstärke
quadratisch mit der Anzahl kohärent streuender Objekte steigt. Mit dieser
gezielten Signalverstärkung lässt sich die atomare Struktur von kleinen Nano-
Objekten, welche experimentell nur sehr schwer zugänglich sind, unter Ver-
wendung von Röntgenbeugungsmethoden bestimmen. Da die Umgebung je-
des einzelnen Metall-Clusters innerhalb der Moiré-Zellen identisch ist, sind
die beschriebenen Metall-Cluster-Gitter ideale Modellsysteme zur Erforschung
katalytischer, magnetischer und quantenmechanischer Eigenschaften von sehr
kleinen Nano-Objekten. Die Verwendung von Röntgenstrahlen bietet in diesem
Zusammenhang größtmögliche Flexibilität bei der Wahl der Probenumgebung
(Vakuum, Gasumgebungen in allen relevanten Druckbereichen, flüssige Probe-
numgebungen, variable Probentemperaturen) und ermöglicht in-situ/operando
Messungen.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde die Struktur verschiedener Metall-
Cluster im Vakuum und nachdem sie verschiedenen Gasumgebungen ausge-
setzt wurden untersucht. Die Ergebnisse geben einerseits Aufschluss über die
Struktur dieser kleinen Metall-Cluster, andererseits bestätigen sie die Anwend-
barkeit der beschrieben Methode zur Strukturbestimmung von kleinen Nano-
Objekten.

Für Iridium, Platin, Iridium-Palladium und Platin-Rhodium wurde das
Wachstum eines Oberflächengitters aus epitaktischen, kristallinen Clustern auf
der Graphen/Ir(111)-Oberfläche nachgewiesen. Die Metall-Cluster wachsen al-
le im hcp-Bereich der Moiré-Zelle und binden mittels Rehybridisierung der
Kohlenstoffatome (sp2 → sp3) an das Ir(111)-Substrat. Die Bindungen zwi-
schen den Clustern und dem Ir(111)-Substrat führen zu kleinen Verschiebungen
der Substratatome. Alle Cluster weisen eine fcc-Struktur auf, wobei Iridium-
Cluster mit gleichen Anteilen ABC und ACB stapeln, Pt/Rh Cluster zu ∼75%
ABC stapeln und Ir/Pd Cluster nahezu ausschließlich ABC stapeln - hierbei



bezeichnet ABC die Stapelabfolge des Ir(111)-Substrates. Gas-Exposition führ-
te bei den beobachteten Cluster zu einer Zunahme der Clusterhöhe bei gleich-
zeitiger Reduktion des Ordnungsgrades des Cluster-Gitters. Besonders stark
betroffen von der Abnahme des Cluster-Gitter-Ordnungsgrades sind die ACB
gestapelten Pt/Rh Cluster, so dass hier auf eine Schwächung der Substratan-
bindung durch ACB Stapelung geschlossen werden kann. Außerdem wurde die
Reduzierung der untersten Clusterlage auf eine hexagonale Anordung von 19
Atomen beobachtet, was somit die energetisch günstigste Kontakfläche zwi-
schen Graphen/Ir(111) und den untersuchen Metall-Clustern darstellt.

Platin Cluster bestehend aus weniger als 40 Atomen wurden untersucht.
Es konnte mittels oberflächensensitiver Röntgenbeugung die Höhe der Cluster
sowie ein verringerter Platin-Atomabstand bestimmt werden. CO Exposition
führte zu einer weiteren Verringerung des beobachteten Gitterparameters, was
durch anschließende Sauerstoff-Exposition reversibel zu sein scheint (2CO +

O2 → 2 CO2).
Für Pt/Rh Cluster mit weniger als 60 Atomen wurde eine Elementvertei-

lung gefunden, bei der Rhodium in den obersten zwei Clusterlagen angereichert
wird. Diese Verteilung ergab sich sowohl für gleichzeitiges Aufdampfen der Ele-
mente, als auch für sequentielles Aufdampfen. Unter Sauerstoff gab es deutliche
Hinweise auf Bildung eines Rhodium-Oberflächenoxides, dessen Bildung durch
zuvorige CO-Exposition unterbunden werden konnte.

Für Ir/Pd Cluster mit ca. 60 Atomen wurden deutliche Hinweise für eine
Core/Shell Struktur gefunden, bei der Iridium Atome den Kern bilden. Selbst
bei p(H2) = 1 bar konnte keine β-Phase des Palladiums beobachtet werden,
was auf eine verringerte Wasserstofflöslichkeit von Graphen/Ir(111) geträger-
ten Metall-Clustern hindeutet. Dies ist wahrscheinlich die Folge einer vom
Substrat induzierten Stauchung der Atomabstände.

Schlagwörter: Metall-Cluster, Nanopartikel, oberflächensensitive Röntgen-
beugung, Strukturbestimmung, Katalyse, Cluster-Gitter, Graphen
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In his lecture "There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom" on December 29 1959
at the California Institute of Technology Richard Feynman discussed chal-
lenges and opportunities for downscaling well established techniques and de-
vices to minumum size. At this time it was a pioneering idea while this field
of research was lacking for tools to investigate and to control things at the
nanoscale. Nowadays almost every university which does research in natural
science investigates phenomena at the nanoscale. This also manifests in the
MBA programs offered by universities. A search reveals more than 15 ger-
man universities with degree programs named nanoscience, nanoengineering,
nanostructuring or nanoelectronics. Common to most of them is that they
have been established within the last ten years. Therefore two questions arise:
i) Why is the field of nanoscience recently so popular? ii) And why did it take
almost 50 years since Feynmans lecture to establish this research field?

i) The answer of the first question could fill textbooks, so i will pick a few
examples which have some intersection with the later on presented research.
In order to reduce air pollution caused by combustion engines - nowadays a
very popular topic - three-way catalytic converters equipped with nanoparticles
containing Pt, Pd, Rh dispersed on alumina are used. There is large ongoing
effort in order to increase catalytic activity, extend the catalytic life cycle and
to cheapen these nanoparticles by exchange of the nobel metal constituents
with more common elements [74].

A second up-to-date topic is the reduction of the global warming. Therefore
the German goverment has decided to replace fossil-fuel energy with renewable
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energy. Unfortunately solar power and wind power are very volatile, so that
energy storage has become a new reseach focus. Here a lot of progress has
been made at the nanoscale which will contribute to develop future batteries
for energy storage [27, 243]. A second possible route of energy storage might be
hydrogen production via water electrolysis, which still requires improvements
in hydrogen storage techniques. One promising approach with high H2 volume
density is the solution of hydrogen in solid materials [35]. Thereby the use
of nano powder may ease and fasten the release of solved hydrogen [28], but
conclusive experiments are still missing. If once efficient hydrogen storage
techniques are available, fuel cells can use hydrogen to create electric power.
Also pollution free combustion engines can be driven with hydrogen, so that
this might be a contribution to clean mobility [193].

So to answer the first question - there is a high probability that many of
todays large scale problems will be solved at the nanoscale.

ii) Concerning the second question it is still a big challenge to investigate
and to control the structure of nanosized objects [16]. Nevertheless over the
last decades enormous technical improvements have been achieved, so that
nanotechnology is now accessible.

The current work aims at contributing to both topics mentioned above - i)
The investigation of the atomic structure of Pt and Pt/Rh clusters (with less
than 70 atoms - see sections 5.1 and 5.2) will contribute to a better under-
standing of size dependend catalytic activity connected to structural changes
causes by the small cluster size. In addition possible ligand and ensemble
effects connected to the spatial distribution of different atom species within
Pt/Rh clusters will be addressed (section 5.2). The structure analysis of Ir/Pd
clusters in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and at elevated hydrogen pressures will
shed light on the structural aspects of hydrogen loading in small palladium
clusters (section 5.3).

ii) Second this work wants to provide a new tool for structure analysis of
ultra small clusters. As a main technique for structure analysis surface sensitive
x-ray diffraction (SXRD) has been applied. The use of the graphene/Ir(111)
moiré as a template to grow 2D cluster lattices which scatter coherently gives
rise to a strong enhancement of the diffracted signal intensity (see section
3.1.5). This enhanced diffraction signal together with the brilliance of third
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generation synchrotron sources enables access to the structure of the mentioned
ultra small metal clusters and is a new approach for structure determination
of metal clusters [15, 71, 72]. In this sence the presented structure analysis
is also a proof of the power of a new technique for structure determination
of small nano-objects (use of coherent 2D nano-object lattices in combination
with SXRD for structure determination), which is now available as a new tool
for nanoscience.
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Chapter 2

Graphene, metal clusters and

cluster lattices

This chapter has the challenging task to give an introduction on the main
aspects of graphene and small metal clusters. Graphene by itself can easily fill
textbooks and so does the topic of metal clusters. Therefore the focus is on
the main aspect of this work - i.e. the atomic structure of small metal clusters.
So the following sections will concentrate on the atomic structure of graphene
and/or metal clusters, while other aspects are briefly mentioned and references
are given for readers interested in specific topics.

2.1 Structure, properties and growth of graphene

This section will give a brief overview on graphene (atomic structure, physical
properties and production of graphene), whereas section 2.2 presents a specific
overview of graphene on Ir(111) including all necessary information concerning
graphene on Ir(111) needed for the understanding of chapter 5 dealing with
the structural analysis of deposited metal clusters on C/Ir(111).

Graphene is known for many decades - in 1965 Hagstrom [94] reported on
diffraction rings obtainable with LEED on Pt(100) surfaces heated above 750
◦C and attributed them to impurities. Three years later Morgan and Samorjai
[157] identified surface carbon as origin of the observed diffraction rings (AES
and removal with heating in oxygen) followed by a 2D honeycomb structure
proposed by May [150] in 1969. In 2004 graphene was isolated for the first
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time by A. Geim and K. Novoselov [169], who both were awarded with the
Nobel Prize "for their groundbreaking work on graphene" in 2010.

Nowadays there is a huge scientific interest in the fascinating properties of
this 2D material and there are many articles available with the focus on review-
ing general aspects [32, 40, 48, 75, 78, 79, 80, 81, 111, 167, 170, 198, 241, 242],
physical properties [7, 30, 31, 44, 238], applications [6, 20, 22, 179, 180, 184,
194, 208] and growth methods [11, 39, 64, 173, 195, 211, 231] of graphene.

Atomic structure of graphene:

Graphene is a solely two dimensional (2D) allotrope of carbon at which all
atoms are arranged in a planar honeycomb-like lattice with a uniform atom
distance of 1.42 Å (see fig. 2.1 (a), (c)). All carbon atoms exhibit a sp2-
hybridization (linear combination of an s-orbital with two p-orbitals), so that
each carbon atom has three chemical bonds in which neighbouring bonds en-
close an angle of 120◦. Three electrons of each carbon atom are localized

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.1: Atomic structure of graphene: (a) planar hexagonal lattice ar-
rangement of carbon atoms in graphene, (b) graphene unit cell containing two
carbon atoms at ~r1 = 1

3
~a + 2

3
~b and ~r2 = 2

3
~a + 1

3
~b, α = 120◦, |~a| = |~b| = 2.46 Å,

(c) sp2 hybridized carbon, d1 = 1.42 Å, d2 = 2.46 Å, (d) valence dash formula
of graphene - the double bond is not localized

at the as before mentioned orbitals forming σ-bonds with the neighbouring
atoms, though a forth electron occupies the p-orbital normal to the graphene
plane forming a delocalized π-bond which is formally attributed to one of the
carbon bonds generating one delocalized double bond per carbon atom (see
fig. 2.1 (d)). The hexagonal graphene unit cell contains two carbon atoms at
~r1 = 1

3
~a + 2

3
~b and ~r2 = 2

3
~a + 1

3
~b (colored blue and green in fig. 2.1 (a) and
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(b) - origin chosen as depicted) and has a lattice constant of |~a| = |~b| = 2.46 Å.

Physical properties of graphene:

Graphene offers outstanding mechanical robustness, which expresses in a second-
/third-order elastic stiffness of 340 Nm−1/−690 Nm−1 [135, 143]. The breaking
strength of 42 Nm−1 is 125 times larger than the breaking strength of steel and
has its origin in the strong sp2-bond between the carbon atoms. These values
translate to a Young’s modulus of E = 1.0 TPa, a third-order elastic stiffness of
D = -2.0 TPa and an intrinsic strength of σint = 130 GPa [135]. Beside these
properties responsible for the outstanding durability of graphene the material
still offers large bending flexibility [177] making it an attractive material for
many applications (coatings, flexible displays, electronics, etc.).

Graphene’s extraordinary electronic properties have their origin in its unique
bandstructure [200, 222]. The π-states in graphene form the valence band,
while the conduction band is represented by the π∗-states. Both bands touch
at the so-called six Dirac points, which can be reduced to an independent pair
of two points, K and K′, due to symmetry. For low energies the bandstruc-
ture close to the Dirac points can be represented by two cones touching at
EDirac (see fig. 2.2 (c)). For this reason graphene is described as a zero-gap
semiconductor. The behaviour of the electrons/holes in graphene is described
by the Dirac equation (instead of the Schrödinger equation usually valid for
electrons in solids) with the Hamiltonian Ĥ = vF~σp̂ and exhibit therefore a
linear dispersion similar to photons E = vF~|~k| with a 300 times smaller prop-
agation velocity vF with respect to the speed of light c (see fig. 2.2 (b), (c)).
So in graphene electrons travel with the energy-independent velocity vF ≈ 106

m/s and behave like massless Dirac fermions [168]. In addition the electrons
have a pseudospin represented by the Pauli spin matrices ~σ, which assigns
each electron to one of the carbon sublattices generated by the two atoms in
the graphene unit cell (see fig. 2.1 (b)). An overview of the quasi-particle
zoo in solids is given in figure 2.2 (from [78]). This bandstructure leads to
a very high electron mobility of 2.5 × 105 cm2

Vs [19, 151, 158] caused by sup-
pressed backscattering (pseudospin), weak electron-acoustic-phonon coupling,
high sound velocity and the near absence of point disorder [75]. In addition
graphene can sustain densities of electric current which are 106 times higher
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than achievable with copper [159].

Quantum Hall effect: Electrons confined in a two dimensional layer and
exposed to a perpendicular magnetic field experience the Lorentz force. This
leads to motion in closed circular cyclotron orbits, whose circumferences ac-
cording to quantum theory are multiples of the de Broglie wavelength [80]. A

ö(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Quasi-particle zoo (from [78]): (a) Charge carriers in condensed
matter physics are normally described by the Schrödinger equation with an
effective mass m∗ different from the free electron mass (p̂ is the momentum op-
erator). (b) Relativistic particles in the limit of zero rest mass follow the Dirac
equation, where c is the speed of light and ~σ is the Pauli matrix. (c) Charge
carriers in graphene are called massless Dirac fermions and are described by
a 2D analog of the Dirac equation, with the Fermi velocity vF ≈ 1× 106 m/s
playing the role of the speed of light and a 2D pseudospin matrix ~σ describ-
ing two sublattices of the honeycomb lattice [31]. Similar to the real spin
that can change its direction between, say, left and right, the pseudospin is
an index that indicates on which of the two sublattices a quasi-particle is lo-
cated. The pseudospin can be indicated by color (e.g., red and green). (d)

Bilayer graphene provides us with yet another type of quasi-particles that have
no analogies. They are massive Dirac fermions described by a rather bizarre
Hamiltonian that combines features of both Dirac and Schrödinger equations.
The pseudispin changes its color index four times as it moves among four
carbon sublattices [31, 80, 192].
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consequence of the massless Dirac electrons in graphene’s 2D structure is an
anomalous quantum Hall effect, so that the Hall conductivity of graphene is
given by σxy = ±4 · (N + 1/2)e2/h with Landau level N [80] and is present
even at room temperature [168].

The opacity of graphene for visible light is described by the coupling between
light and relativistic electrons, so that a monolayer graphene sheet absorbs only
πα = 2.3% of the incident white light [160]. This makes graphene attractive
as a transparent electrode material for displays and solar cells.

Graphene exhibits also an extremely high thermal conductivity of 5000
W/(mK) (20 times higher than copper) at room temperature making it an
excellent material for thermal management in electronic applications [8]. In
contrast to metals at which the thermal conductivity is mainly provided by
the electrons, graphene’s thermal conductivity is a result of available phonon
modes of the graphene lattice [40].

Production of graphene:

There are many methods available in order to produce graphene (mechanical
exfoliation, chemical exfoliation, reduction of graphene oxide, CVD, silicon
sublimation from silicon carbide, etc. - see references given at the introduction
of this section).

Among these methods mechanical exfoliation from HOPG [80, 112, 237] and
chemical vapor deposition of carbon containing molecules on transition metal
surfaces [11, 231] produce graphene with the highest structural quality and the
largest crystallite sizes [167].

Because of the relevance of CVD growth of graphene on Ir(111), we briefly
summarize the differences of graphene growth on metal surfaces in respect to
the carbon solubility of the metals and the carbon metal interaction. Detailed
reviews on graphene growth on metal surfaces are given by Batzill and by
Wintterlin et. al. [11, 231].

The carbon solubility of a metal has direct impact on the complexity of the
growth precedure for single layer graphene preparation. The decomposition of
carbon containing molecules demands for uncovered catalytic active metal sur-
face area, so that the growth of graphene on metals with low carbon solubility
(e.g. iridium) is self limited to one closed layer [164]. In case of metals with
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high carbon solubility (e.g. Ni, Co) graphene forms due to surface segregation
of carbon atoms during cool down of the sample. If the amount of segregat-
ing carbon exceeds one monolayer (locally) the growth of multilayer graphene
starts [50, 95, 196]. Therefore single layer graphene growth on metals with high
carbon solubility demands for a precise controll of the segregating quantities
of carbon atoms. This can be achieved by controlled dosing of carbon or by
the use of thin metal films with limited carbon capacities.

The interaction between the supporting metal and graphene on top drives
the crystalline quality of the graphene and has large impact to the physical
properties of the graphene sheet. In case of the weakly interacting Ir(111)
surface large area graphene with structural coherence in the milimeter regime
can be grown [76], while keeping the bandstructure close to the bandstructure
of free standing graphene [129]. In contrast the strongly interacting Ru(0001)
surface causes a strong modification of graphene’s bandstructure [23, 52].
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2.2 Graphene on Ir(111)

Graphene grown on Ir(111) can provide outstanding structural coherence at
mm lengthscales [41, 76, 99]. The high structural quality of graphene on Ir(111)
is connected to the low carbon-iridium interaction [25] and the low carbon sol-
ubility of iridium preventing multi layer graphene growth.
Growth: One possible route to grow graphene with high structural quality on
Ir(111) thermally decomposes ethylene (C2H4) in a combination of TPG and
CVD [42, 114].
In a first step ethylene is adsorbed at room temperature on the Ir(111) sur-
face (see fig. 2.3 (left)). At these conditions ethylene’s sticking coefficient is
close to unity, so that the surface saturates with ethylene after 45 sec. at
p(C2H4) ∼ 10−7 mbar.
A second step decomposes the ethylene molecules by heating the Ir(111) sample
to TTPG ∼ 1500 K in UHV. During rise of the sample temperature graphene
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axis diffractometers at the ID03 and BM32 beamlines of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France).
The base pressure of the chambers was below 10−9 mbar.
The grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements
were conducted with monochromatic photon beams of 11 and
21 keV, with the incident angles, respectively, 0.21 and 0.19◦,
well below the critical angle for total external reflection, in
order to keep the bulk background scattering as small as
possible. The beam was focused to a size of 35 × 80 μm2 [full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) in horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively] at ID03 and 300 × 200 μm2 at BM32.
In both cases, a 2D pixel detector (Maxipix) was positioned
570 mm (ID03) and 680 mm (BM32) away from the sample,
and detector slits were placed before the detector, ∼200 mm
away from the sample and opened at 0.5 mm parallel to the
sample surface. The reciprocal space scans of the scattered
intensity presented below are all normalized to the intensity
measured with a monitor placed before the sample.

The Ir single crystal, cut and polished on a (111) surface
termination to within 0.1◦, was bought from the Surface Prepa-
ration Laboratory. It was cleaned by cycling ion bombardment
and high temperature annealing (1573 K). The bombardments
were performed at room temperature with 1.3-kV Ar+ ions for
about 1 h. Oxygen at a partial pressure of 5 × 10−7 mbar was
introduced in the chamber for 10 minutes at 1273–1373 K in
order to deplete the bulk crystal from residual carbon and to
achieve a clean surface.

Between 450 and 750 K, the sample temperature was
measured with a pyrometer with an uncertainty of 50 K. A
second pyrometer was used between 750 and 1600 K, with the
same uncertainty. Between 10 and 300 K, the temperature was
measured with a platinum thermocouple welded on a helium-
cooled copper finger in contact with the sample holder. The
sample was heated by electron bombardment of its backside.
Ten minutes were needed to achieve thermal stabilization after
each temperature change.

Different preparations of graphene were performed follow-
ing a well-established method, consisting of a temperature-
programmed growth (TPG) step followed by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD),18 as shown in Fig. 1, but with different
growth temperatures in unveiling the role of this parameter.
The different sample preparation conditions are summarized
in Table I. For the two preparations, P1 and P2, graphene was
prepared by exposing the surface to ethylene at 10−7 mbar

TABLE I. Temperature of the TPG and CVD steps during the
graphene growth (respectively, steps B and C in Fig. 1), types of
commensurability detected on the different samples during heating
and cooling, and their corresponding temperature range, for the two
preparation methods P1 and P2.

TTPG TCVD Type of Temperature
(K) (K) commensurability range (K)

P1 1473 1273 (19,0)Ir × (21,0)Gr (heating) 4 to 600
– – (9,0)Ir × (10,0)Gr (cooling) 1073 to 738

P2 1573 1373 (7,2)Ir × (8,2)Gr (heating) 4 to 800
– – (9,0)Ir × (10,0)Gr (cooling) 1300 to 473

at room temperature for 5 min, where ethylene partially
dehydrogenates into ethylidyne on the surface,19 then flashing
the temperature (TTPG) for 20 s, which is known to yield
graphene islands. Then, the sample was cooled down by
200 K to TCVD and exposed to an ethylene partial pressure of
10−8 mbar for more than 10 min (10 min of ethylene exposure
is known to yield almost >99% coverage of graphene) and kept
at the same temperature without ethylene for another 10 min.

On both samples, the lattice parameter and relative crystal-
lographic orientation of graphene and Ir(111) were studied
by analyzing the scattered intensity in an in-plane cut of
the reciprocal space with radial scans along the in-plane
component Qr of the momentum transfer and with azimuthal
scans along the angle ω, respectively. The intensity is maximal
where the crystal truncation rods of Ir(111) and the diffraction
rods of graphene intersect the plane (parallel to the sample
surface) of reciprocal space under investigation. The moiré-
like superstructure typical of the graphene on iridium system
also has distinctive peaks in GIXD, which are not presented
here because they are not relevant to the focus of this paper.

The Ir triangular surface crystallographic cell is defined by
the vectors aS

Ir = 1
2 (aB

Ir − bB
Ir) and bS

Ir = 1
2 (−aB

Ir + bB
Ir) with

the Ir bulk lattice parameter at room temperature aB
Ir = bB

Ir =
3.8392 Å.20 The length of the Ir surface lattice parameter at
room temperature is then aS

Ir = bS
Ir = 2.7147 Å and will be

referred to as aIr in the rest of the article. The unit cell vectors
of graphene, aGr and bGr have a room temperature modulus,
calculated for an isolated layer, of aGr = bGr = 2.456 Å.5 From
the measured Qr position of the Bragg peaks, one deduces
the corresponding distance between crystallographic planes

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of the different steps of the TPG (a and b) + CVD (c) growth. The first step (a) is the adsorption of ethylene
on the Ir(111) surface and its dehydrogenation as ethylidyne (-C2H3) at room temperature. The second (b) is a flash at TTPG without ethylene
flow inside the chamber, resulting in the growth of graphene flakes. The graphene coverage at the end of this stage is ∼20/25%. The last step
of the growth (c) is the completion of the graphene monolayer by CVD, with an ethylene flow and the sample at TCVD. The coverage at the end
is nearly >99%.

165406-2

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of three step high quality graphene
growth on Ir(111) (from [114]): (left) room temperature adsorption of ethy-
lene, (center) thermal decomposition of ethylene and growth of well oriented
graphene islands via TPG at TTPG ∼ 1500 K, (right) growth of a closed single
graphene layer by succeeding CVD of ethylene at TCVD ∼ 1300 K

islands nucleate at iridium step edges and on iridium terraces [42]. With in-
creasing temperature the graphene islands on terraces get mobile and coalesce
with the graphene islands at iridium step edges due to Smoluchowski ripening.
The coalesced graphene islands form compact shapes (activated edge diffusion,
see fig. 2.3 (center)), while also the Ir(111) step edges undergo a reshaping at
these conditions. At temperatures around 1500 K the graphene islands exhibit
the same crystallographic orientation as the underlying Ir(111) surface.
In a third step the sample temperature is lowered to TCVD ∼ 1300 K and
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the surface gets again exposed to ethylene (e.g. p(C2H4) ∼ 10−7 mbar for
45 min.). During this CVD step the graphene islands grow laterally keeping
their crystallographic orientation till the whole surface is covered (see fig. 2.3
(right)). The graphene growth is self-limited to single layer graphene, because
the catalytic properties of the bare iridium surface is needed to decompose
ethylene. During cool down to RT the iridium sample contracts much more
than the graphene on top, so that high quality graphene areas are surrounded
by networks of wrinkles [100, 166].
Atomic structure: The highly ordered graphene has a lattice parameter of
(2.47 ± 0.02) Å, which is slightly less than the lattice parameter of the un-
derlying Ir(111) surface unit cell (aIr111 = 2.715 Å) [164]. Therefore a moiré
structure can be observed with the same crystallographic orientation as the
graphene/Ir(111) lattice and a spacing of (25.2±0.4) Å [164] (see fig. 2.4 (a)).
This corresponds to an incommensurable moiré cell containing 10.32 × 10.32

(b)(a)

Figure 2.4: Graphene/Ir(111) moiré unit cell (from [191]): (a) STM topograph
of graphene on Ir(111), moiré unit cell is marked with a white rhomb, scan
width is 97 Å, (b) DFT based model of a commensurable moiré unit cell
containing 10 × 10 carbon unit cells on top of 9 × 9 Ir(111) unit cells, three
regions with different carbon-iridium configurations are marked - fcc, hcp and
on top (hole of carbon rings on top of fcc (respectively hcp / on top) sites in
respect to the underlying Ir(111) surface)

carbon unit cells on top of 9.32 × 9.32 Ir(111) surface unit cells. The moiré
unit cell can nicely be approximated by a commensurable unit cell contain-
ing 10 × 10 carbon unit cells on top of 9 × 9 Ir(111) unit cells (see fig. 2.4
(b)). The commensurable model fig. 2.4 (b) reveals three regions with differ-
ent carbon-iridium configuration. At regions with the hole of the carbon rings
above fcc/hcp sites in respect to the underlying Ir(111) the adsorption of the
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graphene is stronger compared to on top regions (hole of the carbon rings on
top of Ir atoms). The average height of the graphene layer is h̄ = (3.38± 0.04)

Å and exhibits a corrugation amplitude of up to 0.5 Å [25, 115, 191, 209].
In addition to STM measurements [164] SXRD measurements have confirmed
the incommensurability of the graphene/Ir(111) lattices at RT [18]. Never-
theless at elevated temperatures commensurable configurations have also been
observed [114].
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2.3 Growth of metal clusters

This section will introduce basic concepts concerning the mechanisms of sup-
ported growth. Starting with a macroscopic description of thin film growth
(sec. 2.3.1) section 2.3.2 continues with theoretical concepts for the prediction
of nanoparticle shapes. Finally an atomic level view of diffusion and agglomer-
ation processes, which usually occur during metal cluster growth via physical
vapor deposition, will be presented (sec. 2.3.3).

2.3.1 Thin film growth

The epitaxial growth of thin films on crystal surfaces shows three primary
modes, i.e. Frank - van der Merwe growth (layer-by-layer growth) [67, 68,
69], Vollmer - Weber growth (particle growth) [220] and Stranski - Krastanov
growth (layer-plus-island growth) [203] (see fig. 2.5).

Prior to growth the arriving adatoms need to form nucleation centres for
the growth process, which happens at defect sites (homogeneous and hetero-
geneous), terraces edges (heterogeneous) and due to formation of immobile
multimeres (homogeneous).
Frank - van der Merwe growth: In case of similar adhesion of adsorbate
and substrate a layer-by-layer growth is favoured. The free surface energy is
defined as half of the energy needed to cleave a crystal (breaking of atomic
bonds) per surface unit area. Then layer-by-layer growth implies that the free
surface energy of the adsorbate γad and the free energy of the interface between
adsorbate and substrate γint are less or equal to the free surface energy of the
substrate γsub:

γad + γint ≤ γsub

Volmer - Weber growth: If the adhesion forces between adsorbate atoms are
significantly larger than the adhesion forces to the substrate, the adatoms form
compact 3D particles on top of the substrate (see fig. 2.5 (b)). The free surface
energy of the adsorbate together with the interface energy is significantly larger
than the free surface energy of the support:

γad + γint > γsub
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The cluster shape is determined by minimization of the surface energy, ki-
netic barriers of diffusion at cluster edges, limitations in the interlayer diffu-
sion (Ehrlich - Schwöbel barrier) and possibly preferred substrate direction for
atom diffusion. The 3D particle growth is the present growth mechanism of
the cluster lattices presented in this thesis, therefore more details concerning
shape and diffusion kinetics will be discussed in the next sections.
Stranski - Krastanov growth: A mixed growth mode occurs, when an
initial Frank - van der Merwe growth is accompanied by a lattice mismatch
between film and substrate. With increasing film thickness strain energy ac-
cumulates, so that at a critical film thickness the growth process switches to a
Volmer - Weber mode (see fig. 2.5 (c)). The shape of the islands is determined
by the structure of the wetting layer and the properties of the adsorbate.

(a) (b)

γ  + γ  ≤ γad int sub γ  + γ  > γad int sub

Frank-van der Merwe
growth:

Stranski-Krastanov
growth:

Volmer-Weber
growth:

(c)

Figure 2.5: Different growth modes obtainable at thin layers - a detailed de-
scription is given in the text: (a) Frank - van der Merwe growth, (b) Volmer
- Weber growth, (c) Stranski - Krastanov growth

2.3.2 Supported metal clusters

Due to wide spread applications, e.g. selective optical filters [46], bio sensors
[51], data storage [174] and catalysis [106], metal clusters and nanoparticles
have been studied for decades. Nevertheless structure determination and ma-
nipulation remain challenging.

This section will focus on the structure of nanoparticles, while many more
aspects are discussed in textbooks [144, 107, 153, 176, 240] and review articles
such as from Henry [104], Wynblatt et. al. [233], Gates [77], Frenkel et. al.
[73], Bäumer et. al. [12] and de Heer [101].
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The Equlibrium shape of a crystal is determined by the minimum of the
total free surface energy. In case of an isotropic medium the solution is a
sphere as body with maximum volume to surface ratio.
Wulff construction: In case of crystalline solids the surface energy is an-
isotropic and the equilibrium shape can be calculated by the Wulff construction
(see fig. 2.6 (a)) [232]. For face centered cubic structures the equilibrium shape
of a free cluster at 0 K is a truncated octahedron (see fig. 2.6 (b)) [104]. The

(a) (b) (c)

γ111

γ100

γ111

γ100

γadh

Figure 2.6: Equilibrium shape of free and supported nanoparticles: (a) side-
view of truncated octahedron with corresponding Wulff construction - the vec-
tors are oriented perpendicular to the surfaces and their length is proportional
to the free surface energy of the related surface, γ100/h100 = γ111/h111, (b)
truncated octahedron - equilibrium shape of free f.c.c. crystals, (c) sideview
of supported, truncated octahedron with corresponding Wulff-Kaischew con-
struction, γ100/h100 = γ111/h111 = γadh/hadh

equlibrium shape is determined by the volume enveloped by the planes, whose
surface normal is identical to the surface normal of certain crystallographic
surfaces and whose distance hi to the center of the free cluster is proportional
to the free surface energy γi of the related surface. Figure 2.6 (a) depicts a
sideview of a truncated octahedron in which the projected Wulff construction
is shown - the free surface energies are represented with vectors directing per-
pendicular to the corresponding surfaces, while the length of the vectors are
proportional to the free surface energy of the related surface. The enveloping
planes of the equilibrium shape touch the tip of the free surface energy vectors.
The mathematical relation connected to this geometrical construction is:

γi
hi

= const. (2.1)
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Wulff-Kaischew construction: In case of a supported nanoparticle the free
surface energy of the particle facet in contact to the substrate is called adhesion
energy γadh and is given by the sum of the free surface energies of the particle
facet γpar and the support γsup minus the interface energy γint of particle and
support:

γadh = γsup + γpar − γint (2.2)

With γadh the Wulff construction gets generalized to the Wulff-Kaischew con-
struction [118] including supported particles (see fig. 2.6 (c)):

γi
hi

=
γadh
hadh

(2.3)

The presented theory accounts for the anisotropy of the free surface energies,
but still assumes behaviour of a continous medium. In case of small atom
clusters it is often not possible to distribute atoms such, that the shape deter-
mined by the Wulff-Kaischew construction can be achieved. In addition with
decreasing size the fraction of edge atoms increases, so that these contributions
also need to be included to the calculations. In general close packed surfaces
are favoured for decreasing cluster size - e.g. (111) facets.

Gas exposure: The shape of particles in gas environments can still be deter-
mined with the Wulff-Kaischew construction, but the free surface energies need
to be adjusted. In general it is known that the free surface energy decreases
upon gas adsorption [86] (if not, why should a molecule stick to a surface?).
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2.3.3 Atom diffusion on surfaces

This section presents atomic scale aspects of the growth process (growth ki-
netics). First the primary diffusion processes will be introduced followed by
some examples of different nucleation processes. Depending on the way of
nucleation the particle size distribution and particle shape will be addressed.

In MBE growth of metal clusters the adatoms are deposited with thermal
energy (∼ 0.1 eV) onto a substrate. Allready at their site of impact the adsorp-
tion energy is dissipated into the crystal lattice of the support [223]. From this
time on the position of the adatom is determined by diffusion processes. For
single atom diffusion the jumps between energy valleys of adjacent lattice sites
are thermally activated. The hopping rate νn of a certain type n is described4 Harald Brune


deposition, F


edge descent, Es


edge diffusion, Ee



dissociation, Ediss = Eb +Em

nucleation, i

aggregation



terrace diffusion, Em





edge diffusion, Ee

Fig. 1. The elementary diffusion processes of MBE growth

Diffusion across the terrace ends when the adatoms collide with one or
more of their own (for sake of simplicity structural and chemical defects are
not considered). Depending on the lateral bond energy (Eb in Fig. 1) and
the number of neighbors, the formed cluster remains stable or decays again.
A stable nucleus is a cluster that is large enough to grow more rapidly than
it decays on the time-scale of deposition. One defines the critical cluster size
i by the number of atoms in the smallest stable nucleus minus one, i.e.,
attachment of one atom turns a critical cluster into a stable one.

The two-dimensional cluster shape is determined by the mobility of aggre-
gating adatoms along the cluster edge (barrier Ee in Fig. 1), more specifically
along straight steps and around kinks and corners, in the case of trigonal sub-
strates also from 1-fold coordinated corner to 2-fold coordinated step sites.
Low mobility leads to ramified clusters with fractal dimension, similar to
Diffusion Limited Aggregation (DLA) scenarios [29–31]. Anisotropic terrace
diffusion imposed by the substrate symmetry, in conjunction with anisotropic
sticking to the edges, can lead to the formation of 1D monoatomic wires. Com-

Figure 2.7: Summary of elementary diffusion processes during molecular beam
epitaxy growth (from [153])
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by Boltzmann statistics:

νn = ν0,ne−En/kBT (2.4)

The primary diffusion processes are depicted in figure 2.7. The probability of
terrace diffusion, edge diffusion and edge decents are described by their acti-
vation enrergy Em, Ee and Es. Nucleation of clusters occurs homegeneous due
to immobilisation of diffusing atoms via aggregation on terrace sites or hetero-
geneous on defect sites like kinks, edges, vacancies, adatoms or color centres.
The clusters exhibit forms close to the equilibrium shape if edge diffusion and
edge decent is thermally activated. This can be supported by residual gas
molecules, which stick to the adatoms and increase their mobility.

Homogeneous nucleation: A critical cluster containing i atoms gets im-
mobilized by assimilation of one additional atom. If the dissociation rate is
lower than the rate of aggregation the cluster starts to grow in size. In case
of immobile clusters mean-field nucleation theory predicts a saturation cluster
density nx of [24, 214, 215]:

nx = n(Θ, i)

(
D
F

)−χ
eEi/((i+2)kBT ) (2.5)

χ =
i

i+ 2

D = D0 · e−Em/kBT (tracer diffusion coefficient) (2.6)

F : deposition rate

Ei : cluster binding energy

At low temperatures expression 2.5 simplifies to:

nx = n(Θ, 1)

(
D
F

)− 1
3

(2.7)

n(Θ, 1) =
1

4
(coverage range of saturation)

With increasing adatom diffusion D (e.g. increasing sample temperature) the
cluster density decreases, though with increasing deposition flux the cluster
density also increases.
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Heterogeneous nucleation: Cluster nucleation can also occur at defect sites
or at specific adsorption sites within large surface unit cells. These heteroge-
nous nucleation mechanisms can be utilized to grow clusters with a sharp size
distribution and high surface coverages. Figure 2.8 shows an example of dif-
ferent cluster sizes due to changed nucleation mechanisms [12, 74]. In (a) a
height equivalent of 0.2 Å Pd is deposited on an alumina film on NiAl(110)
at 90 K. The palladium atoms nucleate at point defects of the alumina film
resulting in small palladium particles finely dispersed exhibiting a narrow size
distribution. In (b) the same amount of palladium is deposited at 300 K - the
palladium adatoms nucleate at line defects and form much larger particles due
to the thermally enhanced mobility. Image (c) displays the cluster distribution
after deposition at 300 K at prehydroxylated alumina, which apears to be very
similar to the cluster deposition at 90 K.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.8: Scanning tunneling images (from [12, 74], 1000 × 1000 Å): (a)

0.2 Å Pd deposited on an alumina film on NiAl(110) at 90 K, (b) 0.2 Å Pd
deposited on an alumina film on NiAl(110) at 300 K, (c) 0.2 Å Pd deposited
on a prehydroxylated alumina film on NiAl(110) at 300 K
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The cluster shape is strongly connected to the kinetics involved in adatom
diffusion. Many different structures aside the equilibrium shape can be ob-
served and are very system specific. Therefore this section closes with an
example covering different 2D Pt cluster structures on Pt(111) [119, 120, 155]
(see figure 2.9).
Figure 2.9 (a) shows a dendritic island structure of 0.17 ML Pt deposited on
Pt(111) at 300 K caused by kinetically frozen edge diffusion. At higher deposi-
tion temperatures compact clusters grow ((b) - (e)). At 400 K the cluster shape
is triangular, which is a typical island shape on hexagonal substrates due to dif-
ferent edge diffusion energies depending on the edge orientation [153]. At 455
K deposition temperature the triangular cluster shape has changes to a hexag-
onal cluster shape (fig. 2.9 (c)), which is a signature of thermally activated
corner crossing. Finally at 710 K the island seems to exhibit the equilibrium
shape (see fig. 2.9 (d) and (e)) with different edge dimensions reflecting two
distinct surface energies involved.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

Figure 2.9: Island morphology of Pt on Pt(111) (from [119, 120, 155]): (a) 0.17
ML Pt/Pt(111) deposited at 300 K (630 × 900 Å2), (b) 0.17 ML Pt/Pt(111)
deposited at 400 K (630×900 Å2), (c) 0.14 ML Pt/Pt(111) deposited at 455 K
(770×1100 Å2), (d) 0.08 ML Pt/Pt(111) deposited at 710 K (1540×1100 Å2),
(e) 0.08 ML Pt/Pt(111) deposited at 455 K and subsequent annealing to 710
K for 1 min. (630× 900 Å2)
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2.4 Metal cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111)

Regular metal cluster arrays can be grown by physical vapor deposition of el-
evated elements on top of a graphene/Ir(111) surface [83, 162, 163, 165] (see
fig. 2.10). These cluster lattices exhibit the same periodicity as the underly-
ing graphene/Ir(111) moiré, offer thermal stability up to ∼ 550 K and have a
very sharp, monodisperse size distribution. This approach enables the growth
of metal clusters in the size regime of 3 up to 150 atoms (depending on the
deposited element).

Figure 2.10: Ir cluster lattice grown at 300 K with Θ = 0.80 ML resulting
in save = 70 on graphene/Ir(111) prepared by TPG followed by CVD and
extending over the entire sample, image size 0.5 µm × 0.3 µm, inset 500 Å ×
300 Å, from [165]

Element specific growth: Close to room temperature among many ele-
ments the deposition of iridium and platinum leads to cluster formation with
the highes structural coherence of the cluster lattice [163, 165]. Nevertheless
also other elements like tungsten, rhenium, palladium and rhodium nucle-
ate with a certain degree of order corresponding to the moiré periodicity of
graphene/Ir(111). Elements like iron and gold only form regular cluster lat-
tices at low sample temperatures (∼ 90 K) during metal deposition or if the
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elements are depositied on top of seeding clusters (e.g. Ir, Pt) [165]. As pre-
requisite for elements to form high quality cluster lattices Diaye et. al. propose
a large cohesive strength, an extended localized valence orbital for interaction
with the graphene π-bond and a nearest-neighbor distance similar to iridium
[165].

Nucleation site and interface structure: The nucleation of metal clus-
ters at RT occurs exclusively at the hcp regions of the graphene/Ir(111) moiré
[72, 163, 165] (hole of carbon rings on top of hcp sites in respect to the un-
derlying Ir(111) - compare sec. 2.2). Only at low temperatures particlular
cluster nucleation at fcc regions of the graphene/Ir(111) moiré can be observed
[163, 165].

The high thermal stability of the cluster lattices demands for a strong bind-
ing mechanism attaching the clusters to the Ir(111) support. Based on DFT
calculations Feibelman proposed a rehybridization of the graphene atoms be-
low the clusters from sp2 to sp3, so that half of the carbon atoms form bonds

2.10 Å

2.47 Å

2.84 Å

3.20 Å

3.57 Å

3.94 Å

Figure 2.11: Top view of 19 Ir atom islands centered in the hcp region of the
graphene/Ir(111) moiré. First, second and third substrate layer Ir atoms are
colored cyan, red and green. This coloring shows that the solid and dotted
white circles encompass the hcp and fcc regions of the moiré. The balls rep-
resenting Ir adatoms are white, with radii reduced to reveal the ad-Ir registry
atop C-atoms in threefold hollows. The color bar denotes heights measured
from the average for the first Ir atom layer (from [58]).
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with the cluster on top and the other half of the carbon atoms form bonds with
the Ir(111) surface below [58, 59] (see fig. 2.11). Knudsen et. al. confirmed
this mechanism experimentally for Pt cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111) on
the basis of additional components in the C1s core level obtainable at x-ray
photoelectron spectra after cluster growth [126].

Growth and structure of Ir clusters on C/Ir(111):

In 2006 N’Diaye et. al. presented a detailed STM investigation on the growth
of Ir cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111) at an iridium deposition temperature
of 350 K [163]. The authors found that iridium clusters nucleate always at
regions inside the moiré cell where the centers of the carbon rings sit on top of
hcp sites in respect to the underlying Ir(111) substrate (only below 160 K clus-
ters partly occupy fcc sites). From the absence of monomer and dimer clusters
immobilization is determined to start with trimers. Nevertheless adatoms and
dimers are confined in the unit cell of their arrival at timescales relevant for
cluster growth, so that the clusters exhibit a Poisson-like size distribution. Co-
alescence starts for deposited iridium amounts exceeding 1.5 ML. Attachment
of atoms to clusters is irreversible and sintering always occurs by mobilization

fcc on top

(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: Summarized structure model of iridium clusters on C/Ir(111)
(from [72]): (a) Top view of the structural model, the moiré unit cell is in-
dicated by the white line. High symmetry sites are marked, where the center
of the carbon rings is located either at an fcc or on-top site with respect to
the substrate. The center of the nanoparticles is located at the hcp position of
the carbon rings. The ACB stacked particles are rotated by 60◦ with respect
to the ABC stacked particles (not shown). (b) Cross-sectional side view of
the particles together with relaxation values. For clarity not all C atoms are
shown. The Ir(111) bulk layer spacing is 2.216 Å.
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of entire clusters. The cluster lattice is thermally stable up to 500 K, which
corresponds to a potential energy minimum ≥ 1.25 eV. For clusters contain-
ing s̄ = 130 atoms heights of four to five layers have been observed, whose
hexagonal top layer suggested a cluster shape of truncated polyhedra.

In 2013 Franz et. al. presented a SXRD study on the atomic structure
of iridium clusters on graphene/Ir(111) [72]. In this study we showed the
crystallinity of these small iridium clusters for the first time and determined
the shape to be a truncated octahedron (see fig. 2.12), which is in line with
the proposed model of N’Diaye et. al.. In addition SXRD provided insight to
the inner structure of the iridium clusters, so that we could reveal an almost
equal probability of the clusters to exhibit ABC or ACB stacking in respect
to the underlying Ir(111) substrate. The distance between cluster and Ir(111)
surface is determined to be (4.60 ± 0.15) Å. Finally each cluster layer showed
in-plane contractions larger than 2% in respect to the iridium bulk value and
a more complicated out-of-plane behaviour of the atom distances including
contractions and relaxations (see fig. 2.12 (b)).
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Chapter 3

Techniques for surface structure

analysis

The ensemble of surface analysis techniques can be separated into three groups:
Scanning probe techniques (STM, AFM, SEM, etc.), spectroscopy measure-
ments (XPS, IR spectroscopy, NEXAFS, etc.) and diffraction methods (LEED,
SXRD, XPD, etc.).

Scanning probe techniques are usually highly surface sensitive. Therefore
the main information is gained about the topmost surface layer, which on
the one hand eases data analysis but on the other hand hampers structural
understanding of the subsurface layers. Structural and electronic properties
of the sample surface can be addressed with SPT, which makes these tools
very powerful in surface analysis. With scanning probe techniques a very
small surface area can be selected and measured. This enables the analysis
of single surface objects and makes a difference to averaging techniques such
as standard x-ray diffraction applications. For flat surfaces atomic resolution
can be achieved (e.g. STM, AFM), which is impossible for small clusters and
adsorbate structures on surfaces. Depending on the probe the resolution suffers
strongly in gas environments, which makes it difficult to resolve structural
changes during catalytic reactions.

Spectroscopy methods analyse the vibrational (e.g. IR spectroscopy) and
electronic states (e.g. XPS, NEXAFS) of the probed surface. Therefore these
techniques are the method of choice to determine surface adsorbates and chem-
ical composition/states. To gain information on the atomic structure a com-

27
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plex modelling is required, so that for structural investigations spectroscopy
methods are usually supplemented by scanning probe techniques or diffraction
methods.

Diffraction methods can access the atomic structure of crystalline samples
with the highest reachable accuracy. In general a beam with a wavelike be-
haviour and a wavelength similar to the probed atom distances is needed. So
all kind of particle beams (neutrons, protons, electrons, positrons, ions) and
electromagnetic fields (photons) can serve as a probe. For surface studies the
brilliance of neutron sources together with the weak interaction with matter
is not sufficient to resolve surface structures. In that sence protons, electrons,
positrons and ions are powerful probes with very high surface sensitivity due
to their strong interaction with matter. Nevertheless data analysis suffers from
multiple diffraction events which need to be considered during surface model-
ing. X-ray diffraction techniques benefit from the applicability of kinematical
theory (only single scattering events due to weak interaction) and the high
photon flux (∼ 1013 photons/sec at sample position) available at third gener-
ation synchrotron sources (e.g. Petra III - Hamburg, ESRF - Grenoble). The
outstanding brilliance of these sources provide structure determination with
the ultimate accuracy. Also subsurface structures can be resolved and sample
environments can make all kinds of gas environments addressible. Large 2D
detectors give fast access to large areas of reciprocal space, while pump probe
experiments can give access to time resolved studies.

Of course neither the general classification in three groups does fit to all
kind of techniques, nor the given advantages and disadvantages are valid for
all techniques. It is a rough summary of a overwhelming diversity of sur-
face structure analysis techniques. All techniques have their power in surface
analysis and should be used complementary. This work is clearly focused on
diffraction techniques to resolve the structure of graphene/Ir(111) supported
metal clusters. Nevertheless also scanning probe measurements (STM) and
spectroscopy measurements (AES, XPS, IR) have been performed and will be
discussed later.
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3.1 X-ray diffraction

The structural investigations presented in this thesis are mainly based on sur-
face x-ray diffraction measurements. So this section will address the main
aspects of surface sensitive x-ray diffraction techniques. The presented con-
tent complies to standard textbooks [56, 3, 43, 47, 224] and some prominent
articles [187, 188, 62, 216].

Starting with the interactions between x-rays and matter, a general diffrac-
tion part will introduce the concept of reciprocal space. Finally surface sensi-
tive x-ray diffraction will be discussed.

3.1.1 Interaction of x-rays with matter

Electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the range of 0.01 Å to 100 Å
(100 eV up to several MeV) are named x-rays introduced by Wilhelm Conrad
Röntgen, who discovered this type of radiation for the first time in 1895. At the
atomic level the behaviour of x-rays in matter is dominated by elastic/inelastic
photon-electron interactions (Thomson scattering / Compton scattering, pho-
toelectric effect). The description on a macroscopic level covers scattering,
refraction, reflection and absorption.

Starting with the description of interactions on the atomic level, we will
switch later to the properties of x-rays in matter on a macroscopic level.

Thomson scattering describes the elastic scattering of electromagnetic waves
(e.g. x-rays) with charged particles (e.g. electrons). X-rays originating from a
synchrotron can be represented by a linearly polarized, electromagnetic plane
wave ~E(~r, t).

~E(~r, t) = ~ε · E0 · ei(
~k·~r−ωt) (3.1)

~ε · ~k = ~E · ~k = ~H · ~k = 0 (3.2)

k =
∣∣∣~k∣∣∣ =

ω

c
=

2π

λ
(3.3)

E0 : amplitude of electric field modulation

~ε : direction of polarization
~k : wave vector pointing in direction of wave propagation
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This plane wave is quantized in photons of energy EPh = ~ω and momentum
pPh = ~k. An electron interacting with this plane wave gets accelerated in
direction of ~E(~r, t) an thus emits dipole radiation. The differential cross-section
of this process estimates to:(

dσT
dΩ

)
= r20

∣∣∣~ε · ~ε′∣∣∣2 = r20 · sin2(Θ) (3.4)

r0 =

(
e2

4πε0mec2

)
= 2.82× 10−5 Å (3.5)(

dσT
dΩ

)
: Thomson differential scattering cross-section

r0 : classical electron radius

~ε′ : direction of polarization of the scattered photons

Θ : scattering angle

The integral over all possible scattering angles determines the total cross-
section for Thomson scattering:

σT =

∫ 4π

0

(
dσT
dΩ

)
dΩ =

8π

3
r20 = 6.65× 10−9 Å2 (3.6)

The described elastic scattering process was first derived for free electrons by
J. J. Thomson and is the fundamental process during diffraction experiments
on crystalline samples. The elastic scattering process also occurs for bound
electrons.

Compton scattering describes the inelastic scattering process of electro-
magnetic waves (e.g. x-rays) with charged particles (e.g. electrons). The scat-
tered photon transfers kinetic energy to the free (or weakly bound) electron,
which is accompanied by an increase of the photon’s wavelength (conservation
of energy). Concurrent conservation of energy and momentum leads to the
Compton scattering formula [38]:

λ′ − λ =
h

mec
(1− cos(Θ)) = λC(1− cos(Θ)) (3.7)

λ : wavelength of incident photon

λ′ : wavelength of scattered photon

Θ : scattering angle
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The differential cross-section for Compton scattering is given by the Klein-
Nishina-formula [123]:(

dσC
dΩ

)
= α2r2cP(Eγ,Θ)2 ×[

P(Eγ,Θ) + P(Eγ),Θ)−1 − 1 + cos2(Θ)
]
/2 (3.8)

P(Eγ,Θ) =
1

1 + (Eγ/mec2)(1− cos(Θ))
(3.9)

rc =
~

mec
(3.10)

Eγ : energy of incident photons

The total cross-section for Compton scattering estimates to:

σC =
σT

1 + 2λC/λ
(3.11)

σT : Thomson cross-section

λC : Compton wavelength

For diffraction experiments the inelastic scattering events (also fluorescence
radiation) are usually unwanted, so geometrical (e.g. Al absorber) / electronic
(treshhold level settings of detector) optimizations are used to suppress these
signal contributions.

The photoelectric effect describes the absorption of a photon by an electron
occupying an atomic orbital, which then is expelled from this orbital. This ef-
fect is accompanied by different possible secondary events, e.g. emission of
fluorescence radiation or emission of Auger electrons. The cross-section for
this process is given by:

σ ∝ constant× Zn

E3 (3.12)

n ∈ [4, 5]

Here Z is the nuclear charge and E the energy of the absorbed photon.

The formulas derived for Thomson scattering and Compton scattering are valid
for all kinds of charged particles, so also for protons (me → mp). For both
processes the cross-section scales with the inverse square of the particle mass
(see eqn. 3.6 and 3.11), so that the scattering cross-sections of electrons are
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3.4× 106 times larger than the scattering cross-sections of protons. Therefore
behaviour of x-rays in matter is covered by the photon-electron interactions as
already mentioned in the beginning of this section.

In addition to this atomic level view described by quantum mechanics and
quantum field theory we will now discuss some macroscopic aspects, which can
be derived from Maxwell’s equations. The connection between atomistic and
macroscopic description can be found in textbooks as [56] and needs further
concepts connected to the electron shell structure of atoms.

Refraction describes the change in direction of the wavevector due to a change
in the transmission medium (see fig. 3.1) and follows Snell’s law (eqn. 3.13
and eqn. 3.14).

sin(ϕ1)

sin(ϕ2)
=

v1
v2

=
n2

n1

(3.13)

n1 · cos(ϑ1) = n2 · cos(ϑ2) (3.14)

vi : phase velocity in medium i

ni : index of refraction of medium i

In case of x-rays the refractive index n(ω) is slightly smaller than one and
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Figure 3.1: Snells law: (a) crossover of an electromagnetic wave from an
optical less dense medium to an optical more dense medium, (b) crossover of
an electromagnetic wave from an optical more dense medium to an optical less
dense medium
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given by:

n(ω) = 1− δ + iβ (3.15)

δ =
2πnarec2

ω2
f 0
1 (ω) =

λ2

2π
reρe (3.16)

β =
2πnarec2

ω2
f 0
2 (ω) =

λ

4π
µ (3.17)

na : atom number density

re : classical electron radius

f 0
1 (ω) : real part of atom form factor in transmission direction

f 0
2 (ω) : imaginary part of atom form factor in transmission direction

ρe : electron density

µ : coefficient of absorption

Let us assume an interface between vacuum and a flat crystal - in case of
visible light the wavevector is refracted in direction of the surface normal when
travelling from vacuum to the optical more dense medium. In case of x-rays
the vacuum is the more dense medium and therefore the wavevector refracts
away from the surface normal (see fig. 3.1 (b)). This leads to the phenomena of
total external reflection and the formation of an evanescent wave with tunable
penetration depth.

The critical angle αc names the incident angle at which the transmitted
beam propagates parallel to the sample surface. With αt = 0 and n1 = 1

Snell’s law gets:

1 · cos(αc) = n2 · cos(0◦) (3.18)

cos(αc) = 1− δ + iβ (3.19)

A Taylor expansion of the cosine leads to:

cos(αc) ≈ 1− α2
c

2
(3.20)

The value of δ is typically one order of magnitude larger than β, so that:

αc ≈
√

2δ = λ ·
√

reρe
π
∝ λ
√
Z (3.21)

The critical angle αc scales linear with the wavelength λ and with the square
root of the elements electron number, so that iridium at 10 keV has an critical
angle of αc = 0.474◦.
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From the condition of continuity of the wavevector the transmitted electro-
magnetic wave derives to:

Et(~r) = A · ei(ki,xx+kipz−ωt) · e−(kiqz−ωt) (3.22)

p2 =
1

2

[√
(α2

i − α2
c)

2
+ 4β2 + (α2

i − α2
c)

]
(3.23)

q2 =
1

2

[√
(α2

i − α2
c)

2
+ 4β2 − (α2

i − α2
c)

]
(3.24)

Equation 3.22 describes a wave with an exponential damping in z-direction.
The penetration depth Λ can be derived from the inverse value of the real part
of the exponent:

Λ =
1

kiq
=

λ√
2π

(√
(α2

i − 2δ)
2

+ 4β2 − α2
i + 2δ

)− 1
2

(3.25)

The intensities of the reflected and transmitted wave at the interface and for
small incident angles is given by:

R(αi) =
(αi − p)2 + q2

(αi + p)2 + q2
(3.26)

T(αi) =
4α2

i

(αi + p)2 + q2
(3.27)

Based on the derived relations the penetration depth and the transmitted beam
intensity are calculated and plotted for iridium at 10 keV in fig. 3.2 (a) and
(b). The relevance of these relations in surface x-ray diffraction is obvious:
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Figure 3.2: Interaction of 10 keV x-rays with a flat iridium surface (δ = 3.4163·
10−5 and β = 2.3386 · 10−6): (a) penetration depth, (b) transmitted intensity

i) The x-ray beam probes the atomic structure of the sample in the range of
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the penetration depth and therefore a surface sensitivity can be achieved by
measuring at grazing incidence. ii) The diffracted intensity is proportional to
the transmitted beam intensity and thus can be enhanced by a factor of ∼ 3

(taking absorption effects into account) by measurements at the critical angle
αc.

The absorption of an electromagnetic wave is described by the Lambert-Beer
law and can be derived as follows. The phase velocity of the electromagnetic
wave is given by:

v(ω) =
ω

k
=

c
n

(3.28)

⇒ k =
ω(1− δ + iβ)

c
(3.29)

This expression applied to the wave equation 3.1 results in:

E(~r, t) = E0 · e−i(ωt−
ωz(1−δ+iβ)

c ) (3.30)

= E0 · e−i(ωt−
ωz(1−δ)

c ) · e−
ωz
c β (3.31)

The intensity of the electromagnetic wave is connected to the square of the
amplitude, so that:

I(z) = I0 · e−β
2ω
c ·z = I0 · e−β

4π
λ
·z = I0 · e−µ·z (3.32)

µ =
4πβ

λ
(inverse attenuation length) (3.33)
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3.1.2 Basic concepts of diffraction

In this section fundamental x-ray diffraction concepts based on the kinematical
approximation (neglecting multiple scattering events and absorption of the
incident beam) will be presented.

At large distance (Frauenhofer diffraction) the elestically scattered intensity
I(~q) of a uniform illuminated electron cloud is proportional to the square of
the Fourier transform of the electron density in respect to the transferred
momentum ~q:

I(~q) ∝ |F(~q)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∫
Vcloud

ρ(~r′)ei~q·~r′d3r′
∣∣∣∣2 (3.34)

This results from the cross-section of Thomson scattering and the summing
up of all contributions with the assigned phase difference (see fig. 3.3).
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d1 = 
ki · r

| |ki

d2 = 
kf · r

| |kf

phase:

φ = k·( - )d2 d1

    = ( - )·kf ki r
    = q·r

Figure 3.3: Visualization of the phase difference occuring due to the spatial
distribution of the electrons during diffraction of an electromagnetic plane wave

Crystalline samples consist of basic building blocks, which create the whole
crystal by repeated arrangement in the direction of the crystal lattice vectors
~a, ~b and ~c (see. fig. 3.4). This leads to a periodically modulation of the
electron density, so that:

ρ(~r + ~Rn) = ρ(~r) (3.35)
~Rn = n1 ·~a + n2 · ~b + n3 ·~c n1, n2, n3 ∈ N0 (3.36)
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(a)

rN
r...

r0
r1

(b)

a

b
c

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of a crystal: (a) unit cell with atoms at
positions ri, (b) cubic crystal created by periodic arrangement of an elemental
building block like (a)

With this constraint the expression of F(~q) can be simplified by adding the con-
tribution of the scattered wave with the right phase similar to the proceeding
used to derive equation 3.34:

F(~q) =

∫
Vsample

ρ(~r′) · ei~q·~r′d3r′ (3.37)

periodicity
=

∑
n1,n2,n3

∫
Vunit cell

ρ(~r′ + ~Rn) · ei~q·(~r′+~Rn)d3r′ (3.38)

=
∑

n1,n2,n3

(∫
Vunit cell

ρ(~r′) · ei~q·~r′d3r′
)
· ei~q·~Rn (3.39)

=
∑

n1,n2,n3

Funit cell(~q) · ei~q·
~Rn (3.40)

= Funit cell(~q) ·
∑

n1,n2,n3

ei~q·~Rn (3.41)

= Funit cell(~q) ·G(~q) (3.42)

Funit cell(~q) =

∫
Vunit cell

ρ(~r′) · ei~q·~r′d3r′ (3.43)

G(~q) =
∑

n1,n2,n3

ei~q·~Rn (3.44)

Now the scattered amplitude is described by a product of the so called structure
factor Funit cell and the lattice factor G(~q). The structure factor is the Fourier
transform of the electron density in respect to the momentum ~q of the unit cell.
The unit cell itself is made out of atoms, so that the integral of the structure
factor can be separated into a sum of integrals each covering the area of an
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atom at position ~ri inside the unit cell:

Funit cell(~q) =
all atoms∑

i

∫
Vatom i

ρ(~r′) · ei~q·~r′d3r′ · ei~q·~ri (3.45)

=
∑
i

fi(~q) · ei~q·~ri (3.46)

fi(~q) : atom form factor of atom i

The structure factor can be derived by the sum of all atom contributions
assigned with the corresponding phase difference. All these have been formally
derived for an electron cloud of free electrons. Dispersion caused by electron
resonances can be accounted by the atomic form factor:

f(~q)→ f(~q, ω) = f(~q) + f′(ω) + i · f′′(ω)

These corrections are incorporated at the analysis section of this thesis by
using atomic form factors calculated with a series expansion based on tabulated
values respecting these effects [145].

A second correction is attributed to thermal vibrations which add a time
dependence to the electron density ρ(~r)→ ρ(~r, t), which is usually not resolved
during x-ray diffraction measurements. Therefore the Debye-Waller factor B
is introduced and accounts for the q-dependend damping of the scattered am-
plitude caused by the amplitude uq of the vibrational displacement:

ftherm(~q) = f(~q) · e−
1
2
q2<u2

q> = f(~q) · e−B2·q2/(16π2) (3.47)

Reciprocal space: For simplicity let us assume a cubic crystal (see fig. 3.4
(b)), so that the lattice factor can be written as:

G(~q) =

N1−1∑
n1=0

N2−1∑
n2=0

N3−1∑
n3=0

ei~q(n1·~a+n2·~b+n3·~c) (3.48)

=

(
N1−1∑
n1=0

ein1(~q·~a)

)
·

(
N2−1∑
n2=0

ein2(~q·~b)

)
·

(
N3−1∑
n3=0

ein3(~q·~c)

)
(3.49)

The lattice factor is now expressed as a product of geometric series. The partial
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sum of a geometric series can be simplified to:

SN(x) =
N-1∑
n=0

eixn =
1− eixN

1− eix
(3.50)

|SN(x)|2 =

∣∣∣∣1− eixN1− eix

∣∣∣∣2 =

∣∣1− eixN∣∣2
|1− eix|2

(3.51)

=

(
1− eixN

) (
1− e−ixN

)
(1− eix) (1− e−ix)

=
sin2

(Nx
2

)
sin2

(
x
2

) (3.52)

By using the notation of the partial sum of a geometric series the lattice vector
can be rewritten to:

G(~q) = SN1(~q ·~a) · SN2(~q · ~b) · SN3(~q ·~c) (3.53)

The diffracted intensity is proportional to the square of the lattice factor, so
that:

I(~q) ∝ |G(~q)|2 = |SN1(~q ·~a)|2 ·
∣∣∣SN2(~q · ~b)

∣∣∣2 · |SN3(~q ·~c)|2 (3.54)

=
sin2(N1~q·~a

2
)

sin2(~q·~a
2

)
·
sin2(N2~q·~b

2
)

sin2(~q·
~b
2

)
·
sin2(N3~q·~c

2
)

sin2(~q·~c
2

)
(3.55)

∣∣SN(x)

∣∣2 is named N-slit interference function and peaks at (see fig. 3.5):

x = 2π · j , j ∈ Z (3.56)
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Figure 3.5: N-slit interference function
∣∣SN(x)

∣∣2 =
sin2(Nx
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with N = 4
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With a large number of unit cells the intensity distribution exhibits very
sharp intensity peaks (Bragg peaks), which are located at ~q values fulfilling
the Laue equations (eqn. 3.57 to 3.60):

~q ·~a = 2π · h (3.57)

~q · ~b = 2π · k (3.58)

~q ·~c = 2π · l (3.59)

h, k, l ∈ Z (3.60)

With the reciprocal lattice vectors

~a* = 2π ·
~b×~c

~a · (~b×~c)
(3.61)

~b
*

= 2π · ~c×~a
~a · (~b×~c)

(3.62)

~c* = 2π · ~a× ~b
~a · (~b×~c)

(3.63)

the Laue conditions are always fulfilled, if ~q is given by:

~q = h ·~a* + k · ~b
*

+ l ·~c* (3.64)

The previously defined reciprocal space vectors span a lattice (reciprocal lat-

ki

kfq

(0,0)

Ewald sphere

Figure 3.6: Ewald construction: Bragg reflexes touching the Ewald sphere can
be accessed with the corresponding scattering vector ~q.
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tice) in momentum space. The Ewald construction illustrates the condition of
constructive interference (see fig. 3.6) - all reciprocal lattice points touching
the Ewald sphere are accessible with the corresponding scattering vector ~q.
The Laue conditions are usually weakened by crystal mosaicity, crystallite size
and beam divergence, so that the Bragg peaks exhibit a certain width.

3.1.3 Surface X-Ray Diffraction (SXRD)

Surface x-ray diffraction is established as a standard tool for surface structure
determination since the mid-eighties of the previous century [62, 188]. This
evolution is related to the availabilty of synchrotron light sources for crys-
tal structure determination due to the demanding beam properties of surface
structure investigations. SXRD measurements can be perfomed at almost ev-
ery sample environment due to the low interaction of x-rays with matter and
the technique can be applied to all kind of samples including oxide samples
without suffering from charging effects.
Crystal truncation rods: As derived in the previous section the scattered
intensity of a 3D crystal is given by the square of the Fourier transform of the
electron density (eqn. 3.34):

I(~q) ∝ |F(~q)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∫
V

ρ(~r′)ei~q·~r′d3r′
∣∣∣∣2

In case of a crystal truncated in z-direction the electron density can be ex-
pressed as a product of the infinite electron density with a step function h(z):

h(z) =

1 , if z ≤ 0

0 , if z > 0
(3.65)

With this modification of the electron density the diffracted intensity results
in:

I(~q) ∝ |F(~q)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∫
V

(
ρ(~r′) · h(z′)

)
ei~q·~r′d3r′

∣∣∣∣2
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Using the reversal of the convolution theorem of Fourier analysis and equations
3.42 and 3.55 the intensity distribution derives to:

I(~q) ∝ N2
1 · N2

2 · N2
3 · |Funit cell(~q)|2 ·

1

|1− e−i·qz ·rz |2
· δ
(
~qxy − ~Gxy

)
(3.66)

= N2
1 · N2

2 · N2
3 · |Funit cell(~q)|2 ·

1

4 · sin2( qz ·rz
2

)
· δ
(
~qxy − ~Gxy

)
(3.67)

~r = ~a + ~b +~c (3.68)

Similar to a 3D crystal the diffracted intensity is proportional to the square of
the numbers Ni of the coherent scattering unit cells and the square of the unit
cell structure factor Funit cell(~q).
The difference is a weakening of the Laue conditions in out-of-plane direction,
while the in-plane Laue condition still needs to be fulfilled. At in-plane values
compatible with the Laue conditions the out-of-plane intensity is modulated by

1

4·sin2( qz ·rz2 )
and does not have the delta-function like behaviour of the idealized

infinite 3D crystal.
Surface rods: In addition to the surface signal caused by the sharp electron
density drop at the crystal surface, there might be a surface layer with different
in-plane periodicity than the underlying bulk crystal. In this case there is
additional rod-like intensity I2D(~q) at positions in reciprocal space, where the
in-plane Laue conditions of this surface layer is fulfilled.

I(~q) ∝ N2
1 · N2

2 · |Funit cell~q)|2

· δ(~q ·~a2 − 2π · h2)δ(~q · ~b2 − 2π · k2) ·
∣∣ei·~q·~c2

∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(3.69)

Figure 3.7 depicts both cases of the previously discussed origin of surface
diffraction signal: In (a) a real space structure of a truncated cubic crystal
with a 3 × 3 on 2 × 2 surface structure is shown. In (b) the corresponding
reciprocal space scheme exhibits crystal truncation rods crossing the Bragg
peaks (blue) and surface rods at ~a*2 = 3

2
~a* and ~b

*
2 = 3

2
~b
*
(green). The commen-

surate surface structure interferes with crystal truncation rods at h2 = 3 · h
and k2 = 3 · k. From the interference the registry and the height of the surface
structure in respect to the underlying crystal can be determined. In addition
the crystal truncation rods contain the information of the surface structure,
composition, roughness and the thermal vibration amplitudes.
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H

K

(b)(a)

Figure 3.7: Surface rods: (a) truncated cubic crystal with a 3 × 3 (green)
on 2 × 2 (blue) surface structure, (b) reciprocal space corresponding to (a),
crystal truncation rods with Bragg reflexes (blue), surface rods of the adlayer
(green)

Improved surface signal strength and surface signal to noise ratio:

The above discussed intensity distribution in reciprocal space is intrinsically
surface sensitive and the key feature of surface sensitive x-ray diffraction. Nev-
ertheless there are additional opportunities to improve surface sensitivity:
i) As already mentioned in section 3.1.1 the transmitted intensity of an x-ray
beam can be significantly enhanced by grazing incidence geometry (see eqn.
3.27). This enhancement has to be described in a dynamical theory including
multiple diffraction and is performed with the so called distorted wave Born
approximation. Due to time-reversal symmetry of the wave equation this en-
hancement is symmetric in incident and exit angle, so that at the critical angle
for the incident and exit angle the intensity raises typically by a factor of ∼ 9

(taking absorption effects into account).

Apart from the refraction effects diffraction can still be treated kinematical,
so that the diffracted intensity is governed by the following expression:

I(~q) ∝ T(αi) · T(αf) · |F(~q)|2 (3.70)

T(αi/αf) : transmitted intensity

F(~q) : Fourier transform of ρ(~r)

ii) As already mentioned in section 3.1.1 the penetration depth of an x-ray
beam depends on the incident angle (see eqn. 3.25). This behaviour is again
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symmetric for incident and exit angle, so that a scattering depth Λ according
equation 3.71 correlates with a depth regime of contributing atoms:

Λ =
Λi · Λf

Λi + Λf
(3.71)

So the depth of contributing atoms to the diffracted signal can be tuned by the
incident and exit angle and therefore small incident/exit angles reduce back-
ground signal from the bulk crystal.
Six circle diffractometer: SXRD measurements are usually performed us-
ing a six circle diffractometer. Two degrees of freedom are used to align the
sample surface normal, three degrees of freedom are needed to move inside the
accessible reciprocal space area (only limited by the x-ray energy/momentum)
and the left degree of freedom is used to perform the measurements at a fixed
(grazing) incident angle.
Rod measurements and structure factor extraction: The intensity dis-
tribution of CTR’s and surface rods in reciprocal space has a certain width
(domain size, mosaicity, beam divergence, etc.). An accurat determination
of the structure factor demands for the integrated intensity of this intensity
distribution. Therefore the rod intensity at a certain L-value (out-of-plane
momentum) is measured by rocking the sample around the surface normal at
the reciprocal space value of observation [217]. This scan cuts through the
rod intensity distribution and therefore enables background substraction and
structure factor integration. In addition standard correction factors are ap-
plied [217] in order to account for active sample area Carea, rod intersection
Crod, polarization of the x-ray beam P and volume of integration L (Lorentz
factor) (see eqn. 3.72 to 3.79 and figure 3.8):

g
d m

incident beam

diffracted
         beam

detector

Figure 3.8: Schematic drawing of surface x-ray diffraction geometry including
angles used for structure factor corrections.
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Icorr = Iint/C (3.72)

C = L · P · Crod · Carea (3.73)

L =
1

sin(δ)cos(µ)cos(γ)
(3.74)

P = ph · Phor + (1− ph) · Pver (3.75)

Phor = 1− (sin(µ)cos(δ)cos(γ) + cos(µ)sin(γ))2 (3.76)

Pver = 1− sin2(δ)cos2(γ) (3.77)

Crod = cos(γ) (3.78)

Carea = 1/sin(δ) (3.79)
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3.1.4 X-Ray diffraction on graphene/Ir(111) supported

metal cluster lattices

This section will briefly introduce the atomic structure of iridium, graphene,
graphene on Ir(111) and cluster decorated graphene/Ir(111). The major focus
is set to the atomic structure and the associated consequences for diffraction
experiments.

Structure of iridium and the Ir(111) surface: Iridium belongs to the
group of transition metals and has the atomic number Z = 77. In addition
iridium is one of the platinum metals with properties common to noble metals
[225]. In the solid state iridium crystallizes in a face centered cubic lattice
with a lattice parameter of afcc = bfcc = cfcc = 3.8392 Å (see fig. 3.9). The

(a)

afcc

b f
cc

a(111)

b(111) c(111)

a
(111)

b (111
)

a
(111)

b (
11
1)

(b) (c)

cfcc

Figure 3.9: Iridium face centered cubic crystal structure: (a) bulk unit cell,
afcc = bfcc = cfcc = 3.8392 Å, (b) Ir(111) surface unit cell, a(111) = b(111) =

2.7147 Å, c(111) = 6.6497 Å, (c) topview of Ir(111) surface unit cell

unit cell contains four atoms at (0, 0, 0), (0, 1
2
, 1
2
), (1

2
, 1
2
, 0) and (1

2
, 0, 1

2
). The

(1, 1, 1)-plane cuts the unit cell according to figure 3.9 (a) resulting in a hexag-
onal structure for the Ir(111) surface (see fig. 3.9 (c)). We define the surface
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unit cell according to fig. 3.9 with:

~a(111) =
1

2
·~afcc −

1

2
·~cfcc (3.80)

~b(111) = −1

2
·~afcc +

1

2
· ~bfcc (3.81)

~c(111) = ~afcc + ~bfcc + ~bfcc (3.82)

⇒ |~a(111)| = |~b(111)| =

√(
1

2
·~afcc

)2

+

(
1

2
·~cfcc

)2

(3.83)

=
afcc√

2
= 2.7147 Å (3.84)

|~c(111)| =
√

a2fcc + b2
fcc + c2fcc =

√
3 · afcc ≈ 6.6497 Å (3.85)

](~a(111), ~b(111)) = 120◦ (3.86)

](~a(111),~c(111)) = ](~b(111),~c(111)) = 90◦ (3.87)

The defined surface unit cell is smaller than the fcc unit cell and contains only
three atoms at (0, 0, 0), (2

3
, 1
3
, 1
3
) and (1

3
, 2
3
, 2
3
) expressed in units of the surface

unit cell vectors.

The reciprocal lattice is defined by the vectors (see eqn. 3.61 - 3.63 in
previous section):

~a*(111) = 2π ·
~b(111) ×~c(111)

~a(111) ·
(
~b(111) ×~c(111)

) =
2π∣∣~a(111)∣∣ · sin(30◦)

· ~e *
a(111)

(3.88)

≈ 4.6290 Å−1 · ~e *
a(111)

(3.89)

~b
*
(111) =

2π∣∣∣~b(111)

∣∣∣ · sin(30◦)
· ~e *

b(111)
≈ 4.6290 Å−1 · ~e *

b(111)
(3.90)

~c*(111) =
2π∣∣~c(111)∣∣ · ~e *

c(111)
≈ 0.9449 Å−1 · ~e *

c(111)
(3.91)

The structure factor of the Ir(111) surface unit cell is given by:

F(~q) =
∑
α

fi(~q)e−i~q·~ri (3.92)

There is only one species of atoms present in the unit cell, so that the atomic
form factor can be factored out. Insertion of the atom positions and respecting
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(a) (b)
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l = 3n
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30
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60°

Figure 3.10: Reciprocal lattice vectors of the Ir(111) surface unit cell: (a)

Ir(111) real space lattice vectors (black) and reciprocal lattice vectors (blue),
(b) Bragg peak map of Ir(111) in terms of the reciprocal lattice depicted in
(a), Bragg peaks at l-values corresponding to the colored equations with n ∈ Z

the Laue conditions equation 3.92 transforms to:

F(~q) = f0(~q)
(
e−i(h~a

*+k~b
*
+l~c*)·~0 + e−i(h~a

*+k~b
*
+l~c*)·( 2

3
~a+ 1

3
~b+ 1

3
~c)

+ e−i(h~a
*+k~b

*
+l~c*)·( 1

3
~a+ 2

3
~b+ 2

3
~c)
)

(3.93)

= f0(~q)
(

1 + e−i(
4π
3
h+ 2π

3
k+ 2π

3
l) + e−i(

2π
3
h+ 4π

3
k+ 4π

3
l)
)

(3.94)

= f0(~q)
(

1 + e−i
2π
3
(2h+k+l) + e−i

2π
3
(h+2k+2l)

)
(3.95)

In fcc bulk coordinates the selection rule for Bragg reflexes demands all h, k, l
values to be odd or even. In surface coordinates expression (3.95) seems to be
more complex. Nevertheless position and intensity of the Bragg reflexes need
to be independent of the applied coordinates. So we search for the selection
rule, which provides a structure factor of fhkl = 3f0(~q h,k,l):

e−i
2π
3
(2h+k+l) = 1  2h + k + l = 3 · n1 ; n1 ∈ Z (3.96)

e−i
2π
3
(h+2k+2l) = 1  h + 2k + 2l = 3 · n2 ; n2 ∈ Z (3.97)

Obviously the selection rules 3.96 and 3.97 are equivalent and establish three
groups of rods with identical l-values for the Bragg reflexes. Figure 3.10 (b)
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depicts a h-k-map with the three groups of rods represented by red, green,
and blue circles together with the corresponding constraints for Bragg reflexes
- the Bragg reflexes have a spacing of 3 (r.l.u.) in l-direction at each crystal
truncation rod.

Structure of graphene: As already described in section 2.1 graphene is
a 2-dimensional, hexagonal arrangement of carbon atoms. The distance be-
tween two carbon atoms is 1.42 Å [94], so that the hexagonal unit cell is defined
by the vectors ~a and ~b with:

|~a| = |~b| ≈
√

(2 · 1.42)2 − (1.42)2 Å (3.98)

=
√

3 · 1.42 Å ≈ 2.46 Å (3.99)

](~a, ~b) = 120◦ (3.100)

The unit cell contains two carbon atoms which are located at (0, 0, 0) and
(2
3
, 1
3
, 0).

Graphene is an exclusively 2-dimensional structure, so that a rod-like inten-
sity distribution can be observed in reciprocal space (compare section 3.1.3).
The structure factor of graphene is given by:

F(~q) =
∑
i

fi(~q)e−i~q·~ri (3.101)

= f0(~q)
(
e−i(h~a

*+k~b
*
)·~0 + e−i(h~a

*+k~b
*
)·( 2

3
~a+ 1

3
~b)
)

(3.102)

= f0
(

1 + e−i(
4π
3
h+ 2π

3
k)
)

= f̂0

(
1 + e−i

2π
3
(2h+k)

)
(3.103)

Obviously there is a maximum of the structure factor F(~q) = 2·f0 at 2h+k = 3n

- e.g. the (1,1) rod exhibits higher diffraction intensities than the (1,0) and
(0,1) rods due to interference between the two carbon atoms of the graphene
unit cell.
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Metal cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111): The present knowledge con-
cerning the atomic structure of metal cluster lattices grown on a graphene/Ir(111)
support is reviewed in the preceding chapter 2. Here we briefly summarize the
relevant aspects and their implications for diffraction experiments.

The cluster lattices created by physical vapor deposition of elevated ele-
ments exhibit the periodicity of the graphene/Ir(111) moiré lattice. The sur-
face structure can be approximated by a commensurate unit cell containing
10 × 10 carbon unit cells on top of 9 × 9 Ir(111) surface unit cells (see fig.
3.11 (b)). The metal clusters agglomerate at a specific adsorption site inside

(a)

(0  0) (18  0)(9  0)

(9  -9) (18  -9)

(9  9)(0  9) (b)

Figure 3.11: Reciprocal space and real space representation of the commen-
surate cluster lattice on graphene/Ir(111): (a) reciprocal space map of the
Ir(111) lattice (black, CTR indices are given in the moiré unit cell naming),
the graphene lattice (blue) and the cluster lattice (grey), the blue intensity
map cuts cluster lattice rods and depicts the calculated intensity of a cluster
lattice containing ABC-stacked clusters, (b) top view of the approximated,
commensurate real space structure model - 10× 10 graphene unit cells sit on
top of 9×9 Ir(111) unit cells. A metal cluster is located at a specific adsorption
site of the moiré unit cell. The carbon atoms below the cluster are rehybridized
to sp3 (not visible in the topview), so that the cluster and the substrate are
connected by chemical bonds.

the moiré unit cell - the so called hcp-region at which the holes of the carbon
rings are located on top of hcp sites with respect to the underlying Ir(111)
substrate.
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So there are three periodicities present at the surface structure:
i) The Ir(111) surface unit cell gives rise to crystal truncation rods (black lines
in figure 3.11 (a)).
ii) The graphene unit cell with the same crystallographic orientation as the
underlying Ir(111) support, but with a slightly smaller lattice parameter (∼ 9

10

of the Ir(111) spacing) gives rise to graphene surface rods (at the intersections
of the blue lattice depicted in fig. 3.11 (a)) with slightly larger spacing in
reciprocal space (10

9
of the Ir(111) surface lattice spacing).

iii) The cluster lattice exhibits the moiré periodicity and has the same crys-
tallographic orientation as the underlying graphene/Ir(111), but the lattice
parameter is nine times as large as the Ir(111) spacing. Therefore the recip-
rocal lattice of the cluster array has 1

9
th of the Ir(111) spacing (see fig. 3.11

(a) grey grid). The cluster lattice contributes due to its spacing also at the
graphene rods and at the Ir(111) crystal truncation rods.
Reciprocal space indexing:
In this thesis the reciprocal space indices of the cluster lattice are mainly used,
so that the Ir(111) (1,0) and (0,1) rods are represented by the (9,0) and (0,9)
rods of the cluster lattice. In case of graphene the (1,0) and (0,1) rods are
represented by the (10,0) and (0,10) cluster lattice rods. Only the next section
about simulated cluster structure factors makes use of the reciprocal lattice
indexing of the Ir(111) surface unit cell. Multiplication of h and k by a factor
of nine results in the reciprocal lattice indices of the cluster lattice.
Surface structure sensitivity among the rods:
With the grouping in Ir(111) crystal truncation rods, graphene surface rods
and cluster lattice rods we have already a productive partitioning of recipro-
cal space. The cluster lattice rods apart from the Ir(111) crystal truncation
rods and the graphene rods contain mainly structural information of the metal
clusters. The interference of the cluster lattice signal with the Ir(111) signal
at the CTR’s determine the in-plane position and the height of the clusters.
The graphene rods contain the structure information of the graphene accom-
panied by the spatial position in respect to the clusters due to interference
with the cluster lattice signal. As shown previously the graphene signal is
enhanced at (1,1)-like rods (indexed (10,10) in cluster lattice coordinates), so
that these rods have an increased sensitivity to the graphene structure. In
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general the overlap of the cluster lattice signal with the graphene signal and
the Ir(111) signal gives access to the whole atomic structure of the surface
unit cell. Note that also the graphene contributes to the signal of the cluster
lattice rods mainly due to the rehybridized sp3 area below the cluster giving
the graphene’s electron density the same periodicity as the cluster lattice on
top. And also the Ir(111) surface gets modified by small displacements, so
that its electron density exhibits the periodicity of the cluster lattice. These
effects make the structure very complex, nevertheless these contributions are
minor compared to the as before discussed ones, so that first conclusions can
be drawn by a decoupled analysis of the grouped rods.

Finally figure 3.12 depicts some calculated structure factors among elevated
rods in order to emphasize the sensitivity for certain structural parameters:
(a) and (b) show the structure factors of a 55 atoms containing cluster with
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Figure 3.12: Calculated structure factors of a 4 layer high, ABC stacked Ir
cluster containing 55 atoms on graphene/Ir(111): (a) (9,0) CTR for different
in-plane cluster positions, cluster height is 4.65 Å above the substrate, cluster
at the fcc adsorption site of the moiré cell (blue), cluster at the hcp adsorp-
tion site (red), (b) (9,0) CTR for different cluster heights, in-plane position
of cluster is the fcc adsorption site of the moiré cell, height: 4.65 Å (blue),
height: 5.65 Å (red), (c) (10,0) graphene rod with flat graphene (blue) and
sp3-rehybridized graphene below the cluster atoms (red)

different in-plane and out-of-plane position inside the moiré unit cell at the
(9,0) crystal truncation rod - the interference at the CTR causes strongly
differing structure factor distributions. Figure 3.12 (c) shows the structure
factors of the (10,0) graphene rod for a model with flat graphene (only sp2)
and rehybridized graphene below the 55 Ir atoms containing cluster - there
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are significant differences in the structure factor values, which would be even
stronger for smaller clusters or clusters consisting of lower Z metals.
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3.1.5 Cluster lattice structure factors and the impact of

different structural parameters

In this section the influence of structural parameters like height, width, stack-
ing, regular 2D arrangement, in-plane atom distance, out-of-plane atom dis-
tance and spatial element distribution among bimetallic clusters for the diffracted
intensity |F(~q)|2 will be investigated.

The structure factor of an atom cluster can be calculated by summing up
all atomic contributions with the corresponding phase as discussed in section
3.1.2.

Fcluster(~q) =
∑
N

fa,N · ei~q·~rN (3.104)

N : index of all cluster atoms

fa,N : atom form factor of atom N

~rN : position of atom N

The following calculations are done with the Ir(111) surface unit cell and the
corresponding reciprocal space vectors introduced in section 3.1.4. This will
enable easy access to diffraction phenomena connected to single clusters and
cluster lattices.
First of all we discuss the role of the height of a cluster. Figure 3.13
(a)-(d) displays calculated reciprocal space intensity maps of one (a), two (b),
three (c) and four (d) layer high Ir clusters. All intensity maps have rods at
(0,0) and (1,0), which have a certain in-plane width due to interference between
the lattice planes in H direction (for discussion of surface rods see section 3.1.3).
The out-of-plane (L direction) rod intensity is modulated be interference be-
tween different cluster layers. A single layer cluster has a uniform decaying
diffraction intensity, which is given by the atomic ~q-dependence of the atomic
form factor of the cluster atoms (fig. 3.13 (e),(f) - black solid/dashed line).
By adding a second cluster layer (fig. 3.13 (b) and (e),(f) - blue solid/dashed
line) interference in out-of-plane direction occurs. The (1,0) rod has maxima
at L = 1+3 ·n with n ∈ N0 caused by the fcc stacking order (see section 3.1.4).
With increasing number of layers the width in L direction decreases while the
in-plane width stays almost constant. The N-slit function |SN(x)|2 = sin2(Nx/2)

sin2(x/2)

derived in section 3.1.2 describes the shape of the intensity distribution caused
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by the interference of N layers. The decreasing peak width for increasing num-
ber of interfering layers N is illustrated in fig. 3.5. There are always N-2
weak maxima between two main maxima. In addition the integrated inten-
sity increases with increasing cluster height (compare fig. 3.13 (e),(f)) as a
consequence of increasing number of Ir atoms contributing to the scattered
intensity.
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Figure 3.13: (a)-(d) calculated |F(~q)|2 of a ABC stacked single iridium cluster
with one (a), two (b), three (c) and four layers (d), (e), (f) intensity distru-
ibution along the marked directions of a one layer high cluster (black), two
layer high cluster (blue), three layer high cluster (red), four layer high cluster
(green)

Similar to the cluster height we discuss the effect of the cluster width

on the diffracted intensities. Figure 3.14 (a)-(d) depicts reciprocal space
initensity maps calculated for Ir clusters with increasing width - starting with
a three atoms long cluster edge at the cluster base layer and ending with six
atoms at the edge of the cluster’s base layer. With increasing cluster width the
in-plane peak width of the cluster Bragg peaks decreases (compare fig. 3.14
(f)). Unlike the out-of-plane peak width stays constant (fig. 3.14 (e)), while
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the overall intensity increases due to increasing number of atoms contributing
to the scattered signal. With increasing width the difference of the scatter
contributions of the three distinct cluster layers decreases, which pronounces
the intensity gain between two Bragg peaks in out-of-plane direction.
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Figure 3.14: Calculated |F(~q)|2 of a single ABC stacked iridium cluster with
different width: (a)-(d) intensity map of cluster with three (a), four (b), five
(c), six (d) atoms at base layer edge, (e) intensity of rod (1,0) of clusters with
three atoms at base layer edge (black), four atoms at base layer edge (blue),
five atoms at base layer edge (red), six atoms at base layer edge (green), (f)
intensity along in-plane direction at L = 1 and K = 0 - color code similar to
(e)

After discussion of size effects we consider clusters with different

stacking order - namely ABC, ACB, ABA and ACA stacked clusters. Com-
paring the calculated intensity maps figure 3.15 (a),(b),(d) and (e) we find,
that some Bragg peaks vary in position. Therefore a diffraction experiment
can distinguish between the different stackings. Selection rules for Bragg peak
positions can be found in textbooks [3, 43, 224] and will not be discussed.
We just want to emphasize, that for certain rods there are different inten-
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sity distributions (see fig. 3.15 (f)) depending on the crystal structure of the
clusters. Note that the specular rod intensity (fig. 3.15 (c)) is almost the
same (ABC/ACB clusters have one atom less in the third layer compared to
ABA/ACA stacked clusters) for all shown stackings. This originates from
the fact that there is no in-plane momentum transfer at the specular rod and
therefore this region of reciprocal space is absolutely insensitive to the in-plane
arrangement of any investigated sample and accordingly insensitive to different
stacking orders.
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Figure 3.15: Calculated |F(~q)|2 of a three layer high single iridium cluster with
different stacking: (a), (b), (d), (e) intensity maps of ABC, ACB, ABA and
ACA stacked clusters, (c) calculated intensity distruibution of the specular
rod (reflectivity), (f) calculated intensity of rod (1,0), ABC stacking (black),
ACB stacking (blue), ABA stacking (green), ACA stacking (red)

According to performed experiments on cluster lattices we consider

the calculated diffraction pattern of such cluster lattices. As a good
approximation to our experimental situation we choose a 4× 4 2D cluster lat-
tice according the simplified graphene/Ir(111) moiré periodicity discussed in
section 3.1.4 and sum all scatter contributions coherently. Then we compare
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our findings with single cluster diffraction intensities. The calculation of the
cluster lattice structure factor can be done by summing up single cluster struc-
ture factors (compare eqn. (B.1)) with the corresponding phase shift caused
by the position in the cluster lattice:

Fcluster lattice(~q) =

Ncluster∑
j

Fcluster(~q) · ei~q·
~Rj = Fcluster(~q) ·

Ncluster∑
j

ei~q·~Rj (3.105)

Icluster lattice(~q) = |Fcluster lattice(~q)|2 = |Fcluster(~q)|2 ·

∣∣∣∣∣
Ncluster∑

j

ei~q·~Rj
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3.106)

Fcluster(~q) : single cluster structure factor

Ncluster : quantity of coherently scattering clusters in lattice
~Rj : real space location of cluster j

The 2D lattice arrangement of the clusters leads to interference in H and
K direction (compare fig. 3.16 (a),(b)). The spacing between the clusters
determines the position of the reflections in reciprocal space - here integer
multiples of 1

9
in H and K direction with respect to the Ir(111) reciprocal space

unit cell. The diffracted intensity is modulated with |Fcluster(~q)|2 (compare
eqn. (B.4)), so that all intensities of the 2D lattice reflections are scaled by the
single cluster structure factor and therefore contain all structural information
of the single cluster. For experiments the emerging advantage of the 2D lattice
arrangement is the gain in diffracted intensity. The measurable intensity of
coherent scattering clusters is:

Icoh.scatt(~q) = |Fcluster(~q)|2 ·

∣∣∣∣∣
Ncluster∑

j

ei~q·~Rj
∣∣∣∣∣
2

at 2D lattice
=

reflections
|Fcluster(~q)|2 ·N2

cluster (3.107)

The scattered intensity of incoherently scattering clusters (equally oriented) is
just the sum of the single cluster intensity contributions instead of the sum of
the single cluster structure factors:

Iincoh.scatt (~q) =

Ncluster∑
j

|Fcluster(~q)|2 = |Fcluster(~q)|2 ·Ncluster (3.108)

Our example of a 4 × 4 2D cluster lattice exhibits scattered intensities which
are enhanced by a factor of 162 = 256 compared to the single cluster signal
(compare fig. 3.16 (c),(d)) and is still enhanced by a factor of 16 compared
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to 16 incoherently scattering clusters which share the same crystallographic
orientation. This intensity gain by one or even more orders of magnitude (de-
pending on the coherence length of the 2D cluster lattice) enables access to
the atomic structure of small clusters, which are not accessible with standard
diffraction setups suffering from the weak diffraction signal of nano-objects
which is often accompanied by random nano-object orientation. Previous ob-
servations for single clusters are also valid for cluster lattices, but we have
to keep in mind that we can only probe the single cluster structure factor at
cluster lattice reflections. Therefore the regular arrangement of the clusters
provides a discrete sampling of the single cluster structure factor.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of calculated |F(~q)|2 of a ABC stacked single iridium
cluster and a 4 × 4 cluster lattice: (a) H-L-map of a single cluster, (b) H-
L-map of 4 × 4 cluster lattice, (c) intensity distribution along rod (1,0), (d)
intensity distribution in H direction at L = 1

After discussion of cluster lattice structure factors we emplaze the

impact of the cluster atom in-plane distance. A change of the in-plane
atom distances shifts the single cluster structure factor in reciprocal space - a
reduction of the lattice parameter shifts the single cluster structure factor to
higher |~q|-values in reciprocal space, an increase of the atom distance shifts the
single cluster structure factor to lower |~q|-values in reciprocal space (compare
fig. 3.17 (d), (e)). As discussed previously the cluster lattice signal is scaled
by the square of the single cluster structure factor, therefore a reduction of
the in-plane atom distance strengthens cluster lattice reflections at increasing
|~q| around Ir(111) reflections (see fig. 3.17 (a), (b), (d), (e)). For increasing
in-plane atom distance the situation is vice versa (see fig. 3.17 (b), (c), (d),
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(e)). Note that for larger |~q| the shift of the single cluster structure factor
is stronger, which implies a higher sensitivity of measurements at high |~q| for
in-plane lattice parameter determination.
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Figure 3.17: Simulated |F(~q)|2 of a 4× 4 iridium cluster lattice with different
in-plane cluster atom distance: (a), (b), (c) intensity maps of cluster lattice
with in-plane Ir-Ir distance changed by -5% (a), 0% (b), +5 % (c), (d),(e)
compared intensities of first (H = 1)/second (H = 2) order reflexes, solid lines
represent intensity distribution in H direction at L = 1 and H ∈ [0.7, 1.3]

(cyan, blue, green) or L = 2 and H ∈ [1.7, 2.3] (magenta, red, orange), dashed
line represents corresponding single cluster diffraction intensity scaled by 256

Variation of the out-of-plane atom distance has similar impact as vari-
ation of the in-plane atom distance discussed previously. Here the shift of the
single cluster structure factor is in out-of-plane direction (L direction) (see fig.
3.18). Again the shift is larger for higher momentum transfer - now in out-of-
plane direction (compare fig. 3.18 (d), (e)). So with increasing out-of-plane
momentum transfer the determination of the out-of-plane atom distance gets
more accurat.

The last issue concerned in this section is the scattered intensity of

bimetallic clusters. The key question in respect of the atomic structure is
the distribution of different atomic species among the cluster. Possible scenar-
ios would be a complete mixture of the atomic species (alloy cluster), core/shell
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Figure 3.18: Calculated |F(~q)|2 of a 4× 4 iridium cluster lattice with different
out-of-plane atom distance: (a), (b), (c) intensity maps of cluster lattice
with out-of-plane Ir-Ir distance changed by -5% (a), 0% (b), +5% (c), (d),(e)
Compared intensities at different out-of-plane momentum transfer on rod (1
,0).

structurs, enrichment of one atom species at cluster edge sites or cluster facets
with certain crystallographic orientation. Here we compare three scenarios of
clusters containing 31 Ir atoms and 51 Pd atoms: (a) cluster with iridium core
and a single atomic layer thick palladium shell, (b) a complete random mixture
of Ir and Pd and (c) Ir at cluster edge sites (see fig. 3.20). The calculation
of the Ir/Pd alloy cluster structure factor is done for a model containing a
complete Ir cluster whose scatter contribution to the structure factor is scaled
with an occupation parameter of PIr scale = 31

31+51
and a coherently added com-

plete Pd cluster scaled with an occupation parameter of PPd scale = 51
31+51

. The
calculations of the cluster structure factor with Ir atoms populating cluster
edge sites is performed similar - it is a coherent superposition of Ir atoms
at cluster edge sites (occupation value 1), Ir at cluster sites not located at
the edge (PIr scale = 31−24

31+51
) and Pd at cluster sites not located at the edge

(PPd scale = 51
31+51−24). Based on this figure 3.20 shows H-L-intensity-maps of

the corresponding single cluster in logarithmic color code. Fortunately there
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are significant differences in these intensity maps for different distribution of
the atom species, which imply that diffraction experiments can resolve the
spatial distribution of different atomic species among small metal clusters. In
the first row of the maps there are two tendencies which can be seen clearly -
first of all the cluster Bragg peaks get sharper from left to right. Recall from
section 3.1.2 that the diffracted intensity is the squared Fourier transform of
the cluster electron density in respect to transferred momentum. Well known
from Fourier theory [202] the transform of localized quantities in real space
gets broad in Fourier space and vice versa. In case of the investigated bimetal-
lic cluster structures the core/shell cluster accumulates more than 50% of the
charge in the iridium core. For the alloy structure and the Ir edge structure this
charge cloud containing 50% of the total cluster charge gets more and more
delocalized around the cluster center. Therefore the Fourier transform gets
more and more localized from core/shell through alloy to the edge structure.
The second observable tendency is the increasing destructive interference be-
tween cluster Bragg peaks in out-of-plane direction. Complete destinction can
be achieved, when the cluster layers have the same integrated electron density
value - in fact this quantity gets more and more equalized from the structure
on the left to the structure on the right. The second and the third row show
the same intensity distribution for each cluster structure (small differences
due to slightly different color coding are visible) which can be associated with
a Bragg peak order independence of the scattering intensity concerning the
distribution of different atom species among a cluster - note this is different
for a change in atom distances as discussed earlier. In addition the peaks in
〈110〉-direction are sharper than in 〈100〉-direction (compare first and second
row of fig. 3.20), which is caused by a larger number of scattering planes in
〈110〉-direction compared to 〈100〉-direction (in lowest cluster layer 7 planes in
〈100〉-direction and 10 planes in 〈110〉-direction). Keep in mind that a 2D
cluster lattice with nine times the Ir(111) spacing can only probe the single
cluster structure factor at integer multiples of 1

9
in H and K direction! Figure

3.19 depicts some of the cluster lattice rods. While fig. 3.19 (b), (c) and (f) fit
our expectations based on Fourier theory, the rods (a), (d) and (e) are modu-
lated by the intensity variations between single cluster Bragg reflexes and are
therefore less intuitive. The differences on these rods are much stronger and
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of calculated rod intensities for a 4×4 cluster lattice
containing bimetallic clusters similar to figure 3.20: Ir core / Pd shell cluster
(blue), Ir/Pd alloy cluster (red), cluster with Ir at cluster edge positions (green)

would give a strong basis to distinguish different cluster structures. Unfortu-
nately it is an experimental challenge to measure these rods which have two or
even more orders of magnitude less signal intensity than the strongest cluster
lattice rods. This section will be concluded with a tabulated summary of the
main results based on simulated diffraction intensities (see table 3.1):
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Figure 3.20: Calculated log
(
|F(~q)|2

)
for bimetallic clusters containing 31 Ir

atoms and 51 Pd atoms: (a) core/shell cluster with Ir core and Pd shell, (b)
alloy cluster with random distribution of Ir and Pd, (c) edge cluster - Ir atoms
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structur effect in experimental

parameter reciprocal space advise

cluster height: interference in
out-of-plane direction,

decreasing Bragg
peak width with in-

creasing cluster height

cluster width: interference in
in-plane direction,
decreasing Bragg

peak width with in-
creasing cluster width

cluster stacking: cluster Bragg peaks at measure (1,0), (0,1)
different positions in and (1,1) like cluster

reciprocal space lattice rods

cluster in-plane/ single cluster F shifts in measure signal with high
out-of-plane strain: in-plane/out-of-plane in-plane/out-of-plane

direction in reciprocal momentum transfer to
space, the larger the in- determine in-plane/out-
plane/out-of-plane mo- of-plane lattice parameter
mentum transfer the with high accuracy
larger the shift of F.

bimetallic clusters: single cluster structure measure as many rods as
factor varies most possible - though the general

strongly between Bragg behaviour is independent of
peaks, shape of single the Bragg peak order the
cluster structure factor single cluster structure factor
is independ of the Bragg regions probed with the cluster

peak order lattice varies with qin-plane

Table 3.1: Comprehensive summary of structure factor simulations
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3.2 Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)

Low energy electrons are intrinsic surface sensitive due to their low escape
length (only a few atomic layers). Diffraction at the surface structure occurs
because of the wavelike behaviour of electrons. The wavelength of low energy
electrons is given by equation (3.109):

λ =
h
p

=
h√

2m0E
(3.109)

p : electron momentum

m0 : electron rest mass

E : kinetic energy of electron

The scheme of a LEED system with three repulsive grids is depicted in fig.
3.21. Electrons are accelerated with up to 300 V and hit the sample surface
with normal incidence angle. They scatter at the periodic surface structure
and diffracted electrons cause spots at the flourescence screen. A charged grid
in front of the flourescence screen retards the diffracted electrons and repulses
all electrons which have been scattered in an inelastic way. Subsequent the
electrons which have passed the retarding grid are again accelerated in direction
of the flourescence screen in order create bright flourescence spots. The probed
2D surface structure has a rodlike intensity distribution in reciprocal space,
which is directly mapped to the flourescence screen. The visible diffraction
spots correlate to cuts in reciprocal space of the surface rods - with increasing
electron energy these spots move inwards to the center of the screen (compare
fig. 3.21).
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Figure 3.21: LEED system with three repulsive grids (left) and the correspond-
ing diffraction geometry with reciprocal space (right). Scattering vectors are
given for two different electron energies, i.e. E1 < E2. With increasing elec-
tron energy the diffraction spots move inwards to the centre of the flourescence
screen.
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3.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

The photoelectric effect describes the emission of electrons when matter is ir-
radiated by photons and was discovered by H. R. Hertz in 1887 [108]. The
explanation with a quantisized electric field was given by A. Einstein in 1905
[49] and contributed to his Noble Prize award in physics (1921). The experi-
mental tools for XPS have been developed in the 1950’s and 60’s with major
contributions from K. Siegbahn, who received the Nobel Prize in 1981 for "his
contributions to the development of high-resolution electron spectriscopy" [197].

XPS is a powerful tool to determine the elemental composition and the
chemical state of matter. The strong interaction of electrons with matter
makes XPS intrinsically surface sensitive due to the limited escape depth of
electrons in matter.

X-ray photoelectron spectra are recorded with an energy dispersive detector
(spectrometer), while the sample is illuminated with a monochromatic x-ray
beam (see fig. 3.22 (a)). The x-ray beam excites the atoms of the sample,

(a) (b)

hν photo-electrons

spectrometer

sample

probed
sample
volume

monochro-
matic x-ray 
beam

hν

D(E) N(E)

E Ekin

Ef

Evac

EF

Ei

core
level

valence
band

0

sample photo 
electrons

Figure 3.22: (a) Illustration of XPS measurements - a monochromatic x-ray
beam illuminates the sample, while a spectrometer counts the photoelectrons,
(b) Schematic drawing of the energy levels relevant at the photoelectric process
(adapted from [56]) - all energy levels of a sample, which have a lower absolute
value than the exciting x-rays can be screened (e.g. core levels, valence bands)
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which partially causes ejection of electrons (photo electrons from core levels
and valence band, Auger electrons). The photo electrons absorb the total
energy hν of the exciting photon, so that after ejection the photo electrons
exhibit a kinetic energy Ekin which is the difference of the photon energy hν
and the energy Eion,n needed to realease the electron n from the initial bonded
state Ei,n to the vacuum level Evac (see fig. 3.22 (b)):

Ekin = hν − Eion,n (3.110)

Eion,n = Evac − Ei,n (3.111)

Eion,n : ionization energy of electron n

Evac : vacuum energy

Ei,n : initial energy of electron n

With the assumption of non-interacting electrons the number of emitted photo
electrons Iphot is given by Fermi’s golden rule [56]:

Iphot(Ei, hν) ∼
∑
f,i

|Mfi|2δ(Ef − hν − Ei) (3.112)

Mfi =
〈
ψf

∣∣∣ e
2mc

~A~p
∣∣∣ψi

〉
(3.113)

Ei,Ef : single particle energies of initial/final state

ψi, ψf : single particle wavefunctions of initial/final state
~A : vector potential of electromagnetic field

~p : momentum operator

More detailed descriptions can be found in references [4, 113, 117, 226].
The information depth of the photo electrons (probed sample volume, see

fig. 3.22 (a)) can be altered by the energy of the exciting x-rays (lower x-ray
energy → more surface sensitivity) or in case of flat samples by the exit angle
of the photoelectrons (increasing discrepancy to normal exit → more surface
sensitivity).

Typical XPS core level line shapes are a convolution of a Lorentzian peak
profile (connected to the lifetime of the excited electron state) and a Gaussian
peak profile (connected mainly to the spectrometer resolution). Asymmetries
of the line shapes are primarily caused by the redistribution of the remaining
electrons during photoelectron disexcitation and can either be removed by
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substraction of a Shirley background or be fitted with asymmetric peak profiles
(e.g. Doniach-S̆unjić profiles).
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3.4 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)

Since 1953 when J. J. Lander proposed a vacuum setup in which electrons are
used to excite Auger emission [132] Auger electron spectroscopy has established
as a standard tool for the analysis of the elemental composition of surfaces.
The technique is highly surface sensitive due to the small escape length of low
energy electrons [96, 97, 98] (typically a few nanometers) and for most surface
structures non-destructive. AES is based on the Auger effect [5, 152], i.e. after
removal of a core electron by irradiation with photons/electrons an electron
from an outer shell drops into the inner-shell vacancy (see fig. 3.23 (c)). The
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Figure 3.23: Auger electron spectroscopy - instrumentation and Auger process:
(a) retarding field analyzer (RFA) - an electron gun (1) shots electrons to the
sample (4). The emitted electrons are energy selected with redarding grids
(2) and detected with a collector (3). After amplification the derivative of the
electron signal is recorded by a computer. (b) cylindrical mirror analyzer -
improved energy resolution compared to the RFA setup, (c) illustration of the
Auger process - description in text

difference in potential energy of this electron can either be emitted by a photon
(fluorescence radiation) or be transferred to an outer-shell electron, which is
then emitted with an kinetic energy corresponding to the involved element-
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specific energy levels (Auger process). In contrast to photoelectrons the kinetic
energy of Auger electrons is independent of the energy of the exciting radiation
and for the depicted process fig. 3.23 (c) given by [33, 37, 142]:

EKLL(Z) = EK(Z)− EL1(Z)− E*
L2(Z)− φs (3.114)

EK(Z) : binding energy for energy level K of element Z

E*
L2(Z) : binding energy for energy level L2 of element Z

in presence of a core hole

φs : spectrometer work function

The intensity IAuger of an Auger transition is proportional to its transition
matrix element [37, 142]:

IAuger ∝
2π

h

[∫ ∫
ψ*
f (r1)ψf(r2)Vψ

*
i (r1)ψi(r2)dr1dr2

]2
(3.115)

V =
e2

r2 − r1
(3.116)

ψi(r1), ψi(r2) : initial state wave function of the two electrons in an

atom having an initial shell vacancy

ψf(r1), ψf(r2) : final state wave function of the two electrons

Figure 3.23 (a) and (b) depict two typical setups used for AES measure-
ments. Both devices excite the sample with electron bombardment and differ
mainly in the way of Auger electron detection.

The LEED aparatus in (a) utilizes its four grid system for energy selective
electron counting and was proposed for AES measurements in 1967 by Palm-
berg et. al. and Tharp et. al. [172, 212]. Therefore a retarding potential
is applied to the inner grid, so that only electrons exceeding a certain kinetic
energy can pass the grid system and reach the detection screen. The amplified
signal gets recorded by a computer. For visualization of the Auger spectra
typically the derivative dN

dE of the counted electrons in respect to the kinetic
electron energy is depicted, so that changes in the number of detected electrons
due to Auger transitions get emphasized [96, 97].

Figure 3.23 (b) depicts a setup with a cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA)
for electron detection. This setup detects electrons of a certain energy range,
so that not only electrons below a certain kinetic energy (see retarding field
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analyzer of the LEED setup) but also electrons above a certain energy can
be discriminated from detection. Therefore the CMA device has an increased
sensitivity compared to the previously described LEED setup [171].

Note the XPS setup described in section 4.2 can also be used to measure
Auger spectra even with the highest resolution among the described devices
due to the hemi-spherical electron energy analyser used for electron detection.
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3.5 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)

The scanning tunneling microscope was invented 1981 by Gerd Binning and
Heinrich Rohrer [17]. In 1986 they were awarded with the Nobel Prize in
physics "for their design of the scanning tunneling microscope". Scanning
tunneling microscopes can image the local topographic structure of conducting
surfaces (metal or semiconductor surfaces, thin insulating layers on conducting
surfaces) with atomic resolution (latteral resolution ∼ 1 Å, longitudinal reso-
lution ∼ 0.1 Å). In surface science scanning tunneling microscopes are usually
operated in UHV, but also gas and liquid environments with possible loss in
resolution can be accessed [105, 213]. The working principle of the STM is
based on the quantum mechanical tunneling effect - a sharp conduction tip
raster scans the sample surface at a distance of ∼ 1 nm while a voltage (0.1
V up to 10 V) is applied between tip and sample. At this short distance
there is an overlap of the electron wave functions of the tip and the sample,
so that electrons can tunnel from one to the other. This causes a tunnel cur-
rent, which is typically of the order of nano ampere. Usually STM devices are
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Figure 3.24: STM scan modes (adapted from [110]): (a) schematic represen-
tation of constant current mode - the STM tip raster scans the sample surface
and measures the tip height z(x,y), while a feedback loop keeps the tunnel
current constant, (b) schematic representation of constant height mode - the
STM tip raster scans the sample surface at constant height, while the tunnel
current I(x,y) is measured

operated in "constant-current topography" in which the distance between the
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scanning tip and the sample surface is feedback controlled in order to keep
the tunnel current constant (see fig. 3.24 (a)). A second way of operation is
the "contant-height topography" mode in which the height of the scanning tip
stays constant and the tunnel current is measured (see fig. 3.24 (b)). This
mode can only be applied to measure small and flat sample areas due to the
risk of collision between tip and sample surface.

The tunnel current I is determined by the solution of the Schrödinger equa-
tion

Ĥψ(x) = Eψ(x) (3.117)

and Fermi’s golden rule for the transition probability from an initial state i to
a final state f:

Ti→f =
2π

~
|Mi,f|2 δ(E− Ef) (3.118)

Mi,f =
〈
ψf

∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣ψi

〉
(3.119)

A schematic 1D representation of a tunneling tip and a sample is depicted in fig.
3.25 - the solution of the Schrödinger equation is given by quantized electron
states ψn(x) in the tip and in the sample (see fig. 3.25 (a)). The probability
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Figure 3.25: Schematic representation of tunneling between a sharp metal
tip and a conducting sample (adapted from [89, 105]): (a) 1D electron state
in tip/sample system including vacuum gap, (b) tunneling between tip and
sample with applied bias voltage

of a tunnel event through the vacuum gap is given by an exponential decay in
respect to the width of the gap:

ψn(x) = ψn(0) · e
√

2me(Φs−E)·z
~ , x ∈ [0, z] (3.120)
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The tunnel current I also depends strongly on the number of accessible empty
final states (see fig. 3.25 (b)).

A simplified theory introduced by Bardeen [9, 87] estimates the transition
matrix element to:

Mts =
~

2me

∫
S

(ψ∗t∇ψs − ψs∇ψ∗t )dS (3.121)

This leads for a positive bias (tunneling from tip to sample - see fig. 3.25 (b))
and in the low temperature limit (T → 0) to a tunnel current of:

I =
2πe
~

∫ EF

EF−e·Vbias

|Mts|2 Dt(E + e · Vbias)Ds(E)dE (3.122)



Chapter 4

Experimental

This section is dedicated to describe most of the sample environments and
setups used for sample preparation and surface analysis. The first three sub-
sections cover equipment available at the Desy Nanolab, i.e. the UHV system
used for graphene preparation, the XPS system used for oxidation experiments
on Pt/Rh clusters and a mobile UHV chamber for x-ray diffraction experiments
and sample preparation used for beamtimes at the synchrotron Petra III at
DESY (Hamburg, Germany). The last three subsections present briefly the
beamline layout of ID03 at the ESRF (Grenoble, France) and P09 at Petra
III (Hamburg, Germany). These synchrotron endstations have been used to
obtain diffraction data presented in the adjacent chapters.

4.1 UHV growth chamber

Preliminary to all diffraction experiments the graphene/Ir(111) surface was
prepared at the UHV growth chamber of the DESY Nanolab. This growth
chamber is part of a UHV system interconnected with a ultra high vacuum
tunnel for sample transfer. So samples can be moved in between all stations
(UHV growth chamber, UHV-RAIRS, XPS, STM) without breaking the ultra
high vacuum conditions.

The growth chamber itself has a base pressure in the low 10−11 mbar regime
(after bakeout and degassing of all filaments). This pressure is achieved by a
large turbo molecular pump supported by a dry multi-stage primary roots
pump in cooperation with a combination of a titanium sublimation pump
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(TSP) and an ion getter pump (IGP) (see photograph fig. 4.1 and schematic
drawing fig. 4.2).

For sample preparation the chamber is equipped with an e-beam heating
station (maximum temperature more than 1500 K), a gas dosing system, a
sputter gun, a thermal cracker and serveral deposition tools (Knudsen evapo-
ration cell, serveral e-beam evaporators - see fig. 4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Photographs of UHV growth chamber at DESY Nanolab: (1) turbo
molecular pump, (2) ion getter pump, (3) titanium sublimation pump, (4) cold
cathode pressure gauge, (5) quadrupole mass spectrometer, (6) sputter gun,
(7) thermal cracker, (8) e-beam evaporators, (9) Knudsen cell evaporator, (10)
gas dosing system, (11) LEED/AES system, (12) manipulator, (13) view ports,
(14) connection to UHV sample transfer tunnel

Pressure and gas composition can be measured with a cold cathode pres-
sure gauge and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. In addition the order and
composition of sample surfaces can be screened with a combined LEED/AES
device. Figure 4.3 gives an example: (a) The Auger electron spectra confirm
successful cleaning of an Ir(111) single crystal. (b) The LEED patterns of
the clean Ir(111) surface reflects the high quality of the Ir(111) termination,
while in (c) the highly ordered graphene structure after chemical vapor depo-
sition of ethylene gives rise to many sharp and symmetric satellite reflections
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surrounding the Ir(111) spots.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing pump/gas system of the UHV growth chamber
at DESY Nanolab
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Figure 4.3: (a) AES spectra of an Ir(111) single crystal: after introduction to
UHV system (black), after cleaning precedures (red), after graphene growth
(blue) (b) LEED image of clean Ir(111) single crystal at 65 eV (c) LEED
image of graphene covered Ir(111) single crystal at 80 eV
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4.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy labsource

device

The structure analysis of Pt/Rh clusters in section 5.2 is based on SXRD
data and supported by growth and oxidation experiments performed at DESY
Nanolab’s XPS labsource device. X-ray photoelectron spectra at different pho-
toelectron exit angles give additional information on the segregation behaviour
of the deposited platinum/rhodium. In addition the photoelectron energies of
elevated core levels give insight into the oxidation state of the metals and
also reveal oxygen intercalation below the graphene. The analysis chamber
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Figure 4.4: Photograph (left) and CAD image (right) of XPS labsource device
at DESY Nanolab: (1) hemispherical electron analyzer, (2) Al x-ray source, (3)
x-ray monochromator, (4) analysis chamber, (5) focussing devices - aperture,
lenses, slits, (6) load chamber, (7) gas dosing system, (8) remote controlled
horizontal sample manipulator, (9) turbo molecular pumps, (10) combined ti-
tanium sublimation / ion getter pump, (11) rough pumps, (12) sample transfer
rod, (13) connection to UHV sample transfer tunnel

of the XPS system is equipped with a turbo molecular pump, an ion get-
ter pump and a titanium sublimation pump and provides a base pressure of
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panalysis = 1× 10−10 mbar (see. fig. 4.4). In order to perform measurements at
pressures up to panalysis = 1×10−4 mbar the TSP/IGP section can be separated
with a gate valve from the analysis chamber. In addition the x-ray source and
the electron analyzer sections are equipped with extra turbo molecular pumps,
so that sequential pumping prevents hardware from demage (see fig. 4.4).

For sample preparation the analysis chamber provides e-beam heating (up
to 1000 K), liquid N2 cooling (down to 100 K), a sputter gun, a triple e-beam
evaporator (optional) and a gas dosing system.

The measurement of the photoelectron energy is done with a hemispherical
electron analyzer. The photoelectrons are created by a monochromated x-ray
beam emitted by an Al source. The analysis chamber is also equipped with a
flood gun that is capable to eliminate charging effects, so that also insulating
samples can be analyzed.

The XPS system is part of the DESY Nanolab UHV system and therefore
connected to a UHV sample transfer tunnel, which interconnects the different
analysis and preparation devices (UHV growth chamber, UHV-RAIRS, XPS,
STM).

Figure 4.5: X-ray photoelectron spectra of graphene/Ir(111) before and after
metal deposition: (a) clean C/Ir(111) surface (blue), after deposition of 0.4
ML Pt (green), after deposition of additional 0.15 ML Rh (red), (b) clean
C/Ir(111) surface (blue), 0.15 ML Rh/0.4 ML Pt/C/Ir(111) at 86◦ / 30◦ pho-
toelectron exit angle (solid red / dashed red), (c) C1s core level after metal
deposition (blue), heated in oxygen (red), after 40 h UHV environment at RT
subsequent to oxygen heating (green)

Figure 4.5 gives a few examples of measurements performed at the pre-
viously described device: (a) Different spectra showing the effect of metal
deposition - after deposition of 0.4 ML Pt the graphene signal is damped, 0.15
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ML Rh can easily be detected. (b) With decreasing exit angle measurements
are more surface sensitive, which expresses with a higher intensity ratio of sur-
face to bulk signal - here platinum surface signal increases with respect to the
iridium bulk signal. (c) A graphene/Ir(111) sample with metal clusters on top
was heated in oxygen - this led to a shift of the carbon 1s core level, giving a
hint to oxygen intercalation. The initial peak position restores after some time
in UHV environment, so the intercalated oxygen seems to escape after some
time in UHV.

4.3 Mobile UHV sample environment for x-ray

diffraction experiments

The DESY Nanolab provides several mobile UHV chambers, which are de-
signed for the usage at synchrotron light sources. Therefore these chambers
offer dimensions neccessary for the mounting at a diffractometer typically used
for x-ray diffraction experiments. In addition all chambers are equipped with a
beryllium window, so that the sample surface inside the chamber is accessible
with x-rays.

In this section the mobile UHV chamber used to measure the structure
factor data of Ir/Pd clusters (section 5.3) at the synchrotron endstation P09
(Petra III, Hamburg) will be presented. In order to achieve best vacuum
conditions the mobile chamber is equipped with a turbo molecular pump and
an ion getter pump (see fig. 4.6 (a) and (b)). With this setup pressures of
2 × 10−10 mbar can be achieved, which can be confirmed with the installed
cold cathode pressure gauge.

Samples can be heated up to 1500 K using e-beam heating of the Riber type
sample holder (see fig. 4.6 (c)). With the gas dosing system different gases can
be introduced to the sample compartment. By means of the valves separating
the sample environment from the pumps, the sample can be exposed to gas
pressures up to one bar.

For the use at P09 the chamber was additionally equipped with two pressure
gauges (to display pressures above the working pressure of the installed cold
cathode pressure gauge) and a triple e-beam evaporator at the top flange (used
for deposition of iridium and palladium - the top flange is usually equipped with
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a sputter gun, see fig. 4.6 (a)). With this additional equipment a base pressure
below 3× 10−10 mbar was achieved after bakeout of the system. During metal
deposition the pressure increased to ∼ 9× 10−10 mbar, which is still sufficient
for the growth of well defined cluster lattices on top of the graphene/Ir(111)
surface, which was confirmed in-situ by the diffraction signal (see fig. 4.6
(d)). The wall of the beryllium window has a thickness of 1 mm, so that
at 10 keV around 20 % of the x-ray signal gets absorbed (I = I0 · e−µ·z =

I0 · e−0.104
1

mm ·2 mm = I0 · 0.81 | at grazing incident and exit angle).
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Figure 4.6: (a) photograph of mobile UHV chamber for diffraction experiments
mounted on the diffractometer at P09 (Petra III, Hamburg), (1): beryllium
window of sample environment, (2): ion getter pump, (3): gas dosing valves,
(4): ambient pressure gauges, (5): triple evaporator, (b) pumping and gas
dosing scheme of mobile UHV system, (c) Riber sample holder (molybdenum)
with Ir(111) single crystal spot welded with tantalum clips on top - this mount-
ing is used at the mobile UHV chamber and also at the UHV growth chamber
described in section 4.1, (d) diffraction signal recorded with the setup depicted
in (a) - clean graphene/Ir(111) (black), after deposition of 0.15 ML Ir (blue),
after deposition of 0.6 ML Pd (red)
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4.4 Surface x-ray diffraction beamline ID03 (ESRF,

Grenoble)

The ID03 beamline at the ESRF (Grenoble, France) is dedicated to surface
x-ray diffraction experiments [63]. It offers two experimental hutches - exper-
imental hutch one is equipped with a vertical geometry z-axis diffractometer,
experimental hutch two houses a horizontal geometry z-axis diffractometer
equipped with a UHV chamber for in-situ surface preparation (see fig. 4.7 (a)
and (b) - experimental hutch two was used for both experiments described
later in section 5.1 addressing the atomic structure of platinum cluster lattices
and section 5.2 addressing the atomic structure of Pt/Rh cluster lattices).
Beam characteristics: Three undulators provide a x-ray beam with more
than 1013ph/s in the energy range of 5 - 24 keV. The beam gets monochro-
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Figure 4.7: (a), (b) Photographs of UHV in-situ surface preparation chamber
of experimental hutch 2 at ID03 [55]. (1): load chamber, (2): analysis chamber
with beryllium windows, (3): haxapod for sample alignment, (4): detector, (5):
e-beam evaporator, (6): sputter gun, (7): CMA Auger spectrometer, (8): gas
dosing system, (c) Sketch of x-ray optics of beamline ID03 at the ESRF [55].
(1): monolithic channel-cut monochromator, (2): mirrors

mated by a liquid nitrogen cooled monolithic channel-cut Si(111) crystal. The
beam can be focussed with a toroidal mirror and/or a KB lens system (see
fig. 4.7 (c)), which provides three different possible beamsizes at the sample
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position: i) 50 × 30 microns (H × V, fwhm) with 1013 ph/s (using only the
toroidal mirror), ii) 20× 15 microns (H×V, fwhm) with 1013 ph/s (using the
toroidal mirror and the KB lens system), iii) 5×3 microns (H×V, fwhm) with
1012 ph/s (using only the KB lens system).
Experimental hutch 2: The UHV chamber of experimental hutch 2 gets
evacuated by a turbo molecular pump, an ion getter pump and a titanium
sublimation pump. Depending on the optionally installed components the
base pressure is around 1× 10−10 mbar.

There are different sample heating stations available ranging from a boron
nitride heater (300 - 1400 K), a RT e-beam heater (300 K - 1400 K), a low
temperature e-beam heater (180 K - 1400 K, liquid nitrogen) and a very low
temperature e-beam heater (4.8 - 1400 K, liquid helium). The heating stations
are equipped with thermocouples and are transferred with the sample mounted
on top into the system (making an extended degassing procedure neccessary
after each sample exchange). An ion gun is permanently installed, so that
the sample surface can be cleaned via ion bombardement. In addition the
UHV system offers a gas line with three independend inlets endowed with
manual UHV leak valves. The pressure and gas composition of the sample
compartement is screened with a standard pressure gauge and a quadrupole
residual gas analyzer (RGA). Three ports pointing to the sample surface remain
for housing deposition tools such as e-beam evaporators and Knudsen cells.

The sample surface can be probed in-situ with the x-ray beam (see fig. 4.8)
or ex-situ with an retractable CMA Auger spectrometer. For diffraction ex-
periments different detectors (e.g. MAXIPIX pixel detector, Cyberstar point
detector) can be mounted on the diffractometer arm. In addition 2D detectors
( e.g. FReLoN 2D camera, Pilatus 2D detector) can be statically installed
in order to record GISAXS signal or signal at elevated positions in reciprocal
space (e.g. Bragg peak spot analysis during growth experiments).
Pt cluster experiment: The experiment concerning the atomic structure
of ultra small Pt clusters (section 5.1) was performed in experimental hutch
2 at an photon energy of 18 keV. The base pressure of the analysis chamber
was around 1× 10−9 mbar and did not increase significantly during platinum
deposition. SXRD data were recorded with a maxipix pixel detector while
the GISAXS signal was measured with a fixed installed FReLoN 2D camera.
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Figure 4.8 gives some examples of the performed measurements.
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Figure 4.8: (a) H-scan: cluster lattice rods at integer values of H, Ir(111)
CTR at H = 9 and graphene surface rod at H = 10, (black) clean C/Ir(111)
sample, (red) 0.4 ML Pt on C/Ir(111), (b) GISAXS map of C/Ir(111) sample
- weak signal of graphene rod visible at H = 1, (c) GISAXS map of 0.4 ML
Pt deposited on top of C/Ir(111) - cluster lattice rods at H = 1 and H = 2

Pt/Rh cluster experiment: The structure analysis of Pt/Rh clusters (sec-
tion 5.2) is based an SXRD/GISAXS measurements performed in experimental
hutch 2 of beamline ID03 at a photon energy of 11.3 keV. The UHV system
had a base pressure of 1.8 × 10−10 mbar, which rose up to 6 × 10−10 mbar
(one evaporator running) respectively 1.2 × 10−9 mbar (Pt and Rh evapora-
tors running simultaniously) during metal deposition. The deposition rates of
the evaporators were calibrated shortly before cluster growth by reflectivity
measurements of an exposed saphire substrate (see fig. 4.9 (b)). A maxipix
pixel detector recorded SXRD data, while a Pilatus 2D detector was statically
installed in order to record the GISAXS signal (see fig. 4.9 (c)).
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Figure 4.9: (a) reflected intensity during metal deposition, (b) reflectivity
curves of calibration sample, (c) GISAXS map of Pt/Rh cluster decorated
C/Ir(111) sample
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4.5 Resonant Scattering and Diffraction beam-

line P09 at Petra III

Beamline P09 at Petra III (DESY, Hamburg) is designed to operate in the
hard x-rays regime and offers resonant x-ray scattering, general diffraction, x-
ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and hard x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (HAXPES) facilities distributed over three different experimental
hutches [66, 204]. Exp. hutch 1 houses a Psi-diffractometer with open χ-circle,
which is mainly used for resonant x-ray experiments in order to explore mag-
netic and orbital order of new materials. Experimental hutch 2 offers a heavy-
load horizontal Psi-diffractometer (see fig. 4.10 (a)), so that mobile sample
environments or the 14 T split-coil cryomagnet available at the beamline can
be mounted. Photoelectron spectroscopy measurements can be performed in
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Figure 4.10: (a) experimental hutch 2: (1) heavy-load Psi-diffractometer, (2)
mobile UHV sample environment, (3) three pocket e-beam evaporator, (4)
detector slits, (5) automated absorbers, (6) beam monitor, (7) compound re-
fractive lenses, (8) flight tube with slits, (b) P09 beamline layout [204], (c)
automated absorber box [45]

experimental hutch 3, which is equipped with a HAXPES setup using a SPECS
Phoibos 225HV electron analyzer. The SXRD measurements on Ir/Pd clusters
presented in section 5.3 were performed in experimental hutch 2 of beamline
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P09. Therefore the mobile UHV chamber described in section 4.3 was mounted
on the heavy-load horizontal Psi-diffractometer of experimental hutch 2.
Beam characteristics: X-rays of 2.7 keV up to 50 keV are generated by
a spectroscopy undulator providing ∼ 1013 ph/s at the sample position (at
10 keV). The energy of the beam is selected with a Si(111) double crystal
monochromator (DCM) or a Si(311) DCM. Beamsizes of 145× 40 µm2 (using
focussing mirror) down to 30 × 4 µm2 (using compound refractive lenses in
addition to the focussing mirror) can be achieved depending on the applied
beam focussing (see fig. 4.10 (b)).
Experimental hutch 2: As already mentioned the heart of the experimen-
tal hutch 2 is a heavy-load horizontal Psi-diffractometer (see fig. 4.10 (a)).
Diffracted intensities are recorded either with an avalanche photo diode or a
Cyberstar point detector, which both are mounted at the detector arm of the
diffractometer. The spatial resolution of the setup can be tuned with the huber
slits mounted in front of the point detector (see fig. 4.10 (a)). The intensity
of the incoming beam is screened with a beam monitor and can be varied by
an automated absorber system (see fig. 4.10 (a) and (c)).
Ir/Pd cluster experiment: The structure analysis of Ir/Pd clusters (section
5.3) is based on SXRD measurements performed in experimental hutch 2 of
beamline P09 at a photon energy of 11.15 keV. The beam was focussed with
mirrors and compound refractive lenses. The diffraction signal was recorded
with a cyberstar point detector - figure 4.11 depicts examples of measurements
performed during metal deposition (a) and after hydrogen exposure ((b), (c)).
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Figure 4.11: Diffracted intensity of Ir/Pd clusters on C/Ir(111): (a) clean
graphene/Ir(111) (black), after deposition of 0.15 ML Ir (blue), after deposition
of 0.6 ML Pd (red), (b) reciprocal space map after 10 mbar H2 exposure, (c)
reciprocal space map after 1 bar H2 exposure



Chapter 5

Results and discussion

This chapter will present measurements and the results of the corresponding
data analysis, which have been performed in the framework of this thesis. The
succeeding three sections contain the structure analysis of
section 5.1: small Pt clusters with fewer than 40 atoms in UHV, CO and O2

environments.
section 5.2: Pt/Rh clusters consiting of ∼ 32 Pt atoms and ∼ 12 Rh atoms
in UHV, CO and O2 environments.
section 5.3: Ir/Pd clusters consisting of ∼ 12 Ir atoms and ∼ 49 Pd atoms
in UHV and H2 environments.
The summary and comparison of the presented findings together with the
previous results obtained for Ir clusters [72] will be given in chapter 6.

5.1 Structure of Pt clusters

In this section a structure investigation of Pt clusters with fewer than 40 atoms
based on SXRD and GISAXS measurements performed at the surface diffrac-
tion beamline ID03 [63] at the ESRF (Grenoble, France) will be presented.
For such clusters the growth behaviour, size and height distribution are known
from STM measurements [84, 165], while detailed knowledge of the atomic
structure is still lacking. The predominant part of this section has already
been published in Physical Review B [71] and only minor changes have been
conducted in order to adopt the general format of this thesis. The presented
results of the GISAXS measurements including figure 5.4 have been provided
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by J. Coraux and N. Blanc.

Outline: This section will start with an introduction containing a motivation
of the research on small platinum clusters and a summary of the present knowl-
edge about platinum clusters and particular Pt clusters on graphene/Ir(111)
(section 5.1.1). Then the experimental details will be discussed (section 5.1.2)
followed by the structure analysis of as grown Pt clusters (section 5.1.3). The
section on Pt cluster closes with a brief discussion of reversible shape changes
observed during CO/O2 exposure (section 5.1.4).

5.1.1 Introduction

Motivation: Finely dispersed, supported platinum particles have been ap-
plied as catalyst for exhaust gas cleaning, hydrogen activation and for oxygen
reduction at low-temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cells [36, 54].
With decreasing particle size the catalytic activity rises due to an increase
of the surface to volume ratio. Below a certain size (typically . 40 atoms)
quantum-size effects start to dominate the catalytic [57, 103, 228, 234], optical
[2], electronic [125] and magnetic [14] properties of such small clusters. So
when reaching this size regime new questions arise:
i) How does size and quantum confinement change lattice parameter and elec-
tronic structure of clusters in that size regime?
ii) Why is the size dependend maximum in catalytic activity usually in the
size regime of 1-2 nm [54, 102, 122, 149]?
With the presented study of small Pt clusters this section directly addresses
their atomic structure (e.g. lattice parameter), which is a challenging task for
any experimental technique in the present size regime [16, 201].

Pt clusters: Recent studies have been attributed to the growth and the struc-
ture of platinum cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111) and their thermal stability
as well as their stability during gas exposure (CO, O2, H2) [82, 83, 85, 84, 165].
Growth at RT and UHV: Figure 5.1 summarizes the filling and the size/height
distribution of as grown Pt clusters on graphene/Ir(111). In the nucleation
regime (up to ∼ 0.2 ML Pt) the number of platinum clusters rapidly increases.
In case of Ir clusters the nucleation was attributed to immobilization of metal
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trimers at specific adsorption sites, while the mobility of monomers and dimers
was confined to the moiré cell on timescales of metal deposition [163]. This
leads to a Poisson-like size distribution of the metal clusters [83]. The growth
regime (∼ 0.2 ML Pt to ∼ 0.8 ML Pt) is characterized by an increase of the
cluster size, while the filling factor stays almost constant. Finally after depo-
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Figure 5.1: Pt cluster growth on graphene/Ir(111) (from [83]): (a) fraction of
occupied moirè cells n and average cluster size sav against deposited amount of
Pt. (b) partial filling factors of the moirè depending on cluster height, colors
correspond to indicated Pt coverages.

sition of more than 0.8 ML Pt the clusters start to coalesce, which expresses
in a boost of the average cluster size while simultaniously the filling factor n
decreases. Compared to Ir clusters the coalescence of Pt clusters occures for
lower coverages, which has to be attributed to a more 2D-like growth mode
of Pt clusters in contrast to Ir clusters [83, 163, 165]. The platinum clusters
nucleate at the hcp sites (compare section 2.2) of the moiré cell due to rehy-
bridization of carbon atoms below the clusters from sp2 to sp3 [126].
Stability: The thermal stability of a Pt cluster lattice for two distinct cluster
sizes is depicted in figure 5.2 (a) (from [82]). Therefore the cluster lattice was
kept at the chosen temperature for 5 minutes. For both cluster sizes (0.25 ML
Pt correlates to sav = 22 atoms, 0.70 ML Pt correlates to sav = 62 atoms)
coalescence of clusters via Smoluchowski ripening markedly increases for tem-
peratures above 500 K, so that this temperature can be assigned as the thermal
stability limit. Also below that temperature a change in the average height
was reported [82], implying that the growth at RT does not provide sufficient
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atom mobility to grow equilibrium shaped clusters.

During gas exposure similar effects can be observed (reshaping, coalescence)
[83, 85, 84]. CO induced Soluchowski ripening is observed for small Pt clusters
after exposure to a critical amount of 1.1 L, where the cluster mobility mainly
occurs at single layered clusters [84]. This is explained by Gerber et. al. by a
skyhook effect [60, 61, 109, 141, 205] caused by CO on Pt. The increased cluster
mobility manifests in a strong reduction of the "sp3-shoulder" of the C1s core
level peak [84]. Oxygen and hydrogen do not exhibit such a mechanism, so
that the platinum lattice remains intact after exposure to comparable amounts
of gas molecules [85].
Atomic structure: DFT calculations and STM measurements imply a cluster
structure with (111) planes and the [100] directions parallel to those of the Ir
substrate [84, 126]. Atomic resolution at Pt cluster lattices seems not feasable
with STM, so that measured values of the atom distances and atom positions
inside the platinum clusters are still lacking. Klimenkov et. al. determined the
lattice parameters of platinum nanoparticles supported by a thin aluminium
oxide film with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [124]. They observed
contractions of ∼10% of the Pt-Pt distance compared to the Pt bulk value at
clusters with diameters around 10 Å (see 5.2 (b)).
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Figure 5.2: (a) Thermal stability of Pt cluster on graphene/Ir(111), moiré
filling factor after 5 minutes at given temperature (modified from [82]) (b)
Lattice parameter of small Pt cluster on a thin aluminium oxide film (modified
from [124])
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5.1.2 Experimental

SXRD and GISAXS measurements were performed in the UHV system of the
surface diffraction beamline ID03/ESRF (Grenoble, France) [63] with a base
pressure below 10−9 mbar. Prior to graphene growth for the SXRD experi-
ments the Ir(111) single crystal surface was cleaned by means of 650 eV Ar
sputtering at p(Ar) = 5 × 10−5 mbar with subsequent annealing to 1275 K
in 2 × 10−7 mbar O2 environment. Graphene was grown in two steps: First
ethylene (C2H4) was adsorbed at RT with subsequent flash annealing to 1475
K in UHV leading to well oriented graphene islands [42]. Afterwards the tem-
perature was decreased to 1175 K and a closed graphene layer was grown via
decomposition of ethylene for 20 min at p(C2H4) ∼ 2 × 10−7 mbar. Regular
cluster arrays were grown by deposition of 0.2 (0.1) monolayer (ML) Pt on top
of the graphene/Ir(111) surface at room temperature with an e-beam evap-
orator. One ML Pt corresponds to one Pt(111) layer. The x-ray diffraction
(XRD) experiments were performed at a photon energy of 18 keV. SXRD data
were collected in horizontal z-axis geometry with a maxipix detector. Struc-
ture factors were extracted from rocking scans with rotation axis normal to
the sample surface with the use of standard correction factors [217]. SXRD
data were fitted using a hexagonal surface unit cell with a = b = 24.4323 Å,
c = 6.6497 Å, α = β = 90◦, γ = 120◦, and a structure model containing a Pt
cluster on top of 10 × 10 carbon unit cells sitting commensurately on top of
9×9 Ir atoms as input for the software rod [218]. GISAXS data were collected
with a frelon two-dimensional camera. To suppress Ir fluorescence background
detectors were protected by a 1-mm-thick Al filter.

5.1.3 Atomic structure of as grown Pt clusters

In this section we address the atomic structure of Pt clusters on graphene/Ir(111)
after deposition of 0.2 ML Pt at room temperature. Figure 5.3 depicts the rele-
vant plane of the reciprocal lattice (see section 3.1.4). There are three different
lattices present caused by the Ir(111) periodicity (black), the graphene peri-
odicity (blue) and the cluster lattice periodicity (grey). Measured surface rod
signal is marked with circles and devides into SXRD rod measurements (black,
grey, blue, red) and GISAXS measurements (green). From GISAXS measure-
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mental verification of such a model by structure-sensitive88

techniques for Pt/graphene/Ir(111) is still lacking, as well as89

a rigorous comparison with the DFT results in local density90

approximation (LDA). For future investigations it is instructive91

to know if such less costly LDA calculations can correctly92

describe the atomic structure of systems with such large unit93

cells containing hundreds of atoms.94

Here we present the atomic structure of Pt nanoparticle95

arrays on graphene/Ir(111) as obtained from surface x-ray96

diffraction (SXRD), grazing incidence small angle x-ray97

scattering (GISAXS), and normal incidence x-ray standing98

waves (NIXSW) in comparison to DFT calculations. We99

characterized Pt nanoparticles with diameters as small as100

1.3 nm after deposition as well as after CO and O2 exposures.101

The GISAXS data analysis benefits substantially from the102

long range order of the Pt clusters and gives direct access to103

morphology and diameter of the probed particles. Knowing the104

arrangement of the underlying C atoms is important to obtain105

an accurate understanding of the cluster structure, because of106

their nonnegligible contribution to the scattering signal. This is107

particularly true for the small clusters investigated in the study108

presented here. We employed therefore NIXSW measurements109

as a complementary technique delivering crucial information110

on the height distribution of the carbon atoms within the111

graphene layer. Through spatial tuning of the maximum112

amplitude position of the x-ray standing wave field, the113

measured intensity of the carbon 1s photoelectrons gives a114

value for the graphene mean height and its buckling-induced115

variation [23]. By virtue of chemical sensitivity of NIXSW116

measurements [24], the height of the Pt clusters with respect117

to the Ir(111) planes can also be directly determined. In our118

earlier study of Ir clusters on graphene/Ir(111), we could not119

extract structural information for Ir clusters from NIXSW,120

because XPS signals from the clusters and the Ir(111) substrate121

overlapped, which is not an issue for Pt.122

Thus, we have found that Pt clusters on graphene/Ir(111)123

form a two-dimensional (2D) periodic crystalline superlattice124

similar to that known for Ir clusters on graphene/Ir(111). The125

Pt clusters themselves undergo a significant lateral contraction126

of the atomic spacings by ∼5% and induce a substantial127

buckling of the graphene layer, both in line with the DFT128

calculations. Under CO exposure at room temperature, we129

find that the particles undergo a change of shape and strain130

state, where the particles get more three dimensional and131

their average in-plane lattice constant gets further reduced.132

These structural changes are observed to be reversible by133

O2 exposure at 575 K, pointing to catalytic activity for CO134

oxidation of the clusters. The paper is organized as follows:135

In Sec. II the details concerning sample preparation, x-ray136

measurements, and data analysis are given. In Sec. III results137

are presented on the atomic structure of Pt clusters with 1.3138

nm diameter, as deduced from SXRD, GISAXS, and NIXSW139

measurements, and they are compared to DFT calculations.140

In Sec. IV CO and O2 adsorption induced structural changes141

are discussed based on SXRD and GISAXS data. Finally, in142

Sec. V a summary is given and conclusions are drawn.143

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS144

SXRD and GISAXS measurements were performed in the145

UHV system of the surface diffraction beamline ID03/ESRF146

(Grenoble, France) [25] with a base pressure below 10−9 mbar. 147

Prior to graphene growth for the SXRD experiments the Ir(111) 148

single crystal surface was cleaned by means of 650 eV Ar 149

sputtering at p(Ar) = 5 × 10−5 mbar with subsequent anneal- 150

ing to 1275 K in 2 × 10−7 mbar O2 environment. Graphene 151

was grown in two steps: First ethylene (C2H4) was adsorbed 152

at RT with subsequent flash annealing to 1475 K in UHV 153

leading to well oriented graphene islands [26]. Afterwards the 154

temperature was decreased to 1175 K and a closed graphene 155

layer was grown via decomposition of ethylene for 20 min at 156

p(C2H4) ∼ 2 × 10−7 mbar. Regular cluster arrays were grown 157

by deposition of 0.2 (0.1) monolayer (ML) Pt on top of the 158

graphene/Ir(111) surface at room temperature with an e-beam 159

evaporator. One ML Pt corresponds to one Pt(111) layer. The x- 160

ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were performed at a photon 161

energy of 18 keV. SXRD data were collected in horizontal 162

z-axis geometry with a maxipix detector. Structure factors 163

were extracted from rocking scans with rotation axis normal 164

to the sample surface with the use of standard correction factors 165

[27]. SXRD data were fitted using a hexagonal surface unit cell 166

with a = b = 24.4323 Å, c = 6.6497 Å, α = β = 90◦, γ = 167

120◦, and a structure model containing a Pt cluster on top 168

of 10 × 10 carbon unit cells sitting commensurately on top 169

of 9 × 9 Ir atoms as input for the software rod [28]. The 170

reciprocal lattice is given in Fig. 1. Note that Pt exhibits 171

a slightly expanded room temperature bulk lattice constant 172

of a = 3.924 Å, as compared to Ir (a = 3.839 Å). GISAXS 173

data were collected with a frelon two-dimensional camera. To 174

suppress Ir fluorescence background detectors were protected 175

by a 1-mm-thick Al filter. The NIXSW [24] experiments were 176

performed at the ESRF beamline ID32 [29]. The standing 177

wave was excited using the Ir(111) reflection at an incident 178

photon energy of 2801 eV. An hemispherical electron analyzer 179

(Phoibos 225) mounted perpendicular to the incoming x-ray 180

beam with an energy resolution better than 15 meV was used 181

to detect photoelectrons. The Ir(111) surface was cleaned 182

and graphene was grown as described above. 0.1 ML Pt was 183

deposited on top of the graphene with an e-beam evaporator. 184

FIG. 1. Map of reciprocal space: The (1,0), (2,0), and (1,1) rods
were measured with GISAXS (green circles). The lines at (9,9) and
(9,−9) indicate the first order crystal truncation rods of Ir(111),
graphene rods resulting from carbon-carbon spacing are located at
(10,0) and (10,−10) (blue circles), gray circles indicate positions of
additional cluster lattice rods which were measured.

005400-2

Figure 5.3: Map of reciprocal space: The (1,0), (2,0) and (1,1) rods were
measured with GISAXS (green circles). The lines at (9,9) and (9,-9) indicate
the first order crystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene rods resulting from
carbon-carbon spacing are located at (10,0) and (10,-10) (blue circles), grey
circles indicate positions of additional cluster lattice rods which were measured.

ments we determine the particle morphology and perfection of the nanoparticle
lattice independent of its crystalline structure. The GISAXS data analysis was
performed by N. Blanc and J. Coraux and is used as input for the structure
model for SXRD data fitting.

GISAXS measurements were conducted in three dimensions for freshly de-
posited Pt clusters, by measuring maps of the scattered intensity along the
in-plane and perpendicular components of the scattering vector (Q‖, Q⊥), in a
large set of azimuthal orientations with rotation axis perpendicular to the sur-
face (varied by azimuthal angle steps of 0.5◦ across a 180◦ range). The in-plane
two-dimensional (2D) map of the intensity versus azimuthal angle at small Q⊥
(fig. 5.4 (a)) reveals a reciprocal lattice with well-defined peaks. These maps
are typical of well-ordered 2D cluster lattices [136, 137]. The radial separation
between these peaks translates into a 2.48 nm lattice parameter, which can
be approximated by clusters pinned onto a graphene/Ir(111) moiré with ten
carbon rings on nine Ir atoms. The peaks have constant radial width corre-
sponding to a domain size of ∼ 90 nm. The quality of the nanoparticle lattice
appears to be limited by the graphene/Ir(111) moiré pattern driving its for-
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Figure 5.4: GISAXS pattern and relative fits for 0.2 ML Pt on top of graphene.
(a) Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) in-plane (α = αc, i.e. Q⊥ ∼ 0)

map of reciprocal space showing the self-organization of Pt clusters on top of
graphene on Ir(111). (b) Experimental GISAXS image for the incident beam
aligned along the (110) direction. (c) Cuts along the in-plane (1,0) direction
[data: (black) circles, fits: (red) squares]. (d) Parallel cuts along the (100)
direction of a simulated GISAXS pattern and single particle envelope functions
showing the effect of a change of the clusters aspect ratio for 5.2 Å radius R
and 2.8 Å height H (blue) and for 4.8 Å radius and 3.3 Å height (red). (e) and
(f) Cuts along the out-of-plane (1,0,L) and (2,0,L) rods [data: (black) circles,
fits: (red) squares].

mation which exhibits a similar domain size [18]. Figure 5.4(b) shows the 2D
diffraction pattern for the (1,0) azimuth, where the second order reflection is
clearly visible. The slowly decaying intensity with Q⊥ (figs. 5.4 (e) and 5.4
(f)) points to flat clusters, no thicker than two atomic layers. The GISAXS
data were fitted using the program IsGISAXS [134], with a hexagonal lattice
model limited by the domain size, occupied by cylindrical particles charac-
terized by a 20% Gaussian distribution of radii (as a rough approximation of
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the Poissonian distribution expected for cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111)
[163]). Good fits to the data were obtained along Q‖, Q⊥, and the azimuthal
angle (red points in figs. 5.4 (c), 5.4 (e), and 5.4 (f) and lower part in fig. 5.4
(a)). The cluster lattice parameter is determined to be 2.48 nm. The mean
radius of the particles is determined to be 6.4 Å and the average height to be
3.5 Å indicating 1-2 layer high Pt clusters in line with STM results for this
coverage [165]. The background in fig. 5.4 (c), which is not well reproduced
by the fit, arises from a small concentration of uncorrelated Pt nanoparticles
which do not sit on the regular lattice sites of the graphene/Ir moiré. Figure
5.4(d) demonstrates the sensitivity of GISAXS to the particle diameter: the
curve simulated for a larger nanoparticle diameter exhibits a shift of the sin-
gle nanoparticle structure factor to lower Q values leading to a corresponding
larger decay of the second order satellite intensity.

SXRD results: In the following we discuss the SXRD data analysis after
0.2 ML Pt deposition, using the GISAXS results as an input. The SXRD
data can be divided into four groups (compare also figs. 5.3 and 5.6), which
provide different information (see also section 3.1.4): at the fundamental po-
sition of the graphene rods ((10,0), (0,10), (10,10)) both graphene and the
Pt clusters are probed, at the other superlattice positions the Pt clusters are
probed, and the increased corrugation of the graphene layer induced by the Pt
cluster adsorption, giving rise to higher order Fourier components. Along the
crystal truncation rods (9,0), (9, 9) and (9,9) the distance of the Pt clusters
and their registry with the Ir substrate is detected. Along the specular (0,0)
rod this distance is probed as well, in addition to the total electron density
profile perpendicular to the surface.

For the analysis of the SXRD data we started with a very simple model
containing a one layer-high Pt cluster on top of a sp2-hybridized graphene
layer without any corrugation. The in-plane unit cell vectors of the graphene
on top of the Ir(111) are parallel to the Ir(111) surface unit cell vectors. The
model unit cell contains ten carbon unit cells commensurate on top of nine
iridium unit cells (see fig. 5.5 (a)). The initial height of the graphene is chosen
to be 3.38 Å , which is consistent with NIXSWmeasurements for bare graphene
on Ir(111) [25]. A flat hexagon is chosen as the shape of the Pt clusters. The
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base layer contains 19 atoms, which is in line with GISAXS results (the white
dotted circle in fig. 5.5 (a) represents the diameter determined by the GISAXS
fit). The initial cluster height above the Ir(111) substrate is chosen to be 4.65
Å as determined by NIXSW experiments [190]. The second cluster layer has
two stacking possibilities [72], which are assumed to have the same probability.
In order to fit the measured structure factors we introduced a uniform strain
to the cluster and an in-plane and out-of-plane Debye-Waller factor was taken
into account for the platinum atoms. The distance of the cluster with respect
to the Ir substrate was free to vary, in addition to the occupation value of each
cluster layer, the graphene height and the height of the topmost substrate
layer.

The fit with the simplified model (long dashed (magenta) lines in fig. 5.6)
neglects the contribution of the graphene on the cluster lattice rods, because
the flat graphene only contributes at the (10,0) and the (10,10) rod. On these
rods the interference with the Pt clusters leads to the two maxima close to L
= 1 and L = 3 (see fig. 5.6). On the other superstructure rods only the 2D Pt
clusters contribute, which leads to a flat structure factor as a function of L (the
decay relates to the Q dependence of the Pt atomic form factor only). The
overall shape of the rods is not reproduced by this model, which is therefore
ruled out (normalized χ2 = 4.83).

A more advanced model with sp3-hybridized graphene below the Pt cluster
and a buckled sp2-structure beside the cluster is necessary to access the basic
properties of the graphene layer as put forward by theory and by our recent
SXRD study of Ir clusters on C/Ir(111) [59, 72, 126]. To refine our initial model
we tested a structural model obtained by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations in LDA approximation, consisting of a 19 atoms Pt cluster on top
of the graphene/Ir(111) moiré [126]. In order to compare the DFT model to
the measured data, an occupation parameter and an anisotropic Debye-Waller
factor (allowing for thermal vibrations and/or statical disorder) is applied to
the Pt atoms. For the best fit of the DFT model to the data we obtain a
Pt occupation of (58 ± 3)% and the Debye-Waller parameters are fitted to
DW(in-plane) = (5.2±0.2), DW(out-of-plane) = (5.5±0.3), leading to a normalized
χ2 = 3.1 (short dashed blue) curves in fig. 5.6.

There is a large improvement of the fit using the DFT model instead of
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the simple model with flat graphene (compare fig. 5.6). Already a single
layer Pt cluster together with a more realistic graphene layer containing sp3-
like structure below the Pt cluster and a buckled sp2-structure beside the Pt
cluster reproduces many features of the first eight cluster lattice rods, see fig.
5.6. Also the shape of the (10,0) and (10,10) rods, where graphene contributes
most strongly, is reproduced much better by the DFT model. Only on the
(9, 9) CTR the DFT model and the data disagree, which is likely due to the
known tendency of DFT calculations in local density approximation (LDA)
based on a substrate of a stack of a few layers to overestimate the binding
force and relaxations of the topmost surface layers.

The model achieved by DFT calculations is too complex for a further refine-
ment of the x-ray data due to the difficulty of introducing systematic fitting
parameters. We therefore extracted the main results from the DFT model
and extended the simple starting model to a truncated two atomic Pt layers-
high hexagonal pyramid (see fig. 5.5 (a)). We modified the graphene layer
such that below the cluster the carbon atoms are sp3-like hybridized. This
structural motif extends until the last group of carbon atoms surrounding the
cluster are bonded to the substrate. The sp3-like area is assumed to be flat
and only the splitting height of the sp3 carbon atoms and carbon-carbon bond
distance is varied. The uncovered carbon atoms are assumed to have a sp2-
like structure. The corrugation of the graphene layer is varied by changing
the standard bond length of the sp2-hybridized atoms, while optimizing the
atom positions in respect to energy minimization according to Eq. 5.1 (see
also appendix A):

Ek =
∑
i

C1 · d2
i +

1

2

∑
i6=j

C2 · α2
ij ; i,j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (5.1)

The energy of a single carbon atom is calculated by this simple expression
taking the distance deviation di from standard bond lengths to neighbouring
atom i and the deviation αij from the optimum bond angle of 120◦ between
the carbon atom k and the neighbours i, j into account. In practice values for
C1 � C2 are chosen to account for the high flexibility of graphene towards
bond angle variations.

The DFT model reveals that the edge atoms of the Pt cluster have a stronger
bonding to the substrate, which expresses in a reduced height of the Pt edge
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atoms by 0.1 Å and a lifting of the corresponding substrate atoms by 0.1 Å .
This feature is included in the model by fitting the height of the border atoms
of the Pt cluster and also the atoms below from the substrate independent of
the rest of the corresponding group. The best fit (solid (green) line in fig. 5.6,
χ2 = 2.3) is obtained for a graphene layer with 0.35 Å sp3-splitting together
with a 1.49 Å sp3 bond length and a maximum corrugation amplitude of 1.77
Å in the uncovered sp2-area. The coherent position determined from the model
PH = 0.49 translates to an average height of hc = (3.17±0.05) Å and is close to
PH = (0.52±0.01) determined with NIXSW for 0.1 ML Pt on C/Ir(111) [190].
The coherent fraction of the model is FH = 0.26 and deviates from the value of
FH = (0.46±0.04) as determined by the NIXSW measurements, which can be
rationalized as follows: The clusters in our experiment are significantly larger
than in the NIXSW experiment and therefore they cover a larger area within
the graphene unit cell. This introduces higher stress into the graphene layer
leading to a stronger buckling of the uncovered area of the graphene. Therefore,
the coherent fraction of the carbon atoms decreases while the average height
is kept at comparable values. The topmost substrate layer distance is found
to be contracted by (2.3± 0.1)% , similar to the result for Ir nanoparticles on
graphene/Ir(111) [72].

The occupation of both platinum cluster layers is fitted to Occ1 = (50±1)%
(bottom layer) and Occ2 = (53 ± 11)% (top layer), while the corresponding
Debye-Waller factors are DWip1 = (2 ± 3), DWoop1 = (1 ± 1) for the first Pt
layer bound to the sp3-hybridized graphene area, whereas much higher values
of DWip2 = (31 ± 6) and DWoop2 = (9 ± 4) are found for the second layer.
The diffraction signal of the nonspecular rods (with large in-plane momentum
transfer) is dominated by the diffraction contribution of the first Pt layer be-
cause of the much higher Debye-Waller factors for the second layer. This is
different for the specular (0,0) rod, for which the in-plane Debye-Waller factor
does not diminish the signal of the second layer, because here Q‖ = 0. All
other rods can also be fitted with a much weaker occupation of 10% of the
second cluster layer, but the shape of the specular rod cannot be described by
this model. The specular rod (0,0) in fig. 5.6 displays both fits; green: Fit with
53% occupation of the second cluster layer, red: Fit with only 10% occupation
of the second cluster layer, confirming the presence of the second layer. The
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occupancy of ∼ 50% of both cluster layers indicates that only half of the moiré
unit cells are filled with clusters, pointing to a higher stability of double layer
clusters under the specific deposition conditions of our experiment. In total
each cluster is made up on average of 31 atoms, which results in a coverage
of ∼ 0.2 ML, when taking the occupancy of 50% of the moiré unit cells into
account (1 ML corresponds to ∼ 81 atoms/moiré unit cell).

The cluster height above the Ir(111) substrate is fitted to hPt = (4.67±0.04)

Å in good agreement with the value obtained with NIXSWmeasurements [190].
The height of the edge atoms of the clusters is determined to be (0.31± 0.04)

Å lower than all other atoms of the base layer, which is three times the value
obtained in the DFT calculations. An average uniform strain of (4.7±0.1)% as
compared to the Pt-Pt interatomic distance of 2.775 Å is obtained for the whole
cluster, which is close to 6% average strain obtained for the one layer DFT
model. Such a contraction of small particles is the result of unsaturated bonds
of atoms at the particle surface and the interaction with the sp3-hybridized
graphene below the cluster, exhibiting a smaller lattice constant. A comparable
nanoparticle contraction was reported for Pt nanoparticles of similar diameter
on Al2O3/NiAl(110) determined from ex situ transmission electron microscopy
diffraction patterns [124].
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53 % occupancy
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0.35 Å

uniform strain 4.7 %

0.30 Å  
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4 67 Å.

Pt
C

Ir

FIG. 5. Model used to fit SXRD data: (a) Top view of moiré unit
cell (dark gray). 10 × 10 carbon unit cells (blue) fit commensurately
on top of 9 × 9 Ir(111) unit cells (black). A two layer high cluster
sits on top of the carbon layer where the carbon rings surround hcp
sites with respect to the Ir support. The edge atoms of the cluster
(bright green) are allowed to vary their height with respect to the
rest of the layer. The white circle marks the determined diameter of
GISAXS measurements. (b) Side view of the SXRD model with fitted
parameters. Cluster (green) on top of the graphene layer (blue) and
two layers of the Ir(111) substrate (red, orange).

length of the sp2-hybridized atoms, while optimizing the373

atom positions in respect to energy minimization according374

to Eq. (1):375

Ek =
∑

i

C1di + 1

2

∑

i �=j

C2αij , i,j ∈ {1,2,3}. (1)

The energy of a single carbon atom is calculated by376

this simple expression taking the distance deviation di from377

standard bond lengths to neighboring atom i and the deviation378

αij from the optimum bond angle of 120◦ between the carbon379

atom k and the neighbors i,j into account. In practice, values380

for C1 � C2 are chosen to account for the high flexibility of381

graphene towards bond angle variations.382

The DFT model reveals that the edge atoms of the Pt cluster383

have a stronger bonding to the substrate, which expresses384

in a reduced height of the Pt edge atoms by 0.1 Å and a385

lifting of the corresponding substrate atoms by 0.1 Å. This386

feature is included in the model by fitting the height of the387

border atoms of the Pt cluster and also the atoms below from388

the substrate independent of the rest of the corresponding389

group.390

The best fit [solid (green) line in Fig. 4, χ2 = 2.3] is391

obtained for a graphene layer with 0.35 Å sp3 splitting together392

with a 1.49 Å sp3 bond length and a maximum corrugation 393

amplitude of 1.77 Å in the uncovered sp2 area. The coherent 394

position determined from the model P H = 0.49 translates to 395

an average height of hc = (3.17 ± 0.05) Å and is close to 396

P H = (0.52 ± 0.01) determined with NIXSW for 0.1 ML Pt 397

on C/Ir(111). The coherent fraction of the model is FH = 398

0.26 and deviates from the value of FH = (0.46 ± 0.04) 399

as determined by the NIXSW measurements, which can 400

be rationalized as follows: The clusters in our experiment 401

are significantly larger than in the NIXSW experiment and 402

therefore they cover a larger area within the graphene unit cell. 403

This introduces higher stress into the graphene layer leading 404

to a stronger buckling of the uncovered area of the graphene. 405

Therefore, the coherent fraction of the carbon atoms decreases 406

while the average height is kept at comparable values. The 407

topmost substrate layer distance is found to be contracted 408

by (2.3 ± 0.1)%, similar to the result for Ir nanoparticles on 409

graphene/Ir(111) [9]. 410

The occupation of both platinum cluster layers is fitted 411

to Occ1 = (50 ± 1)% (bottom layer) and Occ2 = (53 ± 11)% 412

(top layer), while the corresponding Debye-Waller factors 413

are DWip1 = (2 ± 3),DWoop1 = (1 ± 1) for the first Pt layer 414

bound to the sp3 hybridized graphene area, whereas much 415

higher values of DWip2 = (31 ± 6) and DWoop2 = (9 ± 4) are 416

found for the second layer. The diffraction signal of the 417

nonspecular rods (with large in-plane momentum transfer) 418

is dominated by the diffraction contribution of the first Pt 419

layer because of the much higher Debye-Waller factors for 420

the second layer. This is different for the specular (0,0) rod, 421

for which the in-plane Debye-Waller factor does not diminish 422

the signal of the second layer, because here Q‖ = 0. All other 423

rods can also be fitted with a much weaker occupation of 10% 424

of the second cluster layer, but the shape of the specular rod 425

cannot be described by this model. The specular rod (0, 0) in 426

Fig. 4 displays both fits; green: Fit with 53% occupation of 427

the second cluster layer, red: Fit with only 10% occupation 428

of the second cluster layer, confirming the presence of the 429

second layer. The occupancy of ∼50% of both cluster layers 430

indicates that only half of the moiré unit cells are filled with 431

clusters, pointing to a higher stability of double layer clusters 432

under the specific deposition conditions of our experiment. In 433

total each cluster is made up on average of 31 atoms, which 434

results in a coverage of ∼0.2 ML, when taking the occupancy 435

of 50% of the moiré unit cells into account (1 ML corresponds 436

to ∼81 atoms/moiré unit cell). 437

The cluster height above the Ir(111) substrate is fitted 438

to hPt = (4.67 ± 0.04) Å in good agreement with the value 439

obtained with NIXSW measurements. The height of the edge 440

atoms of the clusters is determined to be (0.31 ± 0.04) Å lower 441

than all other atoms of the base layer, which is three times the 442

value obtained in the DFT calculations. An average uniform 443

strain of 4.7 ± 0.1% as compared to the Pt-Pt interatomic 444

distance of 2.775 Å is obtained for the whole cluster, which 445

is close to 6% average strain obtained for the one layer 446

DFT model. Such a contraction of small particles is the 447

result of unsaturated bonds of atoms at the particle surface 448

and the interaction with the sp3 hybridized graphene below 449

the cluster, exhibiting a smaller lattice constant. A compa- 450

rable nanoparticle contraction was reported for Pt nanopar- 451

ticles of similar diameter on Al2O3/NiAl(110) determined 452
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Figure 5.5: Model used to fit SXRD data: (a) Top view of moirè unit cell
(dark gry). 10× 10 carbon unit cells (blue) fit commensurately on top of 9× 9

Ir(111) unit cells (black). A two layer high cluster sits on top of the carbon
layer where the carbon rings surround hcp sites with respect to the Ir support.
The edge atoms of the cluster (bright green) are allowed to vary their height
with respect to the rest of the layer. The white circle marks the determined
diameter of GISAXS measurements. (b) Side view of the SXRD model with
fitted parameters. Cluster (green) on top of the graphene layer (blue) and two
layers of the Ir(111) substrate (red, orange).
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FIG. 4. SXRD data set taken in UHV after deposition of 0.2 ML Pt on graphene/Ir(111): Black and gray circles with error bars are measured
structure factors, whereas gray data points contain scattering contributions from a small amount of larger sintered clusters and are excluded
from fitting. There are four different fit curves: (i) long dashed (magenta) lines—fit with flat sp2 hybridized graphene, (ii) short dashed (blue)
lines—comparison with DFT model, (iii) long dashed (red) line—fit with final model with only 10% occupation in the second cluster layer
[only in specular (0,0) rod—third row and column], and (iv) solid (green) line—fit with final model including a corrugated graphene model
with sp3 hybridized area below cluster. The first two rows contain cluster lattice rods without any contribution of the Ir(111) bulk. The third
row contains rods, where the cluster lattice signal gets a strong coherent contribution from the graphene layer. The bottom row displays crystal
truncation rods and the interference between the Ir bulk crystal and the Pt cluster lattice contains information on the position of the cluster in
the unit cell.

we tested a structural model obtained by density functional333

theory (DFT) calculations in LDA approximation, consisting334

of a 19 atoms Pt cluster on top of the graphene/Ir(111)335

moiré [22]. In order to compare the DFT model to the336

measured data, an occupation parameter and an anisotropic337

Debye-Waller factor (allowing for thermal vibrations and/or338

statical disorder) is applied to the Pt atoms. For the best fit339

of the DFT model to the data we obtain a Pt occupation340

of (58 ± 3)% and the Debye-Waller parameters are fitted to341

DW(in-plane) = (5.2 ± 0.2), DW(out-of-plane) = (5.5 ± 0.3), lead-342

ing to a normalized χ2 = 3.1 (short dashed blue) curves in343

Fig. 4.344

There is a large improvement of the fit using the DFT345

model instead of the simple model with flat graphene (compare346

Fig. 4). Already a single layer Pt cluster together with a more347

realistic graphene layer containing sp3-like structure below348

the Pt cluster and a buckled sp2 structure beside the Pt cluster349

reproduces many features of the first eight cluster lattice rods,350

see Fig. 4. Also the shape of the (10,0) and (10,10) rods, where351

graphene contributes most strongly, is reproduced much better352

by the DFT model. Only on the (9, 9) CTR the DFT model and 353

the data disagree, which is likely due to the known tendency 354

of DFT calculations in local density approximation (LDA) 355

based on a substrate of a stack of a few layers to overestimate 356

the binding force and relaxations of the topmost surface 357

layers. 358

The model achieved by DFT calculations is too complex 359

for a further refinement of the x-ray data due to the difficulty 360

of introducing systematic fitting parameters. We therefore 361

extracted the main results from the DFT model and extended 362

the simple starting model to a truncated two atomic Pt 363

layers-high hexagonal pyramid [see Fig. 5(a)]. We modified 364

the graphene layer such that below the cluster the carbon atoms 365

are sp3-like hybridized. This structural motif extends until the 366

last group of carbon atoms surrounding the cluster are bonded 367

to the substrate. The sp3-like area is assumed to be flat and only 368

the splitting height of the sp3 carbon atoms and carbon-carbon 369

bond distance is varied. The uncovered carbon atoms are 370

assumed to have a sp2-like structure. The corrugation of 371

the graphene layer is varied by changing the standard bond 372
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Figure 5.6: SXRD data set taken in UHV after deposition of 0.2 ML Pt on
graphene/Ir(111): Black and grey circles with error bars are measured struc-
ture factors, whereas grey data points contain scattering contributions from a
small amount of larger sintered clusters and are excluded from fitting. There
are four different fit curves: (i) long dashed (magenta) lines - fit with flat
sp2-hybridized graphene, (ii) short dashed (blue) lines - comparison with DFT
model, (iii) long dashed (red) line - fit with final model with only 10% occu-
pation in the second cluster layer (only in specular (0,0) rod - third row and
column), and (iv) solid (green) line - fit with final model including a corru-
gated graphene model with sp3-hybridized area below cluster. The first two
rows contain cluster lattice rods without any contribution of the Ir(111) bulk.
The third row contains rods, where the cluster lattice signal gets a strong co-
herent contribution from the graphene layer. The bottom row displays crystal
truncation rods and the interference between the Ir bulk crystal and the Pt
cluster lattice contains information about the position of the cluster in the unit
cell.
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5.1.4 Structure changes of Pt cluster during CO and O2

exposure

After deposition of 0.1 ML Pt on the graphene/Ir(111) template we investi-
gated shape changes during CO and subsequent O2 exposure. Owing to the
low amount of deposited material initially mainly single and double layered
Pt clusters were present, as is known from STM measurements [83]. For this
simple shape the in-plane modulation of the cluster superlattice rod intensity
is given by the single particle structure factor. The single particle structure
factor acts as the envelope function of the cluster lattice Bragg rod intensity
and it can be described to a good approximation by a Gaussian [175]. The
maximum Qmax of this envelope function is related via dcluster = 2π

Qmax
to the

average lateral lattice parameter dcluster of the clusters [175].

Figure 5.7 displays radial in-plane high Q‖ scans of the scattered intensity
for different experimental conditions. After growth the nanoparticles exhibit
a radius of (5.2 ± 0.1) Å and a height of 2.7 Å according to the GISAXS
analysis. At high Q‖ superlattice peaks up to second order are visible for the
clean particles (fig. 5.7 (a)), which confirms the registry of the cluster lattice
with the moiré superstructure. The envelope function of the satellite peaks
(dashed blue line, Gaussian fit) is shifted to higher Q‖ values as compared to
the Ir crystal truncation rod signal at H = 9, reflecting a cluster compression of
∼ 5% as compared to the Pt-Pt bulk (111) in-plane nearest neighbour distance.
Upon CO exposure at room temperature (10−7 mbar for 20 min) the envelope
function of the satellite peaks shifts to a even higher Q‖ value of H = 9.5
(dashed red line, Gaussian fit), indicative of a further CO adsorption-induced
compression of the particles of in total ∼ 7.8% with respect to the bulk Pt-Pt
interatomic distance. The shift of the envelope function leads to a noticeable
redistribution of the satellite intensities and the appearance of a new, third
order satellite at higher Q‖ (H = 12). In the presence of CO we deduce a
radius decrease to (4.7 ± 0.1) Å from the GISAXS analysis accompanied by
a thickness increase from 2.7 to 3.3 Å. This observation may be explained
together with the enhanced compression of the nanoparticles by an upward
bending of the rim Pt atoms, as was proposed based on DFT calculations in
[83, 84] for a seven atom Pt cluster on graphene/Ir(111). The reversibility of
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from ex situ transmission electron microscopy diffraction453

patterns [35].454

IV. GAS ADSORPTION INDUCED SHAPE CHANGES455

After deposition of 0.1 ML Pt on the graphene/Ir(111) tem-456

plate we investigated shape changes during CO and subsequent457

O2 exposure. Owing to the low amount of deposited material458

initially mainly single and double layered Pt clusters were459

present, as is known from STM measurements [34]. For this460

simple shape the in-plane modulation of the cluster superlattice461

rod intensity is given by the single particle structure factor. The462

single particle structure factor acts as the envelope function of463

the cluster lattice Bragg rod intensity, and it can be described464

to a good approximation by a Gaussian [36]. The maximum465

Qmax of this envelope function is related via dcluster = 2π
Qmax

to466

the average lateral lattice parameter dcluster of the clusters [36].467

Figure 6 displays radial in-plane high Q‖ scans of the468

scattered intensity for different experimental conditions. After469

growth, the nanoparticles exhibit a radius of (5.2 ± 0.1) Å470

and a height of 2.7 Å according to the GISAXS analysis471

(see [37]). At high Q‖ superlattice peaks up to second order472

are visible for the clean particles [Fig. 6(a)], which confirms473

the registry of the cluster lattice with the moiré superstructure.474

The envelope function of the satellite peaks (dashed blue line,475

Gaussian fit) is shifted to higher Q‖ values as compared to476

the Ir crystal truncation rod signal at H = 9, reflecting a477

cluster compression of ∼5% as compared to the Pt-Pt bulk478

(111) in-plane nearest neighbor distance. Upon CO exposure479

at room temperature (10−7 mbar for 20 min), the envelope480

function of the satellite peaks shifts to a even higher Q‖481

FIG. 6. Radial scan in Q‖ direction (H = −K , L = 0.09) for 0.1
ML Pt on C/Ir(111). (a) Blue: scan after deposition of 0.1 ML Pt in
UHV, superlattice reflections at H = (7,8,10,11), CTR at H = 9, the
dashed lines indicate Gaussian fits to the envelope functions of the
single particle structure factor. For the fit the 0 order reflection was
not included, because here also the CTR signal from the Ir substrate
contributes. Red: scan after exposure to 10−8 mbar CO for 20 min
at room temperature. (b) Red: the same as in (a), green: scan during
exposure to 10−6 mbar O2 at room temperature. (c) Green: the same
as in (b), black: scan during exposure to 10−6 mbar O2 at 575 K.
(d) Blue: initial scan, same as in (a), black: final scan, the same as
in (c).

value of H = 9.5 (dashed red line, Gaussian fit), indicative 482

of a further, CO adsorption-induced compression of the 483

particles of in total ∼7.8% with respect to the bulk Pt-Pt 484

interatomic distance. The shift of the envelope function leads 485

to a noticeable redistribution of the satellite intensities and 486

the appearance of a new, third order satellite at higher Q‖ 487

(H = 12). In the presence of CO we deduce a radius decrease 488

to (4.7 ± 0.1) Å from the GISAXS analysis accompanied 489

by a thickness increase, from 2.7 to 3.3 Å (see [37]). This 490

observation may be explained, together with the enhanced 491

compression of the nanoparticles, by an upward bending of 492

the rim Pt atoms, as was proposed based on DFT calculations 493

in [38] for a seven atom Pt cluster on graphene/Ir(111). The 494

reversibility of the process excludes strong sintering of the 495

clusters, which would in turn give rise to a broad diffraction 496

signal of uncorrelated clusters in the radial H scan [9], which 497

is not observed. 498

We then attempted CO oxidation with O2 (10−6 mbar) at 499

room temperature. At high Q‖ no significant change of the 500

diffraction signal is observed consistent with the high sticking 501

coefficient of CO on Pt surfaces and a CO poisoning [see 502

Fig. 6(b)] [39]. Increasing the sample temperature to 575 K at 503

an O2 pressure of 10−6 mbar seems to activate CO oxidation, 504

which expresses itself in the recovering of the initially 505

observed satellite peak ratios and a backwards shift of the en- 506

velope function to smaller Q‖ values [see Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)]. 507

The temperature of 575 K is probably high enough to desorb 508

some of the adsorbed CO molecules such that atomic oxygen 509

can form by O2 dissociation on the Pt clusters and react with 510

CO to CO2 [40]. The experiments demonstrate that the clusters 511

undergo reversible changes of their strain state under cyclic gas 512

exposure, while they are active as CO oxidation catalysts. The 513

changing strain state of the clusters is expected to have strong 514

influence on the adsorption energetics of gas molecules [4]. 515

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 516

In summary we have demonstrated that 1–2-atomic layer- 517

high Pt clusters with a diameter of only 1.3 nm form a regular, 518

crystalline superlattice on the graphene moiré structure on 519

Ir(111), as determined by SXRD, GISAXS, and NIXSW. 520

SXRD delivers further insight into the atomic structure of 521

the clusters, which are found to consist of hexagonal (111) 522

planes with 4.7% in-plane compression. The atomic structure 523

of the graphene layer is found to be strongly altered by 524

the Pt cluster adsorption. It changes from the sinusoidally 525

modulated structure of the clean graphene layer on Ir(111) 526

[41] to an egg boxlike structure, where C atoms below the 527

cluster mediate the bonding between the cluster and the 528

substrate. The structural model derived is in line with DFT 529

calculations [22], rendering the LDA approach very promising 530

for the atomic structure prediction of even larger systems. 531

We may generalize from our observations that a long range 532

ordered cluster arrangement is likely to be driven by the 533

formation of a structurally coherent superlattice. Upon CO 534

adsorption we observe a striking change of the wide angle 535

satellite peak intensities which points to a CO adsorption 536

induced additional compressive strain component. At 575 K 537

this structural change turns out to be reversible under oxygen 538

exposure, for which presumably CO oxidation takes place 539
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Figure 5.7: Radial scan in Q‖ direction (H = -K, L = 0.09) for 0.1 ML Pt on
C/Ir(111). (a) Blue: scan after deposition of 0.1 ML Pt in UHV, superlat-
tice reflections at H = (7,8,10,11), CTR at H = 9, the dashed lines indicate
Gaussian fits to the envelope functions of the single particle structure factor.
For the fit the 0 order reflection was not included, because here also the CTR
signal from the Ir substrate contributes. Red: scan after exposure to 10−8

mbar CO for 20 min at room temperature. (b) Red: the same as in (a), green:
scan during exposure to 10−6 mbar O2 at room temperature. (c) Green: the
same as in (b), black: scan during exposure to 10−6 mbar O2 at 575 K. (d)
Blue: initial scan, same as in (a), black: final scan, the same as in (c).

the process excludes strong sintering of the clusters, which would in turn give
rise to a broad diffraction signal of uncorrelated clusters in the radial H scan
[72], which is not observed.

We then attempted CO oxidation with O2 (10−6 mbar) at room temper-
ature. At high Q‖ no significant change of the diffraction signal is observed
consistent with the high sticking coefficient of CO on Pt surfaces and a CO
poisoning (see fig. 5.7 (b)) [206]. Increasing the sample temperature to 575
K at an O2 pressure of 10−6 mbar seems to activate CO oxidation, which ex-
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presses itself in the recovering of the initially observed satellite peak ratios
and a backwards shift of the envelope function to smaller Q‖ values (see figs.
5.7 (c) and 5.7 (d)). The temperature of 575 K is probably high enough to
desorb some of the adsorbed CO molecules such that atomic oxygen can form
by O2 dissociation on the Pt clusters and react with CO to CO2 [53]. The
experiments demonstrate that the clusters undergo reversible changes of their
strain state under cyclic gas exposure, while they are active as CO oxidation
catalysts. The changing strain state of the clusters is expected to have strong
influence on the adsorption energetics of gas molecules [149].
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5.2 Structure of Pt/Rh clusters

In this section a structure analysis of Pt/Rh cluster lattices grown on graphene/
Ir(111) based on diffraction data measured at the surface diffraction beamline
ID03 [63] at the ESRF (Grenoble, France) will be presented. The diffraction
data are supplemented with XPS data measured at DESY Nanolab (Hamburg,
Germany).

Outline:

After an introduction to the main aspects of Pt/Rh clusters, the experimental
parameters of SXRD and XPS measurements will be presented. A detailed
data analysis in chronological order of the performed synchrotron experiment
will be given in subsections 5.2.1 for co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters and in 5.2.2
for subsequent deposited Pt/Rh clusters. Section 5.2.3 summarizes the find-
ings of sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 in conjunction with a discussion of the results.

Introduction:

Due to their high surface to volume ratio nanoparticles have an outstanding
relevance in catalysis. The goal of a catalyst is a maximum in activity while
having the best selectivity for the intended chemical reaction [54, 74]. For
technical applications allocated costs of the catalyst material are also of major
importance.

In case of mono-atomic nanoparticles activity and selectivity are mainly
modified by size and shape of the nanoparticles. Usually decreasing nanopar-
ticle size leads to an increase of catalyst activity caused by an increase of the
surface to volume ratio, which enlarges the catalytic active surface area for
a given amount of catalyst material. For nanoparticle sizes below a certain
limit (typically ≤ 2 nm) a boost in catalytic activity occurs [103, 153] which is
referred to a modified electronic structure caused by size effects accompanied
by rising number of defect and edge sites.

A shape dependent activity can be observed for chemical reactions mainly
catalyzed by particle facets with certain crystallographic orientation. In this
case the activity is optimal for a shape which offers the largest fraction of
catalytic active facet orientations. If other facet orientations enable additional
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reaction pathways the nanoparticle shape has also a strong impact on the
selectivity of a catalyzed reaction.

Bimetallic nanoparticles extend the list of important structure parameters
by element distribution among the nanoparticle. Distinct changes concerning
adsorption and catalysis occur when one element modifies the electronic prop-
erties of the second atom species (ligand effects - main impact at top sites),
which occurs at large alloy clusters and is in case of small clusters as a result of
low dimensions almost always present. Bridge and hollow sites are influenced
by at least two atoms, so that two different atom species surrounding these
sites can alter their properties dramatically (ensemble effects).

Thus bimetallic nanoparticles offer more approaches in catalysis while in-
creasing the structural complexity. Reasonable catalyst engineering presumes
an advanced understanding of the previously mentioned effects and therefore
demands a detailed knowledge of the atomic nanoparticle structure, which has
to be correlated to the catalytic properties of these particles.

At oxygen rich environments all platinum metals show hyperactive states for
CO oxidation [34]. Therefore these metals are used in applications involving
CO oxidation. One very prominent example is the catalytic converter used to
clean exhaust gas of combustion engines, where oxidation of CO/hydrocarbons
and reduction of NOx is catalyzed by Pt/Rh nanoparticles [21]. For these
Pt/Rh particles the previously mentioned questions arise: i) What is the im-
pact of the particle size? - e.g. palladium nanoparticles show a strong size
dependence of the hyperactive states for CO oxidation and the O2/CO ratio
[34]. ii) What is the particle shape? iii) How are the two atom species dis-
tributed among the particles? - e.g. Pt/Rh alloy single crystal surfaces show
Pt segregation to the topmost layer, while the first subsurface layer is Rh en-
riched. A reversed segregation behaviour is found in oxidizing environment
[148, 186]. Calculations performed for Pt/Rh cuboctahedral clusters contain-
ing 55 atoms predict Pt segregation to most likely cluster vertex sites, followed
by (1 0 0) facet sites and cluster edge sites, while Rh prefers to occupy cluster
core sites [239]. Ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS)
measurements and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mea-
surements on Pt/Rh nanoparticles in the size regime of 8-11 nm do not show
any tendency of phase separation in UHV, while an oxidizing environment
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drives Rh atoms to the particles surface [210]. Concerning the mentioned ex-
amples and the emerging questions the ultra small Pt/Rh clusters addressed
in this work - unique in their low dimensions - are of great interest concerning
atomic structure and catalytic properties.

Experimental:

i) SXRD/GISAXS experiments: We performed experiments on two different
samples, at which in one case 0.4 ML Pt and 0.15 ML Rh had been deposited
simultaniously, and in the other case first 0.4 ML Pt and than 0.15 ML Rh
had been deposited subsequently on a graphene/Ir(111) support (1 ML Pt
(repectively Rh) correspond to a closed Pt(111) (respectively Rh(111)) atomic
single layer). In both cases the graphene/Ir(111) support was prepared in the
UHV system of the DESY Nanolab (described in detail in section 4.1) with
a base pressure below 10−10 mbar. The Ir(111) single crystals were cleaned
by Ar+-sputtering at Ekin = 2000 eV and pAr ∼ 5 × 10−6 mbar and heated
in oxygen (p(O2) ∼ 10−7 mbar) at Tsample = 1300 K. Chemical composi-
tion and crystalline order of the surface was confirmed by means of AES and
LEED. In order to grow graphene of high structural quality we used a well
established procedure combining CVD and TPG [42]. After ethylene adsorp-
tion at Tsample = 300 K (p(C2H4) ∼ 10−7 mbar, t = 45 s) the samples were
flash annealed to Tsample = 1400 K followed by 30 min ethylene exposure at
p(C2H4) ∼ 10−7 mbar and Tsample = 1300 K. The structural quality was con-
firmed for both samples with LEED.

These samples were transferred in air to the synchrotron (ID03/ESRF)
where the surface of the samples (graphene/Ir(111)) restored its structural
quality after UHV annealing to Tsample = 1300 K in the UHV system of the
beamline.
sample 1: During co-deposition of 0.4 ML Pt and 0.15 ML Rh (Tsample = 300 K,
pevap < 10−9 mbar) we measured the GISAXS signal to confirm the formation
of a cluster lattice. In addition we measured a set of SXRD data in order to
determine the as grown atomic structure of the clusters. Terminal we investi-
gated the structural changes induced by oxygen exposure at elevated pressures
/ temperatures.
sample 2: First we deposited 0.4 ML Pt followed by deposition of 0.15 ML
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Rh (Tsample = 300 K, pevap < 10−9 mbar). Similar to sample 1 we confirmed
cluster lattice formation by taking the GISAXS diffraction pattern concurrent
to the metal deposition. A set of SXRD data was measured for the clusters
as grown, which will reveal differences of the atomic structure of Pt/Rh clus-
ters dependend on the sequence of metal deposition. Finally we investigated
structural changes induced by CO and O2 cycling at elevated pressures / tem-
peratures.
ii) XPS experiments: Similar to the as before specified diffraction experiments
we performed XPS measurements on sequential and on co-deposited Pt/Rh
clusters (0.4 ML Pt, 0.15 ML Rh). The graphene/Ir(111) support was prepared
with the same procedure as described in i) at the UHV system of the DESY
Nanolab (Hamburg, Germany) (for details of the UHV system see section 4.1).
During sample transfer to the XPS system (detailed description in section 4.2)
the samples were exposed to air. In order to restore the initial surface state
the graphene/Ir(111) samples have been annealed to Tsample ∼ 1000 K in the
UHV analysis chamber of the XPS system, in which also the cluster growth
was performed.
sample 1: We performed scans of the bare graphene/Ir(111) sample, the co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters and after oxidation of the clusters at Tsample ∼ 470 K
and p(O2) ∼ 1 × 10−5 mbar. The measurements have been done at different
photoelectron exit angles (4◦, 30◦, 60◦) in order to achieve depth sensitivity.
sample 2: The sequential deposited Pt/Rh clusters have been investigated at
a fixed photoelectron exit angle of 4◦. In contrast to the previously described
measurements the XPS signal has been recorded concurrent to the oxygen
dosing at elevated pressures and temperatures.
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5.2.1 Atomic structure of co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters

Structure of as grown Pt/Rh clusters: In order to investigate the atomic
structure of Pt/Rh clusters we deposited simultaniously 0.4 ML Pt (∼ 32 atoms
/ moirè unit cell) and 0.15 ML Rh (∼ 12 atoms / moirè unit cell) on top of a
graphene/Ir(111) support. After metal deposition we measured GISAXS and
SXRD data. The measurements on the clusters as grown are summarized in
figure 5.8. GISAXS data have been taken in 〈100〉, 〈010〉 and 〈110〉 direction
- the appearence of the first order cluster lattice rods ((0,1), (1,0), (1,1) - see

(0,0) (0,9) (0,18)

(9,0) (9,9)

(18,0)

Q┴ Q┴ Q┴

Q (r.l.u.)|| Q (r.l.u.)|| Q (r.l.u.)||

<100> <110> <010>

0 21 3 0 21 3 0 21 3

Figure 5.8: Summarized measurements of as grown, co-deposited Pt/Rh clus-
ters, top: reciprocal space map with Ir(111) surface lattice (black), graphene
surface lattice (blue), cluster surface lattice (grey) - surface signal was mea-
sured at places marked with circles. The (1,0), (2,0), (1,1), (0,1), (0,2) rods
were measured with GISAXS (green circles). The vertical lines at (n,m) with
n,m integer multiples of 9 indicate cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene
rods resulting from carbon-carbon spacing were measured at (10,0), (10,10),
(0,10) (blue circles), grey circles indicate additional cluster lattice rods which
were measured, bottom: GISAXS images of 〈100〉, 〈010〉 and 〈110〉 directions
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fig. 5.8 bottom) confirms the formation of a cluster lattice at first glance. The
specular rod at (0, 0), the crystal truncation rods at (9, 0), (18, 0), (0, 9), (0, 18)

and (9, 9) have been measured together with cluster lattice rods and graphene
lattice rods close to the rods at (9, 0), (0, 9) and (9, 9).

The trend of the cluster lattice rods suggest a cluster shape with mainly
three atomic layers. More than 50 models varying in shape, size and refinement
parameters have been tested and finally the cluster shape depicted in figure
5.9 is most suitable to describe the measured SXRD data. The cluster has a
shape of a truncated triangular pyramide (fig. 5.9 (a)). In order to fit the
measured data the in-plane lattice parameter of each cluster layer is uniformly
varied. In addition each cluster layer contains three groups of atoms (see fig.
5.9 (b), (c), (d) - red, blue and yellow), so that for all atoms of the same group
the z-position is varied with the same amount in order to reduce the χ2 of
the structure refinement. The asymmetry of some cluster lattice rods - e.g.
rod (10,-1), (1,9) (see fig. 5.12) - is a direct hint of different layer stacking
among the set of averaged clusters. Therefore ABC stacked and ACB stacked
clusters are modeled with different occupation parameters for each layer. The
depicted cluster model (fig. 5.9) contains 55 atoms, which is slightly more
than the deposited amount of atoms. Considering this the yellow atom sites
are expected to be less frequently populated and therefore they have an own
occupation parameter at each layer and every stacking.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.9: Model of metal cluster for fitting of SXRD data of co-deposited
clusters after growth: (a) three layer high ABC-stacked metal cluster, (b)
grouped atoms for z-displacements of lowest cluster layer, (b) grouped
atoms for z-displacements of second cluster layer, (c) grouped atoms for z-
displacements of third cluster layer

Figure 5.10 summarizes the model refinements based on the SXRD data
of the cluster lattice rods of the as grown Pt/Rh clusters (data shown in fig.
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5.12). The visualizations of the fitted cluster structures of sections 5.2 and 5.3
contain the averaged out-of-plane displacements (on the left-hand side of the
cluster - positive values correspond to increased atom distances with respect to
the iridium bulk value, averaging is performed using the atom occupations as
weighting), the in-plane displacements for each layer (displayed at the center
of each cluster layer - positive values correspond to increased atom distances
with respect to the iridium bulk value) and occupation values on the right-
hand side of the cluster. The occupation values are printed in the color of the
corresponding atom species (green/yellow: platinum, orange: rhodium, red:
iridium, grey/yellow: palladium, blue: carbon). Atom ensembles containing
two distinct element species which are fitted with the same occupation pa-
rameter are displayed with tinged characters in the color of one of the atom
species on top of a background box with the color of the other atom species.
White background boxes are used just to improve the legibility of characters
printed in bright colors. ABC stacking probabilities (left) are separated by a
vertical bar from ACB stacking probabilities (right). A-stacked layers do only
vary in their shape at the interface (yellow atoms), so that these layers are
typically represented by one common occupation value representing the cu-
mulative occupation of these atoms supplemented by two stacking-dependent
values (printed in yellow) at the interface layer. More detailed information on
the element distribution among the cluster can be gained from the topview
of the cluster layers at which each atom is assigned with its element specific
color. Underlined values are kept fixed during structure refinement.
Fit with only platinum atoms (fig. 5.10 (a)): Due to a lack of knowledge
concerning the Pt/Rh distribution among the cluster a first fit is performed
using only one atom species - Pt atoms - so that a possible Rh enrichment is
expected at atom sites with noticeable low occupation values. The fit with the
Pt cluster has already a very good agreement with the measured SXRD data
of χ2 = 0.70. The majority of the clusters are stacked ABC. The in-plane lat-
tice parameter of the cluster layer at the interface with graphene is reduced by
(−2.6±0.1)% with respect to the Ir bulk value. Remarkable is the higher occu-
pation of the edge sites (yellow atoms) at the second (ABC-stacking: (82±2)%
to (69± 1)%) and third cluster layer (ABC-stacking: (48± 3)% to (30± 2)%)
compared to the inner layer sites (green atoms). In order to reduce surface
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Figure 5.10: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of co-
deposited clusters after growth - platinum atoms: green and yellow / rhodium
atoms: orange, (a) model only containing platinum atoms, (b) model with
platinum atoms in all three layers and rhodium atoms only in the second and
third cluster layer, (c) modified version of model (b) with certain edge sites
of the interface layer occupied by rhodium atoms, (d) lattice parameters of
platinum metals relevant for sections 5.2 and 5.3

energy the inner sites should be preferentially occupied, therefore the increased
edge occupation can be interpreted as a Rh enrichment at inner atom sites.

In addition we performed XPS measurements at similar Pt/Rh clusters at
different photoelectron exit angles (see fig. 5.11). For small exit angles the
surface contribution to the photoelectron signal increases, so that this can give
a hint of possible element enrichment at the topmost cluster layer. Figure
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5.11 (a) and (b) depict the Pt4f and Rh3d core level signal at different exit
angles. The spectra have been fitted with a linear background and Donich-
S̆unjić profiles convoluted with a Gaussian peak profile. Table 5.2.1 lists the
preak area ratios rarea = Pt4f 7/2

Rh3d 5/2 for different exit angles. There is a tendency
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Figure 5.11: XPS of co-deposited Pt/Rh cluster on C/Ir(111) measured at dif-
ferent exit angles: clean C/Ir(111) surface measured at 86◦ exit angle (blue),
0.4 ML Pt/0.15 ML Rh on C/Ir measured at 86◦ (green, magenta), 60◦ (red),
30◦ (black) exit angle, (a) Pt4f region normalized to background signal inten-
sity at 69 eV, (b) Ir4d region normalized to signal intensity at 304 eV

take-off
86◦ 60◦ 30◦

angle:

1763
658

= 2.68± 0.12Pt4f 7/2
Rh3d 5/2 1811

663
= 2.73± 0.12

1032
419

= 2.46± 0.14 1050
405

= 2.59± 0.15

Table 5.1: XPS peak ratios of co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters calculated from
fitting with linear background and Doniach-S̆unjić profiles convoluted with
Gaussian peak profiles

of an increased rhodium contribution for decreasing take-off angles, so that
the proposed rhodium enrichment at the cluster top is in line with the XPS
measurements. Nevertheless the given interpretation of the peak ratio assumes
a flat surface - which is not the case here - and the determined ratios include
a large error compared to the small differences of rarea, so that these XPS
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measurements just support the SXRD result but cannot proof the element
distribution finally.

Based on these findings we refine our model by exchanging some platinum
atoms with rhodium atoms - six atoms at the top layer and three atoms at the
second cluster layer (see fig. 5.10 (b)).
Fit with rhodium atoms in the topmost two layers (fig. 5.10 (b)):

The structure refinement based on the new model has a slightly improved χ2

(χ2 = 0.66). The good agreement between data and fit is depicted in figure
5.12. The graphene rods (10, 0), (0, 10) and (10, 10) are not included during the
structure refinement procedure due to strong graphene contribution originat-
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Figure 5.12: Measured cluster lattice structure factors of as grown, co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters and calculated structure factors based on model fig-
ure 5.10 (b) with rhodium in the second and third cluster layer: black data are
plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the
right, the red line represents calculated structure factors, graphene rods are
not fitted during structure refinement - therefore the fitted curve is displayed
as a dashed line at these rods
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ing also from "unoccupied" moiré cells which are not represented in the actual
model. The rods (8, 0) and (0, 8) are fitted with a separate scaling factor - these
prominent rods might have been more carefully aligned, so that there was a
higher intensity recorded than for the other rods. The first three rods in fig.
5.12 have a strong graphene contribution, because they fit the carbon-carbon
distance in reciprocal space. All other rods contain signal of structures, whose
electron density is periodically altered with the graphene moiré periodicity - i.e.
the metal cluster lattice. The signal strength decreases from top to bottom, so
that the depicted structure factors of the last row are less reliable. The in-plane
lattice parameters stay almost constant compared to the previous model. The
reduction of the interface layer in-plane lattice parameter of (−2.6±0.1)% with
respect to the Ir bulk value - this corresponds to (−4.8±0.2)% with respect to
the Pt bulk value - is induced by the sp3-hybridized carbon below the cluster.
This in-plane strain relaxes in the increased distance between the interface and
second cluster layer. The second cluster layer has an in-plane lattice parameter
which is (−0.2 ± 0.1)% smaller than the Ir bulk value, which means that the
in-plane lattice parameter of the platinum atoms is reduced by (−2.4± 0.2)%.
The averaged in-plane lattice parameter reduction of (−1.4±0.3)% of the third
layer means a lattice compression of (−0.5 ± 0.3)% for rhodium atoms and a
lattice compression of (−3.5 ± 0.3)% for platinum atoms. The averaged out-
of-plane distances matches the iridium bulk value (+0.1%) while the averaged
in-plane distances is reduced (−1.5%) - the averaged values are obtained by
averaging over all atoms combined with a weighting by the occupation values.
The cluster releases the in-plane strain induced by the graphene/cluster inter-
face in an out-of-plane lattice parameter relaxation. The out-of-plane values
differ from the previous model mainly because of a change in the occupation
values of the atoms - the atom positions stay almost exactly the same. Now
sites populated with rhodium increase significantly their occupation value, so
that now - as expected - inner atom sites of the cluster are populated more
frequently.
Fit with rhodium atoms at the interface edge sites (fig. 5.10 (c)): A
last attempt to improve the model is made by exchanging Pt by Rh for the
edge atoms at the interface layer (see fig. 5.10 (c)). The agreement between
fit and measurement remains unchanged (χ2 = 0.66). As expected the occu-
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pation of the rhodium populated edge sites increases almost by a factor of two
compared to the platinum population of these sites. Nevertheless the occupa-
tion is still much lower than the neighbouring cluster sites, so that these atom
sites stay vacant for many clusters. This can be attributed to the sp3-area
of the graphene, which has due to the lattice mismatch limited dimensions -
at a certain distance from the hcp center (where carbon rings sit on top of
hcp sites in respect to the underlying Ir(111)) the lattice mismatch leads to a
situation where the carbon atoms can no longer bind simultaniously via sp3-
rehybridization to the underlying Ir(111) and the cluster on top. For further
discussion we stick to the model without rhodium at the interface layer, but
this model can not be excluded with the present data.
Fit including crystal truncation rods: In order to determine the cluster
adsorption position inside the graphene moirè cell together with the cluster
height, we fit the whole set of SXRD data simultaniously. The interference
on the crystal truncation rods contain the information about the cluster po-
sition in respect to the underlying Ir(111). The moiré cells whose clusters do
not contribute to the cluster lattice signal are assumed to show no graphene
sp3-rehybridization due to misalignment of the cluster with respect to the un-
derlying graphene/Ir(111) and are therefore represented by a bare, slightly
corrugated graphene structure sitting on the Ir(111) surface. The sum of oc-
cupied moiré cells (coherent contribution on cluster lattice rods) and empty
moiré cells is fitted close to unity. We expect a strong decrease of all occupa-
tion values of the moiré cell containing the cluster, while the occupation ratios
of the cluster layers should stay constant. The model refinements are summa-
rized in figure 5.13 (a) and the corresponding structure factors are depicted
in figure 5.14. Calculated and measured structure factors have an agreement
of χ2 = 0.69. The cluster position is determined to be the hcp-region of the
moiré unit cell with a height of (4.54 ± 0.05) Å above the Ir(111) surface.
All cluster occupation values are reduced within the error bar to half of the
previous value, implying that only half of the clusters scatter coherently with
the cluster lattice. A close look to the graphene rods (see figure 5.14 rods
(10, 0), (0, 10) and (10, 10)) reveals an improvement particlular for low out-
of-plane momentum transfer (low L-values), which originates from the signal
contribution of (47± 1)% bare graphene added to the structure refinement by
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Figure 5.13: Fit models including Ir(111) surface and refinement values of
SXRD data analysis of co-deposited clusters after growth - platinum atoms:
green and yellow / rhodium atoms: orange, (a) model with uniform substrate
layer z-displacement, (b) model with grouped substrate displacements below
the cluster as described in text and figure 5.16

introducing empty moiré cells representing cells with clusters not in registry
to the cluster lattice. The estimated graphene sp3-splitting of (0.34± 0.06) Å
has a good agreement to previously determined values [71, 72]. There is still
one feature of the measured structure factors, which is not reproduced by the
proposed model - i.e. there are sharp intensity drops at L = 1 at rods close to
(9, 0) and at L = 3 at rods close to (9, 9). Additional there are sharp intensity
maxima at L = 2 at rods close to (0, 9). The low width in L-direction makes
more scattering planes necessary to explain these features than available at
the cluster itself. Adsorbed CO was tested, but the contribution was much
too weak to explain these features. Therefore small deviations of the substrate
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Figure 5.14: Measured structure factors including CTR’s (as grown, co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters) and calculated structure factors based on model
figure 5.13 (a) with uniform substrate layer displacements: black data are
plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the
right, the red line represents calculated structure factors

atoms according the grouped atoms in figure 5.15 are tested. Of course the
measured data are not sufficient to make a detailed structure analysis of the
substrate displacements, but a look to the calculated structure factors in figure
5.17 is convincing, that the mentioned features have their origin in substrate
displacements. The fitted substrate displacements are listed in table 5.2, but
the available data are not sufficient for an accurat determination of the sub-
strate structure. Note that the magnitude of fitted displacements is rather
small, but the effect on the calculated structure factors eminent.

Figure 5.13 (b) summarizes the model refinements obtained with additional
substrate displacements below the cluster and confirms that previously made
model refinements stay the same and therefore are still valid. Figure 5.16
shows the z-displacements at the interface of the last model. Bright colors
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(a) (b) (c)interface layer 2nd Ir layer 3rd Ir layer

Figure 5.15: Substrate displacement used for refinement of the model depicted
in figure 5.13 (b) - atoms below the cluster and the same color code displace
similar in height and in direction of the in-plane cluster center.

rel. in-plane displ. in
z-displacements

direction of cluster center

magenta blue green magenta blue green

topmost
Ir(111) layer

−0.05 Å +0.03 Å −0.02 Å +0.4% -0.7% +0.5%

2nd Ir(111)
layer

−0.04 Å −0.001 Å - +0.6% -0.2% -

3rd Ir(111)
layer

−0.02 Å −0.04 Å - -1.1% +0.4% -

Table 5.2: Ir(111) displacements according grouped atoms depicted in fig. 5.15.

indicate higher z-values. The substrate layer has a decreased height below the
cluster center surrounded by a ring of slightly higher atoms, while the rest of
the topmost substrate layer is a bit lower in height. All these displacements are
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less than 1.5% of the Ir atom distance and not pronounced enough to be seen by
eye. This is different at the lowest cluster layer - here the seven central atoms
are (0.11± 0.01) Å lower than the surrounding twelve atoms. The edge atoms
are the lowest ones, (0.19± 0.03) Å lower than the central atoms indicating a
strong binding to the underlying substrate. This effect of edge atom binding is
predicted by DFT calculations performed by Feibelman [126] and was already
observed for small platinum clusters on graphene/Ir(111) [71].

(a) (b)

0.11 A
0.30 A 0.30 A

Figure 5.16: Refined height of cluster and substrate interface layers of the
model depicted in figure 5.13 (b): (a) topview - brightness of colors increases
with height, (b) sideview - displacements of substrate atoms are to small to
see, cluster atoms at the center and at the edge are lowered in height

occupation values cluster

ABC ACB
layer:

edge core core edge

3rd (29± 1)% (30± 1)% (13± 1)% (10± 1)%

2nd (43± 1)% (45± 1)% (14± 1)% (6± 1)%

1st (14± 1)% (53± 1)% (13± 1)%

Table 5.3: Occupation values of cluster model fig. 5.13 (b)
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This final and probably most accurat model (fig. 5.13 (b)) determines the
relative change of the in-plane lattice parameters to (−2.7± 0.1)% (1st layer),
(−0.3 ± 0.1)% (2nd layer) and (−1.3 ± 0.2)% (3rd layer) with respect to the
iridium bulk value. The relative change of the out-of-plane lattice parameters
are determined to (+3.1 ± 0.2)% (1st layer ↔ 2nd layer) and (+2.1 ± 0.3)%
(2nd layer↔ 3rd layer). The height of the cluster and of the bare graphene are
determined to (4.61± 0.05) Å respectively (3.49± 0.04) Å. The fitted cluster
layer occupancies are listed in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.17: Measured structure factors including CTR’s (as grown, co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters) and calculated structure factors based on model
figure 5.13 (b) with grouped substrate displacements below the cluster: black
data are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale
on the right, the red line represents calculated structure factors
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Structure of Pt/Rh clusters after oxidation: After growth the Pt/Rh
clusters have been exposed to p(O2) = 1 × 10−5 mbar oxygen while slowly
been heated to 473 K (see fig. 5.18). After this procedure we stopped heating
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Figure 5.18: Curve of oxygen pressure and sample temperature during oxida-
tion procedure

and oxygen exposure and measured a set of SXRD data in order to determine
structural changes. Figure 5.19 summarizes the performed measurements -
cluster lattice rods, graphene rods, crystal truncation rods and GISAXS data
have been measured. The GISAXS maps (fig. 5.19 bottom) exhibit in ad-
dition to the narrow cluster lattice rod signal a broad component originating
from clusters, which have lost their registry to the cluster lattice. Therefore
their scattered signal is no longer exclusively restricted to the cluster lattice
rods. So at first glance we can identify an increasing disorder of the cluster
lattice from the GISAXS measurements. This observation is in line with the
decreased cluster lattice rod intensity of the SXRD data compared to the rods
measured directly after cluster growth (compare fig. 5.12 and 5.39), which also
results from the increased disorder of the cluster lattice so that the amount
of coherently scattering clusters is reduced. This means that many moirè unit
cells do not contribute to the scattered signal of the cluster lattice, while still
contributing to the signal of the graphene lattice. Thus for the initial structure
analysis we do not take the graphene rods ((10,0), (0,10)) into consideration,
because this would overestimate the graphene contribution on the cluster lat-
tice rods.

The first attempt is done with a cluster model similar to figure 5.10 (a) of the
previous section where we analyzed the structure of the as grown metal clus-
ters. Now the cluster model containing only platinum atoms is extended by two
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Figure 5.19: Summarized measurements of oxidized, co-deposited Pt/Rh clus-
ters, top: reciprocal space map with Ir(111) surface lattice (black), graphene
surface lattice (blue), cluster surface lattice (grey) - surface signal was mea-
sured at places marked with circles. The (1,0), (2,0), (1,1), (0,1), (0,2) rods
were measured with GISAXS (green circles). The vertical lines at (n,m) with
n,m integer multiples of 9 indicate cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene
rods resulting from carbon-carbon spacing were measured at (10,0), and (0,10)
(blue circles), grey circles indicate additional cluster lattice rods which were
measured, bottom: GISAXS images of 〈100〉, 〈010〉, 〈110〉 directions

additional layers, which account for the changed shape of the cluster lattice
rods (sharper cluster Bragg peaks, more weak intensity oszillations between
two Bragg peaks - compare fig. 5.12 and 5.39). Figure 5.20 (a) depicts the
used model together with the calculated structure refinements. The achieved
agreement between calculated and measured structure factors of χ2 = 0.43 is
already excellent. Similar to the structure refinement of the as grown clusters,
there is a reduced occupation of the inner atom sites of the second and third
cluster layer. Again we interpret this as a possible rhodium enrichment at
these sites, which is much more pronounced at the third cluster layer. The
occupation of the 4th cluster layer of (44 ± 2)% while a small occupation of
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the 5th layer is still present, together with the strong reduction of the lat-
tice parameter of the 4th layer of (−5.4 ± 1.9)% with respect to the Ir bulk
value can also be interpreted as a rhodium enrichment at the 4th cluster layer
(-5.4% lattice contraction with respect to the bulk value of Ir correspond to
-9.3% (-4.5%) lattice contraction with respect to the bulk value of Pt (Rh)).
In addition there are two remarkable properties of the refined model:
i) The ACB stacked clusters have vanished, which can be caused by an ox-
idation induced reordering of the cluster atoms or results from a less strong
binding of the ACB stacked clusters to the substrate, so that during oxidation
these clusters loose more often their registry to the cluster lattice and thus do
no longer contribute to the coherently scattered signal of the cluster lattice
rods. Due to the similar occupation profile among the first three cluster layers
of the as grown and the oxidized clusters the second explanation seem to be
preferrable.
ii) The topmost cluster layer has a significantly increased distance to the un-
derlying layer, which can be caused by the formation of a surface oxide. This
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Figure 5.20: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of
co-deposited clusters after oxidation - platinum atoms: green and yellow /
rhodium atoms: orange / oxygen atoms: black, (a) model containing only
platinum atoms, (b) model with platinum atoms in the lower three layers and
rhodium atoms in the topmost three layers - the third layer contains platinum
at (100) facet sites and rhodium at all other atom sites
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we keep in mind and see, if the next models confirm the increased out-of-plane
lattice distance.

Also for the oxidation experiment we performed XPS measurements at sim-
ilar conditions. The clusters have been heated in p(O2) ∼ 1×10−6 mbar to 470
K. During cool down the oxygen was pumped at ∼ 400 K and the XPS mea-
surements have been performed at RT and UHV conditions. Figure 5.21 (a)
and (b) depict the Pt4f and Rh3d core level signal at different take-off angles.
Similar to the signal of the as-grown Pt/Rh cluster the rhodium contribution
of the XPS signal has the tendency to increase for decreasing take-off angles
(see table 5.2.1). So again the XPS measurements are in line with the SXRD
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Figure 5.21: XPS of co-deposited Pt/Rh cluster on C/Ir(111) measured at
different take-off angles: as grown 0.4 ML Pt/0.15 ML Rh clusters on C/Ir(111)
measured at 86◦ take-off angle (blue), oxidized 0.4 ML Pt/0.15 ML Rh clusters
on C/Ir measured at 86◦ (green, magenta), 60◦ (red), 30◦ (black) take-off angle,
(a) Pt4f region normalized to background signal intensity at 69 eV, (b) Ir4d
region normalized to signal intensity at 304 eV

results and support the conclusion of a rhodium enrichment at the clusters top
region.

Based on our previous findings we propose an ABC stacked model with
rhodium atoms at the topmost three cluster layers, while the topmost rhodium
layer exhibits a surface oxide structure. Figure 5.20 (b) depicts the proposed
model with its structural refinements, whereas fig. 5.39 displays the measured
and calculated structure factors. The agreement between measurement and
calculation of χ2 = 0.42 is similar to the previous model, but now the occu-
pation values are more promising. Compared to the structure model of the
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take-off
86◦ 60◦ 30◦

angle:

1671
640

= 2.61± 0.12Pt4f 7/2
Rh3d 5/2 1607

668
= 2.41± 0.11

839
350

= 2.40± 0.15 919
401

= 2.29± 0.14

Table 5.4: XPS peak ratios of oxidized co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters for different
take-off angles calculated from fitting with linear background and Doniach-
S̆unjić profiles convoluted with Gaussian peak profiles

clusters as grown now all atom sites have an occupation close to one, which
means that during oxidation the average cluster has reshaped into an equi-
librium structure with almost completely closed facets. The distance of the
topmost Rh layer is still strongly increased supporting the interpretation of sur-
face oxide formation. This layer is only rarely occupied by (17 ± 7)%, which
is probably underestimated due to a strong damping of the scattered signal
caused by an enhanced atom mobility at the topmost cluster layer. The weak
scattering of the topmost layer also explains the unreliable in-plane lattice pa-
rameter, which is fitted to (+10 ± 21)% in respect to the Ir bulk value. All
displacement parameters are at comparable values. The lowest cluster layer
has a decreased in-plane lattice parameter of (−2.5 ± 0.1)% (-4.6% with re-
spect to the Pt bulk value). This strain is - as already previously mentioned -
induced by the underlying sp3-rehybridized graphene and relaxes in the second
(+0.2± 0.1)% and third (−0.1± 0.3)% cluster layer. The fourth cluster layer
has an in-plane lattice parameter reduced by (−5.1 ± 1.8)%, which is still a
reduction of -4.2% with respect to the rhodium bulk value. The out-of-plane
values are (+4.5 ± 0.5)% from first to the second cluster layer (probably the
consequence of strain release between 1st and 2nd layer), (−0.9± 0.6)% (2nd
to 3rd layer), (−0.1± 1.1)% (3rd to 4th layer) and (+33.6± 9.9)% (4th to 5th
layer).

Fit including crystal truncation rod data: Finally we use a model which
contains the previous model extended by substrate displacements and a rep-
resentation of empty moiré cells with bare, slightly modulated graphene on
Ir(111) - similar to the previous section of the as grown clusters (see fig. 5.13).
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Figure 5.22: Cluster lattice structure factors (co-deposited clusters after oxi-
dation): (black) measured structure factors plotted in respect to the scale on
the left, (blue) measured structure factors plotted in respect to the scale on
the right, (red) calculated structure factors based on the model depicted in
figure 5.20 (b). Some calculated structure factors are due to alignment issues
additionally scaled - this is marked with a red scaling factor.

This model will give access to the cluster height and the amount of coherently
scattering clusters. Again first the structure refinement is performed with a
simple uniform Ir layer displacement followed by a more complicated Ir dis-
placement scheme similar to fig. 5.15. The obtained structure refinements
based on fits including crystal truncation rod data are depicted in figure 5.23.

Figure 5.24 shows all measured structure factors together with the calcu-
lated structure factors based on model fig. 5.23 (a). The estimated contribu-
tion of the clusters at the crystal truncation rods is (29.1±0.3)%, so that after
oxidation less than one third of the clusters are still in registry to the clus-
ter lattice. The increasing disorder of the cluster lattice is mainly caused by
Smoluchowski ripening, but a detailed picture of the mechanism is still lacking.
Gerber et. al. postulate a skyhook machanism for CO adsobed on Pt clus-
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Figure 5.23: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of
co-deposited clusters after oxidation - platinum atoms: green and yellow /
rhodium atoms: orange / oxygen atoms: black, (a) model with simple uni-
form Ir(111) layer displacements, (b) enhanced model including displacement
scheme of Ir atoms below cluster as depicted in fig. 5.15

ters [85, 84] and verified much less sintering during O2 exposure. We did some
XPS measurements at sequentially deposited Pt/Rh clusters on C/Ir(111) (see
fig. 5.25) and identified oxygen intercalation at comparable conditions to this
SXRD experiment. Fig. 5.25 (a) depicts the C1s core level peaks of the as
grown, in oxygen environment at 475 K and after 40 h UHV conditions nor-
malized to the signal intensity at 286 eV and than background substracted.
The peaks are fitted with a linear background and two Doniach-S̆unjić profiles
convoluted with Gaussian peak profiles, which correspond to the C1s core level
contribution of the sp2-hybridized carbon atoms (C1) and the C1s core level
contribution of the sp3-hybridized carbon atoms (C2) (detailed analysis and
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Figure 5.24: Measured structure factors including CTR’s (co-deposited clusters
after oxidation) and calculated structure factors based on model fig 5.23 (a)
with uniform substrate layer displacements: black data are plotted with the
scale on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the right, the red line
represents calculated structure factors

description in [126]). Peak positions are normalized to the Ir4f peak maximum
at 60.81 eV. During oxygen exposusure at 475 K the C1 component shifts from
(284.21±0.05) eV to (283.70±0.05) eV, which is a difference of (−0.51±0.07)

eV and very close to the value of (−0.45± 0.02) eV reported for oxygen inter-
calation under bare graphene on Ir(111) [91]. The peak shift is accompanied
by a reduction of the C2 component area, which decreases from 33% to 11%
of the area of the C1 component. This means according to the previously
mentioned assignment of the components, that the fraction of sp3-hybridized
carbon atoms is reduced to one third in respect to the as grown clusters in-
dicating a huge decrease of bonded clusters. So oxygen intercalation is one
possible mechanism supporting Ostwald ripening, but also oxygen adsorption
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Figure 5.25: XPS measurements of the C1s core level of sequentially deposited
Pt/Rh cluster on C/Ir(111) at different condition: (a) comparison of the C1s
core level for as grown (blue), oxidized and heated (red) and after 40 h UHV
after oxidation (green), (b) fit of the C1s core level peak with two components
for the as grown Pt/Rh clusters, (b) fit of the C1s core level peak with two
components for the Pt/Rh clusters in oxidizing environment

and oxygen bombardment of the clusters may increase the cluster mobility.

From the SXRD data the cluster height is determined to be hcluster =

(4.55 ± 0.01) Å. The average height of the bare graphene is determined to
be hgraphene = (3.80± 0.02) Å - this value is increased compared to the height
of hgraphene = 3.51 Å after cluster growth and might be an additional hint to
the presence of some oxygen intercalated graphene regions.

occupation ABC displacements
layer:

edge core in-plane out-of-plane

5th (4± 2)% (10± 25)%
(37± 4)%

4th (25± 1)% (−2.5± 1.5)%
(−0.8± 0.3)%

3rd (27± 2)% (18± 1)% (−0.0± 0.3)%
(−0.3± 0.2)%

2nd (27± 1)% (25± 1)% (−0.3± 0.1)%
(+3.6± 0.1)%

1st (4± 1)% (27± 1)% (−3.0± 0.1)%

Table 5.5: Occupation and displacement values of cluster model fig. 5.59 (b)
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Again we can observe some sharp features in L-direction of the cluster lattice
rods. Therefore we perform a fitting with a dedicated iridium displacement
scheme below the cluster. The obtained refinement parameters are depicted in
figure 5.23 (b). This model is again able to reproduced with tiny displacements
of the atoms in the Ir(111) substrate layers - as obseverd during the structure
analysis of the as grown Pt/Rh metal clusters - the features of the measured
structure factors (see fig. 5.26). In this final model the occupation of the Pt
edge sites (yellow atoms) at the interface layer of the cluster is decreased, so
that these sites seem to be energetically unfavoured and in average populated
with less than one atom among the six atom sites. Table 5.5 lists values and
confidence intervals determined with the final model fig. 5.23 (b).
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Figure 5.26: Measured structure factors including CTR’s (co-deposited clusters
after oxidation) and calculated structure factors based on model fig 5.23 (b)
with grouped substrate layer displacements below the cluster: black data are
plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the
right, the red line represents calculated structure factors
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5.2.2 Atomic structure of sequential deposited Pt/Rh clus-

ters

Structure of as grown Pt/Rh clusters: The previous section dealt with
the structure analysis of co-deposited Pt/Rh cluster. In this section the atomic
structure of sequentially deposited Pt/Rh clusters will be analyzed. Therefore
the same amount of 0.4 ML platinum and subsequently 0.15 ML rhodium
was deposited on a graphene/Ir(111) support at RT in an UHV environment.
During and after growth GISAXS signal in 〈100〉, 〈010〉 and 〈110〉 direction was
recorded. In the bottom part of fig. 5.27 the GISAXS maps measured directly
after growth are depicted - they contain the narrow signal of the (1,0) and (0,1)
cluster lattice rods and therefore confirm the ordered growth of the clusters.
In addition after growth a large set of SXRD data containing the structure
factors of the (9,0), (18,0), (0,9), (0,18), (9,9) crystal truncation rods of the
Ir(111) substrate and surrounding cluster lattice rods was measured. Figure
5.27 summarizes the performed measurements, which are the basis of the fol-
lowing structure analysis. The comparison of the already analyzed structure
factors fig. 5.12 (co-deposited clusters) with the structure factors fig. 5.30 ob-
tained for sequentially deposited clusters shows a good agreement in the over
all shape and differs only slightly in less pronounced oscillations between the
Bragg reflexes of the sequentially deposited clusters. This is a direct hint of
a less well defined cluster height. Taking the height variations into account
the start of the SXRD data analysis is done with a model containing four lay-
ers of atoms arranged in a truncated triangular pyramide (see fig. 5.28 (a)).
The atoms in every cluster layer are grouped according fig. 5.28 (b), (c), (d)
and (e), so that all atoms belonging to the same colored group have the same
z-displacements. The in-plane lattice parameter is uniformly varied for each
cluster layer. There are ABC-stacked and ACB-stacked clusters implemented,
so that each cluster layer and stacking is fitted with an own occupation pa-
rameter. Additional occupation parameters are fitted for the yellow atoms at
each layer due to an expected lower occupation probability at these edge sites
- the cluster model contains more atoms than deposited per moirè unit cell (62
atoms in model, ∼ 44 atoms deposited).
The model refinements based on the SXRD data without Ir(111) crystal trun-
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Figure 5.27: Summarized measurements of as grown, sequentially deposited
Pt/Rh clusters, top: reciprocal space map with Ir(111) surface lattice (black),
graphene surface lattice (blue), cluster surface lattice (grey) - surface signal was
measured at places marked with circles. The (1,0), (2,0), (1,1), (0,1), (0,2) rods
were measured with GISAXS (green circles). The vertical lines at (n,m) with
n,m integer multiples of 9 indicate cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene
rods resulting from carbon-carbon spacing were measured at (10,0), (10,10),
(0,10) (blue circles), grey circles indicate additional cluster lattice rods which
were measured, bottom: GISAXS images of 〈100〉, 〈010〉 and 〈110〉 directions

cation rods (measured data shown in fig. 5.30) are summarized in figure 5.29.
Fit with only platinum atoms (fig. 5.29 (a)): Similar to the previous
structure analysis the first model contains only platinum atoms. Cluster sites
which are preferentially occupied with rhodium atoms will be fitted to destinct
lower occupation values than neighbouring cluster sites which are preferentially
occupied with platinum atoms. At the cluster shell there is no easy access
to distinguish the present atom species, because there might not be enough
atoms available to fill all these sites or the cluster might not have the equi-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5.28: Cluster model for fitting of SXRD data of sequential deposited, as
grown clusters: (a) four layer high ABC-stacked cluster, (b) grouped atoms for
z-displacements of lowest cluster layer, (c) grouped atoms for z-displacements
of second cluster layer, (d) grouped atoms for z-displacements of third cluster
layer, (e) grouped atoms for z-displacements of third cluster layer

librium shape after growth, so that low occupation values at these sites have
several possible origins. The structure refinement of the platinum cluster has
an excellent agreement with the measured structure factors of χ2 = 0.54. In
order to reproduce the intensities of the cluster lattice rods with high in-plane
momentum transfer ((19,0), (0,19), (18,-1), (19,-1), (0,17), (1,18), (1,19)) it
is necessary to include a uniform Debye-Waller factor for the cluster atoms.
This value is fitted to DWcluster = (1.6 ± 0.2) and enables a good agreement
between the measured and calculated structure factors. The intensities of the
rods (8,0) and (0,8) can not be reproduced with the model, so that they are
rescaled by the fitting routine with an additional scaling factor of 1.35 applied
to the calculated structure factors. In contrast the shape of these rods fits
very well, so that the discrepancy of the scale might have its origin in the
better sample alignment of these very prominent rods with respect to all other
measured rods.
The majority of the clusters have ABC-stacking (approximately 3

4
of the clus-

ters). There is a noticeable reduction of the occupation values of the inner
cluster sites in the second (ABC-stacking: (68± 1)% to (92± 2)%) and third
(ABC-stacking: (21± 1)% to (46± 2)%) cluster layer. This can be interpreted
as rhodium enrichment at the inner cluster sites of these layers. The fourth
cluster layer has an occupation of (10± 2)%, which would be more reasonable
with higher occupation values at the cluster layer below and therefore sup-
ports the as before mentioned rhodium enrichment. The observations at the
platinum cluster model leads to the revised model fig. 5.29 (b) with rhodium
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atoms present in the topmost three cluster layers.
Fit with rhodium atoms in the topmost three layers (fig. 5.29 (b)):

The structure refinement based on the model including rhodium has a similar
agreement than the previous one (χ2 = 0.55), but now the fitted occupation
values are more resonable. Calculated and measured structure factors are de-
picted in fig. 5.30. The first three rods in fig. 5.30 have a strong graphene
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Figure 5.29: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of se-
quentially deposited clusters after growth - platinum atoms: green and yellow /
rhodium atoms: orange, (a) model containing only platinum atoms, (b) model
with platinum atoms in the first three cluster layers and rhodium atoms in the
second, third and fourth cluster layer, (c) model with platinum atoms in the
first three cluster layers and rhodium atoms present in every layer, (d) lattice
parameters of platinum metals relevant for sections 5.2 and 5.3
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contribution and therefore lack of the contribution from unoccupied moirè unit
cells, which will be included to the fitting later. The remaining cluster lattice
rods are well reproduced by the model, except for the already in the analysis of
co-deposited clusters mentioned sharp features in out-of-plane direction caused
by substrate displacements (this will also be added to the model later). With
decreasing signal strength the data are less reliable, therefore some discrep-
ancies between calculated and measured structure factors at weak rods might
have their origin in the uncertainty of the measured quantities. The in-plane
and out-of-plane atom positions are almost exactly the same - the difference
between the out-of-plane distance between the second and the third cluster
layer is only attributed to the changed occupation values caused by including
rhodium to the cluster model. The interface layer of the cluster has a reduced
in-plane lattice parameter by (2.9± 0.2)%, which corresponds to (5.0± 0.2)%
with respect to the platinum bulk value - which is caused by the sp3-hybridized
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Figure 5.30: Measured cluster lattice structure factors and calculated structure
factors: black data are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted
with the scale on the right, the red line represents calculated structure factors
based on the model depicted in figure 5.29 (b)
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carbon below the cluster. This in-plane strain relaxes in the second and third
cluster layer accompanied by an increased out-of-plane lattice parameter be-
tween interface and second cluster layer (4.1 ± 0.2)%, which corresponds to
(1.0 ± 0.2)% with respect to the platinum bulk value). The in-plane lattice
parameter of the second cluster layer is (0.1 ± 0.1)% larger than the Ir bulk
value, which is still a lattice parameter reduction of (2.1± 0.1)% with respect
to the platinum bulk value. The third cluster layer has an increased in-plane
lattice parameter of (2.4 ± 0.4)% and the fourth layer of (14.3 ± 2.8)% with
respect to the iridium bulk value. Notice that with decreasing occupation and
decreasing number of contribution atoms the fitted values are less reliable - e.g.
the occupation of (19±3)% at the 4th cluster layer correlates approximately to
one atom, so that the estimated in-plane lattice parameter might be the result
of coherent scattering atoms from different clusters and therefore may reflect
deviations of the cluster lattice and do not represent the in-plane lattice pa-
rameter of the 4th cluster layer. In contrast the out-of-plane lattice parameter
is more intuitive, also for layers containing only a few atoms. The increased
out-of-plane distance of the 4th layer of (9.2± 4.1)% is therefore more serious
and might have its origin in adsorbates or in the high atom mobility at the
topmost cluster layer, so that the averaged atom height is increased compared
to atoms at fixed cluster sites.
Fit with rhodium atoms at the interface edge sites (fig. 5.29 (c)):

A last modification with rhodium atoms at the edge sites of the cluster inter-
face layer is tested (see fig. 5.29 (c)). As expected the occupation of these
sites increases almost by a factor of two as a consequence of the lower charge
of rhodium. This model is as good as the previous model and there is no
preference to set. The atomic positions stay almost the same and the slightly
increased out-of-plane lattice parameter between 1st and 2nd cluster layer is
again a consequence of the changed occupation values. For further analysis
we stick to model (b), but we keep in mind that model (c) is also a possible
candidate.
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Fit including Ir(111) crystal truncation rods and graphene rods: The
signal of the cluster lattice and the Ir(111) substrate interfere at the crystal
truncation rods of the Ir(111) surface. Therefore these rods contain the infor-
mation of cluster position in the moirè unit cell (in-plane position and height
of the cluster). In addition the intensity at the crystal truncation rods serves
as a reference signal, so that a fit using the same scale factor for all rods si-
multaniously reveals the amount of clusters, which scatter coherently and in
registry with the cluster lattice.
Fit with uniform z-displacements at the topmost two substrate lay-

ers: For the calculation of the whole set of SXRD data the model used to
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Figure 5.31: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of se-
quentially deposited clusters after growth - platinum atoms: green and yel-
low / rhodium atoms: orange, (a) model with uniform substrate layer z-
displacement, (b) model with grouped substrate displacements below the clus-
ter as described in text and figure 5.15
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fit the cluster lattice rods is extended by three substrate layers. In addition
a unit cell containing only corrugated graphene on top of three substrate lay-
ers is included, which represent empty moirè unit cells and cells in which the
cluster does not sit in registry to the cluster lattice and therefore introduces
less restructuring to the graphene. With these modifications the model con-
tains more than 1000 atoms. The cumulative occupation of both unit cells is
set to one. For the cluster, the graphene and for each of the topmost sub-
strate layers a anisotropical Deby-Waller factor is fitted. The lowest substrate
layer in the surface model and the iridium bulk contribution are calculated
with the same uniform Debye-Waller factor. Using this model with occupied
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Figure 5.32: Measured cluster lattice structure factors including CTR’s (as
grown, sequentially deposited Pt/Rh clusters) and calculated structure factors
based on model fig. 5.31 (a) with uniform substrate displacements: black data
are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on
the right, the red line represents calculated structure factors
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and empty moirè unit cells it is possible to reproduce the intensity distribu-
tion among the graphene rods and therefore enables to fit basic properties as
average graphene height and sp3-splitting width. Heights, occupations and
Debye-Waller factors of the discussed model are fitted to the values depicted
in fig. 5.31 (a). The good agreement of model and measurement expresses in
a normalized χ2 of 0.53. The measured and calculated structure factors are
shown in fig. 5.32. About 3

5
of the clusters scatter in registry with the cluster

lattice. The cluster height is fitted to hcluster = (4.53±0.01) Å while the upper
sp3-hybridized carbon atoms have an average distance of (1.95±0.06) Å to the
bottom layer of the cluster. The average height of the corrugated graphene
derives to hgraphene = (3.71 ± 0.02) Å. Similar to the structure factors of co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters there are sharp features at L = 1 for rods close to
(9,0) and (0,18), at L = 2 for rods close to (0,9) and (18,0) and at L = 3 for
rods close to (9,9), which can be described with refined displacements of the
substrate below the cluster.
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Fit with additional substrate displacements below the cluster: The
previous model is refined with substrate displacements below the cluster of the
occupied moirè unit cell as already described in section 5.2.1 and depicted in
fig. 5.34. The obtained structure refinements are summarized in fig. 5.31 (b).
The corresponding structure factors are depicted in fig. 5.33. As already men-
tioned the data are not sufficient to deduce a precise structure model including
substrate displacements - nevertheless the actual model with additional dis-
placements below the cluster improves the agreement between calculation and
measurement from χ2 = 0.53 to χ2 = 0.42 with remarkable improvements also
in the shape of the calculated rod intensities. The corresponding substrate
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Figure 5.33: Measured cluster lattice structure factors including CTR’s (as
grown, sequentially deposited Pt/Rh clusters) and calculated structure factors
based on model fig. 5.31 (b) with grouped substrate displacements below the
cluster: black data are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted
with the scale on the right, the red line represents calculated structure factors
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displacements are listed in table 5.6. The fit including substrate displacements
below the cluster shows again a tendency of the edge atoms of the lowest
cluster layer to bind stronger to the substrate as predicted by DFT [126] (see
fig. 5.35). Independent of the impact of the substrate displacements com-
mon to all models is a cluster height of four layers with a strong preference
of ABC-stacking. All models show evidence for rhodium enrichment at the

(a) (b) (c)interface layer 2nd Ir layer 3rd Ir layer

Figure 5.34: Substrate displacement used for refinement of the model depicted
in figure 5.31 (b) - atoms below the cluster and the same color code displace
similar in height and in direction of the in-plane cluster center.

inner cluster sites of the 2nd and 3rd cluster layer. The lattice parameter of
the interface layer is always reduced by (2.8± 0.1)% accompanied by an out-
of-plane lattice parameter increase of (5 ± 1)% between 1st and 2nd cluster
layer. Both models including Ir(111) crystal truncation rods estimate the frac-
tion of coherently scattering clusters to (58 ± 1)%. Also the cluster height of
hcluster = (4.53 ± 0.01) Å and hcluster = (4.56 ± 0.02) Å is determined in both
cases to almost the same value. The determined values of the final model fig.
5.31 (b) are listed in tables 5.7 and 5.8.
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rel. in-plane displ. in
z-displacements

direction of cluster center

magenta blue green magenta blue green

topmost
Ir(111) layer

−0.01 Å −0.04 Å +0.04 Å -1.4% -0.1% +0.2%

2nd Ir(111)
layer

−0.04 Å +0.007 Å - +0.5% -0.1% -

3rd Ir(111)
layer

−0.02 Å −0.03 Å - +0.4% +0.2% -

Table 5.6: Ir(111) displacements according grouped atoms depicted in fig. 5.34.

(a) (b)

0.09 A
0.24 A 0.24 A

Figure 5.35: Refined height of cluster and substrate interface layers of the
model depicted in figure 5.31 (b): (a) topview - brightness of colors increases
with height, (b) sideview - displacements of substrate atoms are to small to
see, cluster atoms at the center and at the edge are lowered in height
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occupation values cluster

ABC ACB
layer:

edge core core edge

4th (8± 2)%

3rd (22± 1)% (30± 1)% (12± 2)% (0± 1)%

2nd (54± 1)% (48± 1)% (16± 1)% (20± 1)%

1st (28± 1)% (58± 1)% (18± 1)%

Table 5.7: Occupation values of cluster model fig. 5.31 (b)

displacement values cluster

layer: in-plane out-of-plane

4th (12.4± 3.2)%
(−1.1± 1.4)%

3rd (+1.0± 0.3)%
(+0.6± 0.2)%

2nd (+0.4± 0.1)%
(+5.7± 0.1)%

1st (−2.7± 0.1)%

Table 5.8: Displacement values of cluster model fig. 5.31 (b)
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Structure of sequentially deposited Pt/Rh clusters after gas expo-

sure: Structural changes induced by CO and O2 exposure at increased tem-
peratures have been investigated. Therefore the sequentially deposited Pt/Rh
clusters have been exposed at various temperatures to 5× 10−6 mbar CO and
to 1× 10−5 mbar O2 summarized in fig. 5.36. During gas dosing the signal of
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Figure 5.36: Curve of oxygen and carbon monoxide pressure and sample tem-
perature during gas exposure

cluster lattice rod (0,8) was recorded in order to observe significant structural
changes. When these changes occured we stopped gas exposure and measured
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Figure 5.37: Map of reciprocal space (sequentially deposited clusters after
gas exposure) - Ir(111) surface lattice (black), graphene surface lattice (blue),
cluster surface lattice (grey): Surface signal was measured at places marked
with circles. The vertical lines at (n,m) with n,m integer multiples of 9 indicate
cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene rods resulting from carbon-carbon
spacing were measured at (10,0), (0,10) (blue circles), grey circles indicate
measured cluster lattice rods
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a small set of SXRD data (summarized in fig. 5.37).
Fit of cluster lattice rods: The first attempt of data fitting is done with
a model containing only platinum atoms (see fig. 5.38 (a)). Due to the small
available set of data the used model is a simplification of the initial model used
to fit the structure factors of the as grown Pt/Rh clusters extended by a 5th
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Figure 5.38: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of se-
quentially deposited clusters after gas exposure - platinum atoms: green and
yellow / rhodium atoms: orange, (a) model containing only platinum atoms,
(b) model with platinum atoms in all five layers and rhodium atoms in the 2nd
and 3rd layer, (c) model similar to (b) but with CO adsorbed at the cluster
surface and atom sites with zero occupation removed, (d) lattice parameters
of platinum metals relevant for sections 5.2 and 5.3
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cluster layer. The gas exposure increases the mobility of the cluster atoms, so
that a very compact cluster shape is expected (shape of lowest surface energy).
This encourages to reduce the occupation scheme according fig. 5.38 (a). Ev-
ery layer has just one occupation parameter except the interface layer, where
the atoms at the edge sites are expected to be less stable (observation during
oxidation of the co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters) and therefore have a seperate
occupation parameter which is fitted. Every cluster layer is assigned with a
uniform in-plane and out-of-plane displacement parameter. ABC-stacked and
ACB-stacked clusters are implemented with occupation parameters for each
cluster layer. The results of the structure refinement are depicted in fig. 5.38
(a). The occupation values show a strong reduction in the fraction of ACB-
stacked clusters in comparison to the as grown clusters, which was already
observed during oxidation of the co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters and interpreted
as a weakening of the binding to the cluster lattice for clusters with stacking
faults. Only at the top layer stacking faults become again more frequent (∼ 1

3
),

which might be caused by pertubations introduced by gas molecules during the
gas induced reshaping of the clusters. Still the 2nd and 3rd cluster layer ex-
hibit a reduced occupation compared to the layers on top and below, so that
again an rhodium enrichment can be suggested at these sites. The occupation
of the edge atoms at the interface layer is estimated to be zero, in line with
observations made after oxidation of the co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters.
Figure 5.38 (b) depicts a refined version of model (a) including Rh atoms at
the inner sites of the 2nd and 3rd cluster layer. In contrast to the oxidized co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters the two topmost cluster layers seem to be populated
with platinum atoms. The topmost cluster layer also does not show an out-
of-plane lattice parameter increased by 30% or even more. This implies that
during CO exposure (see fig. 5.36 from t1 = 120 min. to t2 = 140 min.) the
whole cluster gets saturated with CO adsorbates, which during O2 exposure
block all adsorption sites so that rhodium segregation and oxidation at the top-
most layer gets hindered. Based on this we close with the suggestion of model
fig. 5.38 (c), which is additionally supported by the average in-plane lattice
parameter reduction - this was already observed for small platinum clusters on
graphene/Ir(111) during CO exposure [71]. The fit based on model fig. 5.38
(c) has an agreement of χ2 = 0.43. Calculated and measured structure factors
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are depicted in fig. 5.39 (graphene rods (10,0) and (0,10) are not included to
the fitting due to the strong contribution of unoccupied moirè unit cells, which
are not included in the fit model yet).
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Figure 5.39: Measured cluster lattice structure factors (sequentially deposited
clusters after gas exposure) and calculated structure factors based on model
fig. 5.38 (c): black data are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are
plotted with the scale on the right, the red line represents calculated structure
factors

Fit including Ir(111) crystal truncation rods and graphene rods: Fi-
nally the fraction of clusters, which still scatter coherently from the cluster
lattice together with the cluster height will be estimated. Therefore the clus-
ter model is extended - similar to the analysis of the as grown clusters - by three
substrate layers and an empty moirè unit cell containing buckled graphene on
top of three substrate layers. At the cluster we modify only the overall height
and the occupation values. This is attributed to the small contribution of the
residual cluster lattice to the crystal truncation rod signal - a large contribu-
tion to the crystal truncation rod signal has its origin in sintered clusters not in
registry with the cluster lattice anymore, but still in epitaxy to the Ir(111) sub-
strate. Figure 5.40 (a) summarizes the structure refinements obtained by the
model with uniform substrate layer displacements, (b) summarizes the struc-
ture refinements obtained by the model with additional displacements below
the cluster. The associated structure factors are depicted in figures 5.41 and
5.42. All underlined values are fixed during structure refinement attributed to
the poor scope of the data and in order to ease comparison with the refinement
values of the cluster after growth. Both model derive the fraction of coherently
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scattering clusters to approximately 1
4
((27 ± 1)%). The cluster height is de-

termined to (4.52± 0.04) Å respectively (4.54± 0.04) Å and thus compatible
within the error bars. The height of the bare graphene layer is determined to
(3.73± 0.06) Å and thus gives evidence for intercalated graphene areas.

The occupation values determined with model fig. 5.40 (b) together with
the relative in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of model fig. 5.38 (c)
are listed in table 5.9.
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Figure 5.40: Fit models and refinement values of SXRD data analysis of
sequentially deposited clusters after gas exposure - platinum atoms: green
/ rhodium atoms: orange, (a) model with uniform substrate layer z-
displacement, (b) model with refined substrate displacement below cluster
as described in text and figure 5.15
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Figure 5.41: Measured structure factors including CTR’s (sequentially de-
posited Pt/Rh clusters after gas exposure) and calculated structure factors
based on model figure 5.40 (a) with uniform substrate layer displacements:
black data are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are plotted with
the scale on the right, the red line represents calculated structure factors
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Figure 5.42: Measured structure factors including CTR’s (sequentially de-
posited Pt/Rh clusters after gas exposure) and calculated structure factors
based on model figure 5.40 (b) with grouped substrate layer displacements be-
low the cluster: black data are plotted with the scale on the left, blue data are
plotted with the scale on the right, the red line represents calculated structure
factors
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occupation displacements
layer:

ABC ACB in-plane out-of-plane

5th (15± 2)% (6± 2)% (−9.8± 7.3)%
(7.6± 0.9)%

4th (24± 1)% (−11.2± 1.3)%
(+0.0± 0.4)%

3rd (22± 1)% (0± 1)% (−0.9± 0.7)%
(−1.3± 0.3)%

2nd (24± 1)% (5± 1)% (+1.0± 0.3)%
(+5.3± 0.3)%

1st (27± 1)% (−4.5± 0.4)%

Table 5.9: Occupation and displacement values of cluster models fig. 5.40 (b)
and fig. 5.38 (c)
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5.2.3 Summary of the results obtained for Pt/Rh clusters

The preceding two sections present a detailed structure analysis of Pt/Rh
clusters containing ∼ 32 Pt atoms and ∼ 12 Rh atoms. At a first experiment
platinum and rhodium atoms are simultaniously deposited (section 5.2.1) and
at a second experiment first platinum and subsequent rhodium are deposited
(section 5.2.2).

Both experiments result in a cluster structure with mainly ABC-stacking
order (∼ 3

4
ABC stacking, ∼ 1

4
ACB stacking) and a rhodium enrichment at

the topmost two/three cluster layers (see figures 5.43 (a) and 5.44 (a)).

The clusters are attached via rehybridization of the carbon atoms below the
cluster (from sp2 to sp3) to the substrate, which causes small displacements of
the iridium surface atoms leading to sharp interference features at the mea-
sured cluster lattice surface rods. The strong bond between the substrate and
the cluster together with the smaller in-plane atom distances at the interface
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Figure 5.43: Structure models resulting from SXRD measurements of co-
deposited Pt/Rh clusters on graphene/Ir(111): (a) Structure model for as
grown Pt/Rh clusters after co-deposition of 0.4 ML Pt and 0.15 ML Rh, (b)
Structure model after exposure to 1 × 10−5 mbar O2 at 473 K (details see
section 5.2.1)
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structure induce in-plane strain to the clusters, which relaxes in out-of-plane
direction. This manifests in a smaller averaged in-plane lattice parameter in
respect to the averaged out-of-plane lattice parameter (see table 5.10).

After gas exposure both cluster structures gain in height (number of cluster
layers - see figures 5.43 (b) and 5.44 (b)), which is attributed to a higher atom
mobility during gas exposure. This enhanced atom mobility causes a reshaping
of the clusters to a more compact form (closer to equilibrium shape) and
reduces at both clusters the interface layer to a 19 atoms containing hexagon.
Therefore we assign this 19 atoms containing hexagonal interface layer as the
maximum size of the energetically favoured interface structure.

The structure analysis of the exposed co-deposited clusters showed some
evidence for the formation of a surface oxide. Gustafson et. al. [92] reported
the formation of a surface oxide on Rh(111) at p(O2) = 2 × 10−4 mbar and
Tsample = 800 K starting at edge sites and forming a moiré structure on the
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Figure 5.44: Structure models resulting from SXRD measurements of sequen-
tially deposited Pt/Rh clusters on graphene/Ir(111): (a) Structure model for
as grown Pt/Rh clusters after sequential deposition of 0.4 ML Pt and 0.15 ML
Rh, (b) Structure model after exposure to 1 × 10−5 mbar O2 and 5 × 10−6

mbar CO at various temperatures (details see section 5.2.2)
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Rh(111) surface. Therefore the surface oxide formation at the Pt/Rh clusters
at p(O2) = 5× 10−5 mbar and 575 K seems to be unlikely, but the low dimen-
sions of the metal cluster may support the oxide formation - most of the atoms
are located at edge sites and the in-plane lattice parameter can easily adopt
the demands of the oxide structure (more difficult at a single crystal surface -
moiré pattern demands for a changed in-plane lattice parameter).

In contrast to the co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters the sequentially deposited
clusters miss the formation of an oxide layer (see figures 5.43 (b) and 5.44
(b)). This difference is justified by the difference of the gas exposure - while
the co-deposited clusters are exposed exclusively to oxygen, the sequentially
deposited clusters have been exposed to CO before oxygen exposure, so that
they seem to be passivated for oxidation by adsorbed CO. This interpretation
is supported by the increased in-plane strain of the sequentially deposited
clusters after gas exposure, which was also observed during CO exposure of
small Pt clusters (see section 5.1). For small Pt particles we observed CO
removal at p(O2) = 1× 10−6 mbar and Tsample = 575 K [71], so that either the
temperature of the sample was slightly below 575 K during oxidation of the
Pt/Rh cluster or the CO adsorption energy of Pt is significantly modified by
the neighbouring rhodium atoms.

For both clusters (co-deposited and sequentially deposited) the contribution
of the ACB-stacked clusters vanishes almost completely after gas exposure,
which we interpret as a less strong attachment of ACB-stacked clusters to the
substrate so that these clusters loose their registry to the cluster lattice and
thus do not contribute to the measured structure factors used for structure
refinement.
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co-deposited Pt/Rh cluster

rel. IP rel. OOP
el. aIP,ave/[Å] aOOP,ave/[Å] abulk/[Å]

change change

Ir 3.839 -1.5% +2.8%
as grown Pt 3.780 3.945 3.924 -3.7% +0.5%

Rh 3.803 -0.6% +3.7%

Ir 3.839 -1.5% +1.6%
after O2

Pt 3.781 3.900 3.924 -3.7% -0.6%
exposure

Rh 3.803 -0.6% +2.5%

sequentially deposited Pt/Rh cluster

rel. IP rel. OOP
el. aIP,ave/[Å] aOOP,ave/[Å] abulk/[Å]

change change

Ir 3.839 -0.7% +4.3%
as grown Pt 3.812 4.003 3.924 -2.9% +1.6%

Rh 3.803 +0.2% +5.3%

after CO Ir 3.839 -3.0% +2.9%
and O2 Pt 3.725 3.948 3.924 -5.1% +0.6%
exposure Rh 3.803 -2.1% +3.8%

Table 5.10: Averaged in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of Pt/Rh
clusters on graphene/Ir(111) as grown and after gas exposure.
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5.3 Structure of Ir/Pd clusters

The structure of Ir seeded Pd clusters have been investigated with SXRD mea-
surements at beamline P09, DESY, Petra III in Hamburg. Preliminary to the
synchrotron experiments the growth of Pd clusters arrays was confirmed with
STM measurements at the STM laboratory at Cologne university.

Outline:

This section will start with an introduction to some aspects of Ir/Pd clusters
with focus on their relevance for hydrogen storage research. Then a short de-
scription of SXRD settings during measurements will be given. The analysis
part first presents STM results in subsection 5.3.1 followed by SXRD measure-
ments in chronological order of the performed experiment at beamline P09,
i.e. structure of as grown Ir/Pd clusters in subsection 5.3.2, structure of Ir/Pd
clusters in a 10 mbar H2 environment in subsection 5.3.3 and structure of Ir/Pd
clusters after exposure to 1 bar H2 in subsection 5.3.4. Section 5.3.5 presents
the analysis of the measurements addressing the structure of the clusters not in
registry with the cluster lattice. Finally all results are summarized in section
5.3.6.

Introduction:

The outstanding relevance of small metal clusters for applications in catalysis
and the need of structure determination at an atomic level in order to fully
understand the present catalytic mechanisms have already been introduced in
section 5.2 concerning Pt/Rh clusters. In case of palladium clusters additional
questions and opportunities arise in the field of hydrogen storage applications
and research.

As already mentioned in the general introduction chapter 1 one of today’s
challenges is to stop the global warming and its unwanted consequences. A
possible route is the reduction of green house gases by the establishment of a
hydrogen economy accompanied by the use of renewable energy for hydrogen
production [1, 27, 35] (this can also solve the problem of temporary power
over production intrinsic to renewable energy sources as solar power and wind
power). Some of the main challenges on the way to substitute conventional
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fuels by hydrogen are connected with the inconvenience of hydrogen storage.

For example in order to fuel cars with hydrogen the hydrogen storage solu-
tion demands for a high volumetric/gravimetric hydrogen density, easy fill up
accompanied with a reversibility of hydrogen loading at convenient conditions
[193]. On a macroscopic view this means the solution needs to be compact,
light-weight and cheap.

Addressing these demands there are mainly three different technical storage
approaches under progress covering high pressure hydrogen storage, liquified
hydrogen storage and solid state hydrogen storage as in metal hydride systems
[178, 243].

Hydrogen has a three times higher gravimetric energy density than con-
ventional gasoline [88]. Unfortunately the volumetric energy density is poor
compared to conventional gasoline. At 350 bar H2 pressure 11 L H2 replace
1 L gasoline (values are derived from [88]). In case of liquified H2 the ratio
is 3.8 L H2 to 1 L gasoline. In addition high pressure and ultra cold liquid
hydrogen storage is unpopular due to its serious safety issues. A promising
approach seems to be the storage of hydrogen by formation of metal hydrides.
For example 2.5 L LiAlH4 store an energy equivalent of 1 L gasoline, which is
at least more than four times the gravimetric and volumetric energy density
of Li polymer batteries [88].

Among the metal hydrides the Pd-H system has attracted intense research
activities [29, 65, 116, 146, 147, 156, 182, 183], which is attributed to the high
hydrogen solubility at convenient pressures and temperatures accompanied by
a high resistivity against CO poisoning. Therefore independent of the high
costs connected to the use of Pd and excluding it from common applications
in hydrogen storage, the Pd-H system still serves as a model system in order to
understand the relationship between hydrogen solubility and the atomic and
electronic structure of the hydrogen hosting crystal lattice.

Depending on H2 pressure and sample temperature there are two phases
present in the palladium hydrogen system [65, 130, 138, 139, 146], i.e. at
low pressures hydrogen forms a solid solution inside the palladium crystal
lattice (α-phase) and for high H2 pressures hydrogen occupies interstitial oc-
tahedral positions inside the face centered cubic crystal structure of palladium
(β-phase). This behaviour is common among metal hydrogen systems and
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therefore depicted in figure 5.45. The phase diagram in fig. 5.45 enlightens

these targets such as LiAlH4, NH3BH3, and LiNH2BH3, several

concerns remain to be addressed: (i) these three materials have

critical problems with on-board regeneration and are not usable

as reversible storage options which severely lowers their market

potential, (ii) they also suffer from poor stability, and in the case

of the latter two, generate toxic ammonia and borazine, which is

detrimental for fuel cell applications. These limitations will be

discussed in more detail in section 3.

It is evident that significant challenges remain to be addressed

before the transition from laboratory to commercial setting can

be realized with metal hydrides. This perspective will focus on the

progress achieved in the past decade with metal hydrides and the

existing challenges, in particular for borohydrides (BH4)
�, ala-

nates (AlH4)
�, amineboranes (NHxBHx) and amidoboranes

(NH2BH3)
�, and with special emphasis on magnesium hydrides

(MgH2).

2.2 Fundamentals of metal hydrides

The thermodynamic aspects of metal hydride formation are

examined through pressure-composition isotherms (Fig. 3). At

small hydrogen to metal ratios (H/M #0.1) below a certain

pressure, H2 is dissolved in the metal as a solid solution (a) phase.

As the H2 concentration increases and pressure rises, the stable

metal hydride (b) phase nucleates and grows. While the two

phases co-exist, a plateau at constant pressure is observed, the

width of which determines the hydrogen storage capacity of the

material. The two-phase region ends at a critical temperature

(TC) beyond which the transition from a to b phase is contin-

uous. The plateau pressure correlates to the change in enthalpy

(DH) and entropy (DS) as a function of temperature by the Van’t

Hoff equation (Fig. 3),

ln

�
Peq

P0

�
¼ DH

RT
� DS

R
(1)

While enthalpy determines the strength of the metal-hydrogen

bond, entropy corresponds to the change from molecular

hydrogen to hydrogen in the hydride phase.

2.3 Applications of metal hydrides

The unique combination of high gravimetric and volumetric

density and low production cost of several solid-state hydrides

makes them candidate materials for H2 storage and subsequently

for the development of fuel cells for mobile applications.17,38

Hydrogen-driven fuel cells are already a mature technology

currently in use as alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) and proton

exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). In these fuel cells, H2

undergoes a combustion reaction with O2 to produce electrical

energy and H2O as the sole by-product. While AFCs and

PEMFCs have been historically utilized for on-board power in

manned spacecraft produced by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA),39 their widespread commercial-

ization for vehicular applications has been hindered due to the

use of compressed H2 cylinders as the fuel source and the limi-

tations associated with them, as well as the high cost and poor

durability of these fuel cells. Solid-state H2 fuel cells, where metal

hydrides are used as the H2 carrier, will not only offer improved

energy densities but also provide higher efficiency and overall

compact size, properties which can potentially revolutionize fuel

cell technology for mobile applications.40,41 Metal hydride fuel

cells can also demonstrate superior performance to batteries,

which currently dominate most stationary and portable elec-

tronics applications. For instance, AlH3 fuel cells, which have an

energy density of 1200 Wh L�1, are four times higher in energy

density than Li polymer batteries, ten times higher than Ni-metal

hydride and Ni-Cd batteries and thirty times greater than Pb–

acid batteries.18

2.4 Importance of nanocomposite materials

Given the tremendous potential of metal hydrides in facilitating

the transition to a H2 economy, in this perspective we focus on

the recent progress made in metal hydride technology in the last

decade specifically in magnesium (Mg). In particular, we

emphasize the significant role of nanocomposites in hydrogen

storage applications. While metal hydrides mixed with additives

or ball-milled with catalysts have shown some improvement in

material properties, historical progress in metal hydrides indi-

cates42–44 that even skillfully-processed single-phase solids do not

simultaneously satisfy all criteria for efficient H2 storage and that

a conceptual match of several properties is needed. In this

context, composites are highly desirable for enhancing material

characteristics. Composites have recently emerged as a new class

of material which can be broadly defined as a homogenous

matrix of two or more individual constituents which are

Fig. 3 (Left) Pressure-composition isotherm plot of metal to metal hydride phase transition. (Right) Van’t Hoff plot related to the phase transition

from metal to metal hydride. The enthalpy and entropy of hydride formation and decomposition is obtained from the slope and intercept, respectively.

Schematic representation of a-phase (left) and b-phase (right) of metal hydride are also shown.
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Figure 5.45: (Left) Pressure-composition isotherm plot of metal to metal hy-
dride phase transition. (Right) Van’t Hoff plot related to the phase transition
from metal to metal hydride. The enthalpy and entropy of hydride forma-
tion and decomposition is obtained from the slope and intercept, respectively.
Schematic representation of α-phase of hydrogen solid solution (left) and β-
phase (right) of metal hydride are also shown. (from [10])

the large region of different amounts of solved hydrogen inside the palladium,
at which both phases are present at the same time - the so called miscibility
gap which narrows for increasing temperature till it finally closes when exceed-
ing the critical temperature TC. α-phase and β-phase exhibit different lattice
parameters (3.889 Å and 4.040 Å [146, 227]) (see fig. 5.46 (a)), so that x-ray
diffraction is a powerful tool to determine these phases [13, 146, 161, 219]. The
loading and unloading of palladium with hydrogen is accompanied by hystere-
sis effects [65, 146] (see fig. 5.46 (b) - black curve), which hinder the release
of hydrogen and are therefore subject of intense research - a perfect hydrogen
storage material should provide easy hydrogen release.

Attributing these needs palladium nanoparticles have attracted attention
[131, 140, 161, 181, 185, 207, 219, 221, 229, 230], because decreasing particle
size leads to reduced hysteresis effects (see fig. 5.46 (b), (c)). In addition it
has been found, that the hydrogen solubility is increased for small palladium
nanoparticles [235].

Recent research aiming to an optimized gravimetric energy density of hydro-
gen storage media is attributed to palladium nanoparticles on carbon supports
- the palladium nanoparticles can provide atomic hydrogen, which then can
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Figure 5.46: Lattice parameter and pressure-composition hysteresis plot for
bulk Pd and nanoparticles (adopted from [235])

diffuse to the carbon support (spillover mechanism). These complex systems
are possible candidates for future hydrogen storage solutions [1, 128].

From the as before mentioned the following structural questions arise: i) Is
the decrease in hysteresis effects in palladium nanoparticles during hydrogen
loading/unloading attributed to a different crystal structure? ii) Are both
phases (α-phase and β-phase) present in ultra small palladium clusters? iii)
What is the structural origin of the increased hydrogen solubility for small
palladium nanoparticles? iv) Is there a region with hydrogen enrichment inside
the Pd nanoparticles? [235]

In case of Ir seeded Pd clusters on graphene/Ir(111) additional questions
arise: v) What is the atomic distribution of Ir and Pd among the cluster? vi)
Does hydrogen enrich at an Ir/Pd interface? (this was recently observed for
Pt/Rh core/shell nanoparticles [236]). Is there solved hydrogen inside regions
of Ir enrichment? (recently there was an enhanced hydrogen solubility reported
for small Ir clusters [127]. vii) Does the strong chemical bond between cluster
and graphene ease the hydrogen release after hydrogen uptake? (it has been
reported, that a strong carbon palladium nanoparticle interaction leads to
destabilization of the palladium hydride phase [13, 28])

All these fundamental questions are strongly connected with the atomic
structure of nanoparticles, so an in-depth understanding of present mecha-
nisms demands for a detailed knowledge of the atomic structure of these small
metal clusters.
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Experimental:

SXRD experiment: Surface x-ray diffraction measurements have been per-
formed on a Ir/Pd cluster lattice grown on a graphene/Ir(111) template at
beamline P09 (Petra III, Hamburg - see section 4.5). The clusters contain on
average approximately 12 Ir atoms and 49 Pd atoms. SXRD data have been
taken at RT for the as grown Ir/Pd clusters, at 10 mbar H2 pressure and after
exposure to 1 bar H2.

The graphene/Ir(111) sample was prepared in the UHV system of the DESY
Nanolab (see section 4.1). After cleaning of the Ir(111) single crystal (Ar+-
sputtering at Ekin = 2000 eV and pAr ∼ 5 × 10−6 mbar followed by anneal-
ing to Tsample = 1300 K in pO2

∼ 1 × 10−7 mbar) graphene was grown us-
ing an established procedure combining CVD and TPG [42] ((i) RT adsorp-
tion of ethylene: p(C2H4) ∼ 1 × 10−7 mbar, t = 45 sec, (ii) flash anneal-
ing: Tsample = 1400 K, (iii) ethylene exposure: p(C2H4) ∼ 1 × 10−7 mbar,
t = 40 min, Tsample = 1300 K). After cleaning of the Ir(111) single crystal,
the clean surface state was confirmed using AES and LEED. After graphene
preparation the structural quality of the graphene/Ir(111) surface was again
tested with LEED. Then the graphene covered Ir(111) single crystal was moved
through air to the beamline and then mounted at the mobile UHV environment
for x-ray diffraction experiments described in section 4.3.

In order to achieve a base pressure below 3× 10−10 mbar the mobile UHV
environment was baked at ∼ 130◦ C. Afterwards the C/Ir(111) sample was
heated to 1300 K in order to restore the ordered surface structure (confirmed
with diffraction signal). During the growth of Ir/Pd clusters (deposition of
0.15 ML Ir followed by 0.60 ML Pd) the pressure increased to 9× 10−10 mbar.
The used triple evaporator was calibrated by reflectivity measurements of layer
samples using the same deposition geometry.

SXRD data have been taken using a horizontal psi geometry at a fixed
incident angle of αC = 0.39◦ at a photon energy of 11.15 keV. The beamsize
was ∼ 30 × 4 µm2 using focussing mirrors and compound refractive lenses.
Structure factors have been extracted from integrated intensities obtained by
sample rotations around the surface normal and standard correction factors
[217] (see also section 3.1.3).
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5.3.1 Pd cluster lattice growth and thermal stability on

graphene/Ir(111)

Previous to synchrotron measurements we performed STM measurements in
order to determine the best growth conditions for Pd and Ir/Pd cluster lattices.
After growth the thermal stability and the durability at elevated hydrogen
pressures of the cluster lattices were investigated.

The STM measurements were carried out at the UHV system TuMA III
(details see [83]) at the Institute of Physics II at Cologne university.

After ion-bombardment and graphene growth (following the standard pre-
cedures described previously, e.g. section 2.2) metal lattices were grown using
a calibrated four pocket e-beam evaporator. The STM images were measured
in constant-current mode with Itunnel ∼ 0.1 nA and Vbias ∼ 1 V.

The first series of images (a)-(d) shows iridium seeded palladium clusters
after growth at room temperature ((a), (b)), followed by 1000 L H2 exposure
(c) and finally heated to 550 K in UHV (d). The iridium seed clusters ((a),
0.08 ML Ir) form a well defined lattice of mainly one layer high clusters. The
small number of empty moiré cells are probably caused by monomer and dimer
mobility during growth together with cluster sintering via Ostwald ripening of
less well attached small clusters. This interpretation is supported by the pres-
ence of some larger clusters. Subsequent deposition of 0.35 ML Pd leads to an
increased average cluster size, while the moiré filling factor and the structural
quality of the cluster lattice remain unchanged. Hydrogen exposure (image
(c)) leads to decreasing structural coherence of the cluster lattice accompanied
by a reduced imaging resolution. After the final UHV heating to 550 K (image
(d)) the sintering of the clusters has progressed with many cluster remain-
ing at cluster lattice positions. The imaging of the surface structure remains
challenging similar to the situation directly after H2 exposure (image (c)).

The second growth experiment (images (e)-(h)) addresses larger Ir/Pd clus-
ter (similar to the later described synchrotron experiment) and their thermal
stability. After deposition of 0.15 ML Ir (image (e)) almost every moiré unit
cell is occupied with an iridium cluster. A few clusters appear brighter than
the others due to a higher number of atom layers of these clusters. Additional
deposition of 0.60 ML Pd (image (f)) increases the cluster size, while the moiré
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filling factor and the quality of the cluster lattice remain unchanged. Sample
heating to 400 K (image (g)) has almost no impact to the observable surface

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 5.47: STM images of Pd/Ir cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111): (a)

0.08 ML Ir cluster grown on C/Ir(111) at RT (Itunnel = 0.14 nA, Vbias =

−0.96 V), (b) 0.35 ML Pd 0.08 ML Ir cluster on C/Ir(111) grown at RT
(Itunnel = 0.014 nA, Vbias = −0.55 V), (c) clusters from (b) after dosing of
1000 L H2 at RT (Itunnel = 0.16 nA, Vbias = +2.11 V), (d) clusters from (c)
after heating to 550 K (Itunnel = 0.026 nA, Vbias = +3.05 V), (e) 0.15 ML
Ir clusters on C/Ir(111) grown at RT (Itunnel = 0.061 nA, Vbias = +2.11 V),
(f) 0.6 ML Pd 0.15 ML Ir clusters on C/Ir(111) grown at RT (Itunnel = 0.064

nA, Vbias = +2.05 V), (g) clusters from (f) heated to 400 K (Itunnel = 0.059

nA, Vbias = −2.21 V), (h) clusters from (g) heated to 500 K (Itunnel = 0.033

nA, Vbias = +2.05 V), (i) 0.4 ML Pd clusters grown on C/Ir(111) at 100 K
(Itunnel = 0.064 nA, Vbias = +2.11 V), (j) clusters from (i) at 300 K (Itunnel =

0.13 nA, Vbias = +2.50 V), (k) clusters from (j) at 400 K (Itunnel = 0.057

nA, Vbias = +2.16 V), (l) clusters from (k) at 500 K (Itunnel = 0.070 nA,
Vbias = +2.16 V)
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structure. After annealing to 500 K (image (h)) some coalesced clusters ap-
pear. Nevertheless the majority of the clusters keep their registry to the cluster
lattice.

The last growth experiment is attributed to pure Pd clusters and their
thermal stability. After deposition of 0.40 ML Pd at 100 K (image (i)) the
whole graphene/Ir(111) surface is covered with nicely arranged Pd clusters
following the periodicity of the graphene/Ir(111) moiré. At room temperature
(image (j)) the moiré filling factor is slightly reduced from unity due to rare
coalescence events. With increasing temperature (400 K (k), 500 K (f)) cluster
coalescence via Ostwald ripening becomes more frequent. But even at 500 K
the cluster covered graphene/Ir(111) surface seems to exhibit a certain degree
of order.
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5.3.2 Structure of as grown Ir/Pd clusters

In this section a structure analysis based on SXRD measurements of Ir seeded
Pd clusters will be presented. Ir/Pd clusters have been grown by deposition of
0.15 ML Ir followed by deposition of 0.60 ML Pd. The resulting cluster lattice
should be similar to the one depicted in fig. 5.47 (f). A set of SXRD data was
recorded of the as grown Ir/Pd cluster lattice (see summarized measurements
in fig. 5.48) and the analysis of these data will be presented now.

(0,0)

(0,9)

(18,0)(9,0)

(9,9)

(9,-9) (18,-9)

Figure 5.48: Map of reciprocal space - Ir(111) surface lattice (black), graphene
surface lattice (blue), cluster surface lattice (grey): Surface signal was mea-
sured at places marked with circles. The vertical lines at (n,m) with n,m
integer multiples of 9 indicate cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene rods
resulting from carbon-carbon spacing were measured at (10,0) and (0,10) (blue
circles), grey circles indicate additional cluster lattice rods which were mea-
sured

During SXRD measurements beam instabilities were observed. Therefore
some of the measured cluster lattice rods need to be scaled for an accurat fitting
of these data. Appendix E presents simulations, which confirm the possibility
to determine in-plane lattice parameters just by fitting the interference effects
in out-of-plane direction with variable scaling factors for various surface rods.
Nevertheless the in-plane lattice parameters determined for the presented data
exhibit a large uncertainty and should be treated with care.
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The fitting of the structure factors is performed in three steps:
First cluster lattice rods are fitted with a simple model containing a cluster
on graphene with a sp3-hybridized graphene area below the cluster without
taking the graphene rods (10,0) and (0,10) into consideration. This first step
will give a good approximation to the final cluster structure.
Second all rods (including Ir(111) crystal truncation rods and graphene surface
rods) are fitted with a simple extension of the cluster model by adding three
Ir(111) substrate layers and an unoccupied moiré cell containing bare graphene
on three Ir(111) layers to the initial model. The empty moiré cell represents
cells containing clusters with small deviations from the cluster lattice posi-
tions, which therefore do not contribute to the cluster lattice signal and due
to the misalignment in respect to the underlying substrate do not rehybridize
the sp2 carbon bonds. This model will give access to the cluster height and
the fraction of clusters sitting in registry to the cluster lattice.
Finally to account for sharp interference features in out-of-plane direction ob-
tainable at the cluster lattice rods an advanced displacement scheme for Ir
atoms below the cluster is applied. This final model will give the most accurat
determination of the averaged cluster structure parameters.

Fit of cluster lattice rods: The cluster lattice rods have been fitted with an
ensemble of seven different models (see fig. 5.49 and 5.50). All of these models
contain a cluster consisting of 65 atoms distributed over five layers. Each layer
has a uniform in-plane lattice parameter and a uniform height (out-of-plane
position). ABC and ACB stacked clusters are implemented with different oc-
cupation parameters for each cluster layer. In order to account for clusters
with smaller diameters the atoms of the (100)-facets at the lowest three clus-
ter layers are fitted with additional occupation parameters (yellow atoms in
figures 5.49 and 5.50). The ACB stacked cluster can be generated from the
ABC stacked cluster by a rotation of 60◦ around the axis normal to the sur-
face through the cluster symmetry center. The seven models used for data
fitting differ in the distribution of iridium and palladium. Model (a1) contains
only palladium atoms, models (b1) and (d1) exhibit iridium in the lowest two
cluster layers, models (e1) and (f1) contain iridium atoms in the lowest three
cluster layers, model (c1) has iridium atoms only at the interface layer and
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model (g1) exhibit iridium atoms at the second and third cluster layer.

Comparison of these models will reveal, which fitting parameters are robust
among the models and which iridium distribution is most suitable to fit the
measured structure factors. Based on the deposited amounts of iridium and
palladium a representative averaged cluster model should contain ∼ 12 iridium
atoms and ∼ 49 palladium atoms. The ratio between palladium and iridium
should be close to Ir

Pd = 0.60 ML
0.15 ML = 4.0. In addition a suitable model should also

convince with a low χ2-value reflecting a good agreement between measured
and calculated structure factors. Table 5.11 lists these values for the discussed
ensemble of fitting models (also for the later discussed model refinements).

A detailed description of the obtained fit parameters will be given for the
final model - here just a rough discussion of the main features and differences
among the seven structure models will be given. The averaged cluster is four
layers high - the fifth layer is only rarely occupied for all structure models.
There is a strong preference for ABC stacking among all models, so that less
than 10% of the clusters have stacking faults in respect to the underlying
Ir(111) substrate. The estimated in-plane Debye-Waller factors are much larger
than the out-of-plane Debye-Waller factors, reflecting a much higher in-plane
mobility and static disorder compared to the out-of-plane direction.

Model (c1) with 13 Ir atoms at the interface layer has a significantly in-
creased χ2-value compared to the other model refinements and is therefore ex-
cluded from the possible candidates. Concerning the Pd/Ir ratio and amount
of Ir and Pd atoms models (b1) and (d1) seem to be the most suitable mod-
els (see table 5.11). Also model (a1) interpreted as an absolutely random
distribution of iridium and palladium atoms cannot be excluded and offers a
competitive χ2-value. Common of these models is a reduced in-plane lattice
parameter (∼ −1% with respect to bulk iridium, ∼ −2.3% with respect to
bulk palladium), while the out-of-plane lattice parameter is increased (∼ +1%
with respect to bulk iridium, ∼ +0.3% with respect to bulk palladium). This
observation fits to previous observations for Pt/Rh clusters and reflects inter-
face induced in-plane strain, which can only release in out-of-plane direction.
This interpretation is supported by the in-plane lattice parameter increase
from bottom to top for the mentioned model selection ((a1), (b1) and (d1)).
Model (d1) suites best the deposited amounts of iridium and palladium, there-
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fore the calculated structure factors of model (d1) together with the measured
structure factors of the cluster lattice rods are depicted in figure 5.51.
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Figure 5.49: Refined model parameters based on cluster lattice structure fac-
tors: Pd atoms grey/yellow, Ir atoms red, all lattice parameter changes are
calculated in respect to the iridium bulk value - out-of-plane values on the
left of each model / in-plane values at the center of each cluster layer, on the
right hand side of each model occupation values for different stackings and for
the first three layers one additional occupation parameter for the (100)-facet
atoms (yellow)
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Figure 5.50: Refined model parameters based on cluster lattice structure fac-
tors (continuation): Pd atoms grey/yellow, Ir atoms red, all lattice parameter
changes are calculated in respect to the iridium bulk value - out-of-plane values
on the left of each model / in-plane values at the center of each cluster layer,
on the right hand side of each model occupation values for different stack-
ings and for the first three layers one additional occupation parameter for the
(100)-facet atoms (yellow)
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Figure 5.51: Measured and calculated (based on model (d1)) cluster lattice
structure factors: black/blue data are plotted in respect to the scale on the
left/right side, calculated structure factors (red line), calculated structure fac-
tors at graphene rods which are not taken into account during structure re-
finement (dotted red line)
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Fit of SXRD data including Ir(111) crystal truncation rods: In order
to determine the average height of the clusters (distance Ir(111) surface to
bottom layer of the cluster) and the fraction of clusters, which are in registry
with the cluster lattice the crystal truncation rod signal is simultaniously fitted
with the cluster lattice signal. The previous structure models are extended by
three Ir(111) substrate layers and a moiré cell with bare graphene on Ir(111)
representing empty moiré cells (or cells with distorted cluster positions and no
sp3-rehybridization). Figure 5.54 displays the refined models (b2) and (d2),
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Figure 5.52: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure
factors: (b2) extended version of model (b1) with uniform substrate displace-
ments, (d2) extended version of model (d1) with uniform substrate displace-
ments

which are the best fitting models in respect to the deposited amounts of Ir and
Pd. A complete overview of all models is given in appendix F.

For discussion of the parameters we focus on model (d2). The height of
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the cluster is estimated to (4.51± 0.01) Å and the average height of the bare
graphene is determined to (3.33 ± 0.05) Å. Slightly more than half of the
clusters scatter coherently with the cluster lattice ((55± 2)%). The measured
and calculated structure factors are depicted in fig. 5.54. As already discussed
for Pt/Rh clusters there are some sharp interference effects at the cluster lattice
rods, which demands for additional scattering planes. Therefore an advanced
displacement scheme for the Ir atoms below the cluster is applied in the next
section, which is identical to the already used displacement scheme of section
5.2.1 (see fig. 5.15).
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Figure 5.53: Measured and calculated structure factors based on model (d2):
black/blue data are plotted in respect to the scale on the left/right side, cal-
culated structure factors (red line)

Figure 5.54 depicts the refined model parameters for the advanced models
including substrate atom displacements below the cluster. Again we focus on
model (d3), which we propose as the final model. The χ2-value is finally 0.62
and reflects an excellent agreement between calculated and measured structure
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factors. The average height of the clusters is determined to (4.58 ± 0.01) Å.
The fraction of clusters sitting in registry with the cluster lattice stays almost
the same and is determined to (52 ± 1)%. The average height of the bare
graphene is determined to (3.32± 0.04) Å and fits well to the measured value
of 3.38 Å of bare graphene on Ir(111) [25].

The stacking order of the Ir/Pd clusters is almost exclusively ABC and
continues the stacking order of the Ir(111) support. The occupation values
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Figure 5.54: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure
factors: (b3) extended version of model (b2) with grouped substrate displace-
ments below the cluster, (d3) extended version of model (d2) with grouped
substrate displacements below the cluster

of the ABC stacked layers are (52 ± 1)%/ (52± 4)% at the interface, (52 ±
1)%/ (38± 3)% at the 2nd, (52±2)%/ (52± 3)% at the 3rd, (35±1)% at the
4th and (11 ± 3)% at the topmost cluster layer and decrease from bottom to
top (size distribution, energetically hindered atom mobility between different
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cluster layers).

The change of the in-plane lattice parameters in respect to the iridium bulk
value are (−2.8±0.1)%, (−0.9±0.2)%, (+0.9±0.5)%, (+0.8±2.1)% and (−2.1±
22.3)% from bottom to top. With decreasing number of diffracting atoms the
error of the structure refinement parameter rises, so that only the lower three
cluster layers can be assigned with robust in-plane lattice parameters. At
these layers the trend is clear - the interface induces in-plane strain which
relaxes successively in the second and the third layer. Note that the in-plane
lattice expansion of 0.9% in respect to the iridium bulk value of the third
cluster layer means a reduction of -0.4% in respect to the palladium bulk value
and therefore within the error bar matches the in-plane strain of the iridium
atoms at the second cluster layer. The observed in-plane lattice parameter
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Figure 5.55: Measured and calculated structure factors based on model (d3):
black/blue data are plotted in respect to the scale on the left/right side, cal-
culated structure factors (red line)

also support the proposed element distribution with an iridium enrichment
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at the cluster bottom, because regions mainly occupied by iridium should
have a decreased lattice parameter in respect to regions occupied by palladium
following the trend of the bulk systems (see fig. 5.50 (h)). Furthermore iridium
is known to form cluster lattices with the highest structural coherence on
graphene/Ir(111) [163, 165] attributed to its cohesive strength, large extension
of the localized valence orbital and a cluster lattice parameter well suited to
match the graphene unit cell repeat distance. It is unlikely that the strongly
attached iridium atoms get replaced by palladium atoms during growth.

The out-of-plane atom distances show a similar trend of increasing values
from cluster bottom to top, i.e. (+0.7± 0.1)% 1st to 2nd layer, (+0.8± 0.1)%
2nd to 3rd layer, (+2.6± 0.3)% 3rd to 4th and (+9.5± 1.8)% 4th to 5th layer
in respect to the iridium bulk value. The increased distance of the topmost
cluster layer is in line with the extraordinary behaviour of the palladium (111)
surface which is reported to relax outwards [199].

With this final results we close the analysis of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters
and continue with the structure analysis of these clusters exposed to 10 mbar
H2.
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model χ2 Ir atoms Pd atoms Pd/Ir ratio
ave. IP ave. OOP
strain strain

(a1) 0.85 - 57.5 - -1.2 % +0.9 %
(a2) 0.82 - 51.9 - -0.9 % +1.1 %
(a3) 0.62 - 52.9 - -0.7 % +1.1 %

(b1) 0.83 10.1 50.8 5.0 -0.8 % +1.0 %
(b2) 0.81 10.1 48.6 4.8 -1.1 % +1.1 %
(b3) 0.63 10.1 48.1 4.8 -1.5 % +1.3 %

(c1) 1.06 13.0 39.4 3.0 -2.3 % +0.9 %
(c2) 1.24 13.0 37.5 2.9 -0.4 % +1.0 %
(c3) 1.05 13.0 39.8 3.1 -0.4 % +1.4 %

(d1) 0.82 13.2 49.8 3.8 -0.9 % +1.0 %
(d2) 0.81 13.2 47.3 3.6 -1.0 % +1.1 %
(d3) 0.62 13.2 49.5 3.7 -1.3 % +1.2 %

(e1) 0.78 16.5 42.9 2.6 -3.3 % +1.1 %
(e2) 0.81 16.4 41.0 2.5 -1.0 % +1.1 %
(e3) 0.62 16.4 43.0 2.6 -1.3 % +1.3 %

(f1) 0.83 13.3 43.4 3.3 -0.7 % +1.1 %
(f2) 0.82 12.9 42.4 3.3 -0.9 % +1.1 %
(f3) 0.63 12.6 43.6 3.5 -1.4 % +1.3 %

(g1) 0.86 5.6 47.5 8.5 -1.4 % +0.9 %
(g2) 0.83 4.3 41.7 9.6 -1.0 % +1.0 %
(g3) 0.64 4.8 43.1 8.9 -0.9 % +1.1 %

Table 5.11: Summary and averaged values of the structure refinements ob-
tained for the modeling of as grown Ir/Pd clusters
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5.3.3 Structure of Ir/Pd clusters exposed to 10 mbar H2

After a detailed investigation of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters these clusters
have been exposed to various hydrogen pressures at room temperature. After
a stepwise increase of hydrogen pressure (compare fig. 5.67) a set of SXRD
data was taken at 10 mbar hydrogen pressure (see summarized measurements
in figure 5.56). Compared to the previous section 5.3.2 the available set of
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Figure 5.56: Map of reciprocal space - Ir(111) surface lattices (black), graphene
surface lattice (blue), cluster surface lattice (grey): Surface signal was mea-
sured at places marked with circles. The vertical lines at (n,m) with n,m
integer multiples of 9 indicate cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene rods
resulting from carbon-carbon spacing were measured at (10,0) and (0,10) (blue
circles), grey circles indicate additional cluster lattice rods which were mea-
sured

SXRD data at 10 mbar hydrogen pressure is less complete, so that the structure
model (d) of the previous section is simplified in order to fit these data - now
the whole cluster has one uniform in-plane lattice parameter and one uniform
out-of-plane lattice parameter, which correspond to the averaged value of the
in-plane/out-of-plane lattice parameter. These uniform lattice parameters take
part in the structure refinement procedure.
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Fit of cluster lattice rods: Figure 5.57 summarizes the model refinements
based on the cluster lattice rods. The agreement between simulation and
measurements expresses in χ2 = 1.36. The corresponding structure factors
are plotted in figure 5.58. Compared to the as grown clusters there is no
significant change in the 3D morphology of the clusters - the averaged cluster
is ABC stacked and contains four layers in height. The averaged out-of-plane
lattice parameter stays almost constant at an increase of (0.9 ± 0.4)% with
respect to the iridium bulk value. The uniform in-plane lattice parameter
exhibits a further reduction to (−1.9 ± 0.2)% instead of ∼ −1.0 % averaged
in-plane lattice parameter reduction of the as grown clusters (averaged over all
atoms with occupation values used as weighting) with respect to the iridium
bulk value. This phenomen is similar to the observations on small Pt clusters
during CO adsorption at p(CO) ∼ 10−6 mbar [71].
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Figure 5.57: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of the cluster lattice
structure factors measured in 10 mbar H2 environment. The depicted model is
a simplified version of model (d) of the previous section (see fig. 5.49 (d1)) with
uniform z-displacements among all atoms of the same cluster layer. Iridium
atoms are colored red, palladium atoms are colored grey/yellow.

Fit including Ir(111) crystal truncation rods: The amount of clusters
sitting in registry to the cluster lattice and the average cluster height can be
determined by simultaniously fitting of the cluster lattice rods and the Ir(111)
crystal truncation rods. Therefore the previously used model is extended by
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Figure 5.58: Measured and calculated structure factors based on the model
depicted in fig. 5.57: black/blue data are plotted in respect to the scale on
the left/right side, calculated structure factors (red line), calculated structure
factors of the graphene rods which have not been included to the structure
refinement (red dotted line)

three Ir(111) substrate layers and a second model representing empty moiré
cells (or occupied with a distorted cluster in respect to the cluster lattice -
therefore the graphene does not rehybridize to sp3 below the cluster), with a
corrugated graphene layer (0.4 Å corrugation amplitude) on top of the Ir(111)
surface (see fig. 5.59). The occupation of empty and occupied unit cells cumu-
lates to unity (by itself and without restrictions!). The summarized structure
refinements are depicted in fig. 5.59 and the resulting structure factors are
plotted in fig. 5.60.

(30± 1)% of the clusters still contribute to the cluster lattice signal. These
clusters have an averaged height of (4.67±0.03) Å. The out-of-plane relaxation
and the in-plane contraction raise to (+1.5±0.4)% respectively (−2.3±0.2)%.
The out-of-plane Debye-Waller factor of the graphene atoms is estimated to
larger than (40 ± 25) (hits the limit), which is extremely large and reflects
a large disorder in the height distribution of the carbon atoms, which is not
represented by the smooth graphene model and therefore expresses in a hugh
static out-of-plane Debye-Waller factor.
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Figure 5.59: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure
factors: (a) extended version of the model depicted in fig. 5.57 with uniform
substrate displacements and a representation of empty moiré cells, (b) ex-
tended version of model (a) with grouped substrate displacements below the
cluster

Fit with grouped substrate displacements below the cluster: Simi-
lar to many previously discussed SXRD data in this thesis the cluster lattice
rods exhibit very localized (in L-direction) features, which are caused by more
diffraction planes than present in the cluster model. Therefore the atom dis-
placement scheme of the substrate atoms below the metal cluster introduced
in section 5.2.1 and depicted in fig. 5.15 is applied to the fit. Figure 5.59 (b)
summarizes the structural refinements, while the structure factors based on
model fig. 5.59 (b) are plotted in figure 5.61. The agreement between cal-
culation and measurement improves from χ2 = 1.35 of the previous model to
χ2 = 1.03. Now the calculated structure factors reflect the sharp interference
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effects at the cluster lattice rods (see fig. 5.61). At this final and proba-
bly most accurat model the averaged cluster in-plane lattice parameter is re-
duced by (−2.1± 0.2)% and the out-of-plane lattice parameter is increased by
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Figure 5.60: Measured and calculated structure factors based on model (a) de-
picted in fig. 5.59 with uniform substrate layer displacements: black/blue data
are plotted in respect to the scale on the left/right side, calculated structure
factors (red line)
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Figure 5.61: Measured and calculated structure factors based on model (b)
depicted in fig. 5.59 with grouped substrate displacements below the clus-
ter: black/blue data are plotted in respect to the scale on the left/right side,
calculated structure factors (red line)
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(1.9±0.3)% in respect to the iridium bulk value. So aIP = (3.76±0.01) Å and
aOOP = (3.91±0.01) Å, which is smaller than the value of the aPd-H β = 4.03 Å.
Probably the strong in-plane strain induced by the graphene/Ir(111) interface
hinders hydrogen solubility. Nevertheless the clusters in-plane lattice param-
eter is around 4% smaller than the out-of-plane lattice parameter (compared
to 2% difference for the as grown clusters), which is approximately the differ-
ence between the bulk Pd-H α-phase and the Pd-H β-phase. So there might
be a hydrogen enrichment between the different layers of the clusters, which
causes only an out-of-plane lattice parameter relaxation without changing the
in-plane atom distances.

With table 5.12 containing the fitted occupation values of the final model
fig. 5.59 (b) the structure analysis of clusters exposed to 10 mbar H2 closes.

occupation values cluster

ABC ACB
layer:

edge core core edge

5th (7± 3)% (3± 3)%

4th (21± 2)%

3rd (25± 3)% (30± 2)% (1± 2)% (2± 2)%

2nd (29± 4)% (24± 1)% (0± 1)% (0± 6)%

1st (19± 5)% (29± 1)% (1± 5)%

Table 5.12: Occupation values of cluster model fig. 5.59 (b)
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5.3.4 Structure of Ir/Pd clusters exposed to 1 bar H2

After exposure to 10 mbar H2 the clusters have been exposed to even higher
hydrogen pressures up to 1 bar (see fig. 5.67). Finally the hydrogen was
pumped and a set of SXRD data was taken (summarized in fig. 5.62). The
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Figure 5.62: Map of reciprocal space - Ir(111) surface lattices (black), graphene
surface lattice (blue), cluster surface lattice (grey): Surface signal was mea-
sured at places marked with circles. The vertical lines at (n,m) with n,m
integer multiples of 9 indicate cystal truncation rods of Ir(111), graphene rods
resulting from carbon-carbon spacing were measured at (10,0) (blue circle),
grey circles indicate additional cluster lattice rods which were measured

last set of data does not contain crystal truncation rods, so that the cluster
height will not be revealed (anyway difficult with a low percentage of coher-
ently scattering clusters). Nevertheless a fit with fixed scaling factor reveals a
percentage of around 10% of clusters, which still scatter in registry with the
cluster lattice after exposure to 1 bar hydrogen.

In order to fit the measured data the model used for fitting the cluster
structure at 10 mbar H2 pressure is applied (see fig. 5.63). The agreement
between fit and measurement expresses in χ2 = 0.52. The measured data
exhibit large error bars (see fig. 5.64 for measured and calculated structure
factors), so that the presented results are meant to be a basis for discussion
and future experiments. The averaged cluster contains five layers, which is
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Figure 5.63: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of the cluster lattice
structure factors after exposure to 1 bar H2 at room temperature. The model
is identical to the model used for structure refinement of the clusters exposed
to 10 mbar H2 (see fig. 5.57)
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Figure 5.64: Measured and calculated structure factors based on the model
depicted in fig. 5.63: black/blue data are plotted in respect to the scale on
the left/right side, (red line): calculated structure factors, (red dotted line):
calculated structure factors of the graphene rod, which has not been included
to the structure refinement

one layer higher than before exposure to 1 bar H2. The hydrogen environment
has changed the shape of the cluster expressed by the larger height, but also
by the decreased in-plane Debye-Waller factor (from 4.3 to 0.4). The reduced
in-plane Debye-Waller factor means, that the cluster atoms are less mobile in
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the direction parallel to the surface so that the cluster shape seems to be more
close to the equlibrium shape with closed shells. In addition the (100) facet
atoms of the interface layer (yellow atoms at the bottom layer) vanish and
do now probably occupy the top layer and other positions of the closed shell
structure which have been vacant before. The out-of-plane lattice parameter
is still increased by (0.9 ± 0.8)% in respect to the iridium bulk value, while
the in-plane lattice parameter is further decreased to (−3.3± 0.5)% in respect
to the iridium bulk value. These values correspond to aIP = (3.71 ± 0.02) Å
and aOOP = (3.91 ± 0.03) Å. The stacking of the clusters remain unchanged
(ABC-stacking).

With table 5.13 containing the fitted occupation values we close the discus-
sion concerning the ordered clusters and briefly discuss, what can be deduced
from the measured data concerning the clusters out of registry to the cluster
lattice.

occupation values cluster

ABC ACB
layer:

edge core core edge

5th (48± 22)% (2± 21)%

4th (56± 10)%

3rd (41± 16)% (79± 12)% (4± 12)% (5± 20)%

2nd (60± 25)% (61± 4)% (2± 5)% (10± 26)%

1st (7± 28)% 100% (0± 60)%

Table 5.13: Occupation values of cluster model fig. 5.63
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5.3.5 Structure of Ir/Pd clusters out of registry to the

cluster lattice

An effective access to the general surface structure can be achieved by recip-
rocal space mapping of certain directions. Thus out-of-plane reciprocal space
maps were measured after Ir/Pd cluster lattice growth (see fig. 5.65 (a)), in 10
mbar H2 environment (see fig. 5.65 (b)) and after exposure to 1 bar H2 (see fig.
5.65 (c)). The out-of-plane map figure 5.65 (a) shows the intensity distribution
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Figure 5.65: (a)-(c) out-of-plane reciprocal space maps at different hydrogen
environments, cluster lattice rods at H = 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, Bragg peaks of
clusters out-of-registry to the cluster lattice at (9,0,1) and (9,0,4), (d) radial
linescan at H = 0 and L = 0.9 of the clusters exposed to 10−3 mbar H2, mea-
sured intensity (black), fit with four Gaussians and linear background (red),
scan cuts through cluster lattice rods at K = 8, K = 10 and K = 11, broad
signal from disordered clusters with ACB-stacking around K = 9, data from
CTR at K = 9 are deleted in order to fit the cluster Bragg peak

of the cluster lattice rods at (-1,8), (-1,9) and (-1,10). Due to a small offset in
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K-direction the cluster lattice rods exhibit only weak intensity. In addition a
diffuse intensity distribution around (9,-1,1) and (9,-1,4) is visible, which corre-
sponds to the Bragg peaks (9,0,1) and (9,0,4) of the clusters out-of-registry to
the cluster lattice. The intensity distribution of these disordered clusters has a
Gaussian-like shape and does not show powder-like ring structures, so that also
the disordered cluster exhibit an epitaxial growth mode. Furthermore there is
a less pronounced signal at (9,-1,2), which originates from the Bragg peak at
(9,0,2) generated by clusters with altered stacking (ACB-stacking instead of
ABC-stacking in respect to the ABC-stacked Ir(111) substrate).

The out-of-plane maps of the clusters exposed to 10 mbar H2 and after
exposure to 1 bar H2 cut the cluster lattice rods through the maximum inten-
sity, therefore the signal of the cluster lattice rods is more pronounced. The
general surface structure remain unchanged - the dominant fraction of the dis-
ordered clusters keep their epitaxy to the underlying substrate and show partly
ACB-stacking.

From the position of the distorted clusters Bragg peaks the in-plane and
out-of-plane lattice parameters can be determined. The out-of-plane peak po-
sition is determined from an extracted linescan at H = 9.315, while the in-plane
peak position is determined by extracted linescans at L = 1.1 and L = 4.1.
Figure 5.66 depicts some examples of the fit concerning the peak positions
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Figure 5.66: Linescans for peak position determination of the disordered clus-
ter Bragg peaks: measured data represented by symbols, fit represented by
continuous line, (a) scan in out-of-plane direction with small offset to the (9,-
1) cluster lattice rod, as grown clusters (green), in 10 mbar H2 (black), after
exposure to 1 bar H2 (red), (b) scan in in-plane direction at 10−3 mbar H2
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((a): out-of-plane peak positions, (b): in-plane peak position). At first glance
the out-of-plane Bragg peak positions of the clusters exposed to 10 mbar H2

(fig. 5.66 (a) black curve) are shifted to lower L-values in respect to the as
grown clusters (green) and the clusters after 1 bar H2 exposure (red). Lower
L-values correspond to increased out-of-plane lattice parameters and therefore
to a possible uptake of hydrogen.
During the whole Ir/Pd cluster experiment fast reference scan have been per-
formed in order to follow in-situ possible structure changes. One of these scans
measures in radial in-plane direction and cuts some cluster lattice rods and the
(0,9) Ir(111) crystal truncation rod at L = 0.9. This scan also cuts the Bragg
peak of the ACB-stacked disordered clusters and therefore is used to deter-
mine the in-plane lattice parameter of these clusters. Figure 5.65 (d) depicts
an example of a fit for the in-plane lattice parameter determination - the data
points containing a strong contribution of the crystal truncation rod signal are
deleted in order to improve the fitted cluster Bragg peak position. The lattice
parameters are depicted in fig. 5.67 and listed in table 5.14.
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Figure 5.67: Visualization of all determined lattice parameters of Ir/Pd clusters
at different hydrogen pressures: H2 pressure plotted with scale on the left (red),
in-plane (-) and out-of-plane (o) lattice parameters plotted with scale on the
right, clusters in registry with the cluster lattice (black, dark grey), ABC-
stacked disordered clusters (dark green, bright green), ACB-stacked disordered
clusters (blue)
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The overview of the determined lattice parameters (fig. 5.67) reveals a clear
trend - the disordered ABC-stacked clusters (green) exhibit an in-plane and
out-of-plane lattice expansion during exposure to 10 mbar H2. These increasing
atom distances are a clear hint of soluted hydrogen atoms in the crystal lattice
of the clusters. After exposure to 1 bar H2 the clusters remained for a while
in UHV. During this time the hydrogen is released from the crystal lattice of
the cluster, so that the lattice parameters in both directions decrease again.

In case of the ordered clusters (black, dark grey) a similar behaviour can
be observed for the out-of-plane lattice parameter, while the in-plane lattice
parameter continiously decreases at the different stages of the performed ex-
periment - probably due to stress induced by the interface, or by a better
attachment of clusters with smaller in-plane lattice parameter (higher durabil-

ain-plane/Å aout-of-plane/Å p(H2)/mbar stacking comment

3.89± 0.01 3.84± 0.04 UHV ABC -
3.86± 0.01 3.84± 0.07 UHV ABC -

3.926± 0.003 3.99± 0.03 10 ABC -
3.892± 0.005 3.90± 0.01 10 ABC -
3.910± 0.001 3.92± 0.02 UHV ABC after 1 bar H2

3.874± 0.006 3.83± 0.01 UHV ABC after 1 bar H2

3.857± 0.002 - UHV ACB -
3.866± 0.002 - 1× 10−6 ACB -
3.868± 0.002 - 1× 10−3 ACB -
3.863± 0.002 - 1× 10−1 ACB -
3.868± 0.001 - 1 ACB -
3.876± 0.001 - 10 ACB -
3.876± 0.001 - 9.4 ACB -
3.875± 0.001 - 39 ACB -
3.866± 0.001 - 200 ACB -
3.868± 0.002 - 508 ACB -
3.883± 0.002 - 1014 ACB -
3.883± 0.001 - UHV ACB after 1 bar H2

Table 5.14: Summary of the lattice parameter determined for the disordered
Ir/Pd clusters
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ity in respect to the cluster lattice arrangement). Note that the in-plane lattice
parameter of the as grown disordered ABC-stacked clusters is larger than the
out-of-plane lattice parameter (see table 5.14) - ordered clusters show opposite
behaviour which highlights the vital impact of the interface structure between
cluster and graphene/Ir(111).

The in-plane lattice parameter of the disordered ACB-stacked clusters (blue)
shows no dependence to the exposed hydrogen pressure - a possible explana-
tion might be a weaker interaction between different cluster layers (energeti-
cally unfavoured stacking), so that hydrogen can occupy lattice sites between
neighbouring cluster layers (in out-of-plane direction) without affecting the
in-plane arrangement of the cluster atoms.
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5.3.6 Summary of the results obtained for Ir/Pd clusters

In the preceding sections we analyzed the atomic structure of iridium seeded
palladium clusters containing ∼ 12 Ir atoms and ∼ 49 palladium atoms de-
posited on a graphene/Ir(111) support. In detail we investigated the atomic
structure of the clusters directly after UHV growth, at 10 mbar H2 pressure
and in UHV environment after exposure to 1 bar H2.

The ordered clusters nucleate at the hcp-region of the moiré cell and are
almost exclusively ABC-stacked similar to the Ir(111) substrate. There is
evidence that the clusters consist of an iridium core (part of the interface layer
of the cluster) and a palladium shell (see fig. 5.68).

The averaged in-plane lattice parameter is ∼ 2% smaller than the averaged
out-of-plane lattice parameter (see table 5.15), which is caused by an interface
induced in-plane strain which relaxes in out-of-plane direction.

Hydrogen exposure leads to decreasing order of the cluster lattice, so that
the fraction of coherently scattering clusters drops from (52± 1)% in UHV to
(29 ± 1)% in 10 mbar H2 to (10 ± 1)% after exposure to 1 bar H2. Possible
reasons are a weakening of the cluster attachment by soluted hydrogen in the
crystal lattice of the metal clusters, detachment of the clusters due to hydrogen
intercalation below the graphene layer [90] or a change in the chemical bonding
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Figure 5.68: Structure models resulting from SXRD measurements of Ir/Pd
clusters on graphene/Ir(111): (a) as grown Ir/Pd clusters after deposition of
0.15 ML Ir and 0.6 ML Pd, (b) during exposure to 10 mbar H2 at RT, (c)
after exposure to 1 bar H2 at RT
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at the interface due to hydrogen adsorbates [85].

After exposure to 1 bar H2 the ordered clusters exhibit a slightly increased
height of five layers (after growth and in 10 mbar hydrogen the majority of the
clusters have four layers) accompanied by a reduction of the size of the interface
layer to a 19 atoms containing hexagon (see fig. 5.68 (c)). A similar observation
has been made for Pt/Rh clusters after gas exposure and is attributed to the
maximum size of the energetically favoured interface layer.

Based on the determined lattice parameters (see fig. 5.67) there is evidence
of dissolved hydrogen in the ordered and disordered clusters during exposure to
10 mbar, which gets released when the clusters remain in UHV. This is deduced
from an increased lattice parameter during exposure to 10 mbar H2. In case of
the ordered clusters only the out-of-plane lattice parameter increases because
of the strong attachment to the substrate. Similar behaviour is reported for
hydrogen loaded Nb films [154], which expand in out-of-plane direction during
H2 loading while the in-plane direction does not change its atom distances due
to the clamping to the substrate.

Ir/Pd cluster

rel. IP rel. OOP
el. aIP,ave/[Å] aOOP,ave/[Å] abulk/[Å]

change change

Ir
3.789 3.885

3.839 -1.3% +1.2%
as grown

Pd 3.891 -2.6% -0.1%

after ex-
Ir

3.758 3.912
3.839 -2.1% +1.9%

posure to
Pd 3.891 -3.4% +0.5%

10 mbar H2

after ex-
Ir

3.712 3.874
3.839 -3.3% +0.9%

posure to
Pd 3.891 -4.6% -0.6%

1 bar H2

Table 5.15: Averaged in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of Ir/Pd
clusters on graphene/Ir(111) as grown and after hydrogen exposure. Deposited
amounts and underlying models are given in fig. 5.68.



Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook

This chapter will start with a brief summary of the main results obtained for
the atomic structure of different metal cluster lattices on graphene/Ir(111).
Then the studied bimetallic metal clusters will be compared concerning their
element distribution and behaviour after gas exposure. Finally we recapitulate
the capabilities of SXRD for the investigation of the metal cluster / graphene
/ Ir(111) system and give an outlook of future experiments and possible im-
provements of data analysis.

Structure of as grown metal clusters: Figure 6.1 depicts the structural
models obtained for pure iridium (a), pure platinum (c), Ir/Pd (b) and Pt/Rh
clusters (d). The structure investigation of the iridium clusters is not part
of this thesis and was mainly carried out during my diploma thesis [70] and
finally published in 2013 [72].
For all investigated atom species we observed the formation of crystalline metal
clusters, which exhibit large differences in their stacking order. The pure Ir
clusters exhibit ABC and ACB stacking with almost equal probability. In con-
trast the Pt/Rh clusters preferentially continue the ABC stacking scheme of
the Ir(111) support with only ∼ 1

4
th of the clusters ACB stacked. The Ir/Pd

clusters are almost entirely ABC stacked. Note that the SXRD data obtained
for pure Pt clusters could also be fitted with a one layer high cluster model.
Only the fit of the specular rod demands for two layers with a second layer
equipped with a very large in-plane Debye-Waller factor. But the specular
rod is absolutely insensitive to the stacking order, so that we cannot gain any
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knowledge concerning the stacking behaviour of platinum clusters. The high
tendency of iridium to form stacking faults during homoepitaxy at RT (stack-
ing fault formation probability increases with decreasing growth temperature)
on an Ir(111) surface is already reported by Busse et. al. [26] and is now also
observed during growth of small iridium clusters with strongly reduced lattice
parameters.
The height of the metal clusters (distance topmost layer of Ir(111) substrate
to lowest cluster layer) is within the error 4.60 Å independendly of the de-
posited material. Again the Pt clusters are an exception with their height of
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Figure 6.1: Structure models resulting from SXRD measurements for different
metal clusters grown on the graphene/Ir(111) moiré: (a) Iridium cluster model
containing 92 Ir atoms (Neff = 79 atoms), (b) Ir/Pd core/shell cluster contain-
ing 13 Ir atoms and 52 Pd atoms (NIr,eff = 13 atoms, NPd,eff = 50 atoms), (c)
Platinum cluster model containing 31 Pt atoms, (d) Pt/Rh cluster containing
34 Pt atoms and 9 Rh atoms (NPt,eff = 36 atoms, NRh,eff = 8 atoms)

hPt = (4.67± 0.04) Å. This can be attributed to the less clean growth condi-
tions in respect to the other experiments, so that the Pt clusters were partially
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CO covered directly after growth. The impact of CO adsorbates on Pt clusters
supported by C/Ir(111) was investigated by Gerber et. al. [84] and is in line
with this interpretation.
At all investigated metal clusters we observed a reduced averaged in-plane lat-
tice parameter with respect to the corresponding averaged out-of-plane values
(see table 6.1). We interpret this difference as a result of interface induced
in-plane strain, which then relaxes in out-of-plane direction. The modification
of the chemical properties of metal surface by strain is a known effect and topic
of recent research [121, 133, 149, 189]. Thus the determined lattice parameters
provide additional information needed for the understanding of the catalytic
properties of ultra small metal particles.

rel. IP rel. OOP
el. aIP,ave/[Å] aOOP,ave/[Å] abulk/[Å]

change change

Ir cluster Ir 3.735 3.766 3.839 -2.7% -1.9%

Pt cluster Pt 3.712 - 3.924 -5.4% -

Ir 3.839 -1.5% +2.8%
Pt/Rh

Pt 3.780 3.945 3.924 -3.7% +0.5%
cluster

Rh 3.803 -0.6% +3.7%

Ir/Pd Ir
3.789 3.885

3.839 -1.3% +1.2%
cluster Pd 3.891 -2.6% -0.1%

Table 6.1: Averaged in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of as grown
metal clusters on graphene/Ir(111). Deposited amounts and underlying models
are given in Fig. 6.1.

Among the bimetallic clusters a core/shell structure is identified for the Ir/Pd
clusters, while the Pt/Rh clusters enrich rhodium at the topmost cluster layers.
The obtained element distributions will contribute to the understanding of the
catalytic properties of these bimetallic clusters [74] and helped to understand
the reshaping of the Pt/Rh clusters during gas exposure (see section 5.2).
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Finally for the as grown bimetallic clusters improved data fitting proofed for
the first time experimentally, that the cluster attachment causes tiny substrate
atom displacements at the interface region.

Gas exposure induced structure changes:

For the bimetallic clusters intense structure investigations after gas exposure
have been performed. Common to all experiments with bimetallic clusters is
an increased cluster height after gas exposure, which is attributed to a higher
atom mobility during gas exposure so that the cluster shape approaches the
energetically preferred equilibrium shape. This reshaping is accompanied by
a reduction of the cluster’s interface layer to a 19 atoms containing hexagon,
which is assigned to the maximum size of the energetically preferred interface.
The order of the cluster lattices decreases during gas exposure. Striking after
gas exposure is the extinction of the cluster lattice diffraction signal originating
from Pt/Rh clusters with stacking faults, so that the stacking order of metal
clusters seem to play a vital role in the bonding strength to a graphene/Ir(111)
substrate. This observation correlates the atomic structure of the metal clus-
ters with the durability of the cluster lattice and will help to optimize the
cluster lattice stability by variation of the growth condition in order to sup-
press stacking faults.

The oxidation of the co-deposited Pt/Rh clusters show some evidence of a
rhodium surface oxide. This would demand for rhodium segregation in between
different moiré unit cells, which can be explained by mobile RhOx complexes.
Previous studies report only on cluster mobility by Smoluchowski ripening
and never observed Ostwald ripening of metal clusters on graphene/Ir(111)
containing only one atom species [84, 85, 163, 165]. Thus it remains an open
question if mobile RhOx complexes form during oxygen exposure of Pt/Rh
clusters on graphene/Ir(111) and further investigations need do be performed.

In case of sequentially deposited Pt/Rh clusters there is no evidence of a
surface oxide, which is likely caused by the preceding CO exposure of these clus-
ters, so that all possible oxygen adsorption sites are blocked by CO molecules.
This interpretation is supported by the increased in-plane strain after gas ex-
posure, which was also observed during CO exposure of small Pt clusters (see
section 5.1). For these small clusters the adsorbed CO could be removed in
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oxygen at 575 K [71], which is close to the conditions of the Pt/Rh experi-
ment. Therefore we attribute the sticking of the CO to a slightly lower sample
temperature during the oxidation of the Pt/Rh clusters.

The Ir/Pd clusters showed slight lattice expansions during exposure to 10
mbar H2, so that these clusters seem to be capable to decompose H2 into
atomic hydrogen and therefore are possible candidates as catalyst material
providing atomic hydrogen for hydrogen storage (carbon systems using the
spillover mechanism) [1, 128].

Capabilities of SXRD: The preceding summarized results on Ir, Pt, Pt/Rh
and Ir/Pd clusters demonstrate the capabilities of SXRD experiments to de-
termine the structural coherence of metal cluster lattices, the averaged atomic
structure of these clusters and the element distribution of clusters containing
more than one atom species. All these structural parameters can be addressed
in variable sample environments, so that in-situ observations during chemical
reactions are feasible.

The access to structural parameters of metal clusters with fewer than 100
atoms is achieved by the templated growth of a cluster lattice, so that the
intensity of the weak signal of these nano-objects raises with the square of the
number of coherently scattering clusters. So diffraction experiments on regular
assemblies of nano-objects open access to detailed structure investigations at
various sample conditions.

Outlook Future experiments on metal cluster lattices with different cluster
sizes will give insight to the size dependend lattice parameter. This will also
help to estimate the systematic error of these measurements.

The investigation of the crystal structure of tungsten clusters would be inter-
esting, because W is known to from well ordered cluster lattices on C/Ir(111)
and to have a bcc bulk crystal structure. So the question arises, weather tung-
sten clusters exhibit a bcc structure or if the small size and the interaction
with the graphene/Ir(111) support change the crystal structure. The high
scattering cross-section eases a possible SXRD experiment.

Future experiments will also intensify the efforts to investigate the cluster
structure during chemical reactions like CO oxidation. We attributed already
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one experiment to this purpose using high energy x-rays in order to map a
large area of reciprocal space with a single 2D detector image, so that less
time is needed to collect a sufficient large set of SXRD data [93]. Still there
are some issues to be addressed concerning the detector (large area, large dy-
namical range, single photon counter) and sample alignment (at high energies
the diffraction angles decrease, so that sample rotations can easily cause mis-
alignment of the sample and measurements at the critical angle get inaccurate).

Independent to the inability to achieve high hydrogen loading to small Pd
clusters the hydrogen/palladium system supported by graphene/Ir(111) re-
mains very attractive due to the increasing interest of combined systems for
hydrogen storage (see section 5.3). A possible scenario would be a catalytically
active Pd cluster, which serves as a source of atomic hydrogen. This atomic
hydrogen may be stored on the graphene/Ir(111) surface by rehybridization
of carbon atoms at the fcc site of the moiré cell (see Fig. 2.4 (b)). XPS
experiments on the adsorption of atomic hydrogen on graphene/Ir(111) can
verify the proposed binding mechanism, while SXRD experiments are capable
to determine the atomic structure of H/C/Ir(111). In case of very small Pd
clusters a structure investigation including the graphene structure would be
feasible to a synchrotron based SXRD experiment.

Finally beside all these exciting experiments improvements in data fitting
are needed in order to speed up data analysis.
First the fitting algorithms need to be highly parallelized (OpenCL), so that
GPU’s and computer cluster can be utilized for data fitting.
Second with the availability of parallelized computing power a DFT algorithm
should be implemented in order to reject unphysical fitting models. In a final
code diffraction data should also serve as input in order to refine the functionals
used for DFT calculations.



Appendix A

GraStruk - a simple aproach to

create graphene model files

Graphene is known to be an one atom thick, absolutely flat, two dimensional
hexagonal arrangement of carbon atoms. Though graphene grown on Ir(111)
exhibits a corrugated structure [25], which after metal deposition developes ar-
eas with sp3 hybridization [126]. For accurate analysis of x-ray data measured
on cluster decorated C/Ir(111) the previously mentioned structure details of
the graphene layer have to be incorporated to the atomic model used for data
interpretation.

Therefore the author of this thesis wrote the program GraStruk, which
calculates the atom positions of a large unit cell containing 10× 10 graphene
unit cells covering an area of 9× 9 Ir(111) surface unit cell spacings (close to
the value of the moiré unit cell observed for graphene on Ir(111) [164, 114]).
The program optimizes the atom positions in respect to energy minimization
based on equation A.1.

Ek =
∑
i

C1 · d2
i +

1

2

∑
i6=j

C2 · α2
ij ; i,j ∈ {1, 2, 3} (A.1)

The energy of carbon atom k is calculated by this simple expression taking the
distance deviation di from standard bond length to neighbouring atom i and
the deviation αij from the optimum bond angle of 120◦ (sp2) / 109.5◦ (sp3)
between carbon atom k and neighbors i,j into account.

The program is written in C++ using the Qt 4 libraries and an object
oriented programming concept. A graphical user interface gives access to all
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structural parameters, so that all properties of each atom (200 carbon atoms
are present in the graphene moiré unit cell) can be set, e.g. degree of free-
dom during energy minimization, bond length, bond angle, etc.. In addition
some mathematical height distributions have been implemented, which aim
for modeling bare graphene - e.g. a sinusodial height distribution has been
implemented, so that the energy minimization algorithm leads to a uniform
distribution of atom distances among all carbon atoms of the large unit cell
while keeping a wavelike height modulation of the graphene (see fig. A.1 (a)).

Figure A.1 depicts two models containing graphene whos atom positions are
calculated with the program GraStruk.

(a) (b)

Figure A.1: Atom models using graphene structures estimated with the pro-
gram GraStruk: (a) graphene on Ir(111) with a sinusodial corrugation profile,
(b) Pt cluster on graphene/Ir(111): The graphene area below the cluster is
modified with sp3-hybridized carbon - the sp3-hybridized area causes a local
expansion, which forces the uncovered graphene area to release strain with
enhanced buckling



Appendix B

Cluster Tool - a Matlab based

environment for structure factor

calculations

A purposive experiment demands fo a detailed analysis of the capabilities of
the utilized technique in advance. In order to ensure that x-ray diffraction
experiments have the power to answer the structural questions araising for
small metal clusters the Cluster Tool has been programmed, which enables
the calculation of structure factors (or diffraction intensities) on the basis of
atomic models.

The scope of the program covers functions to create cluster models (with
different stacking, size, lattice parameter and atom distribution), import stan-
dard Rod files, visualize the atomic models in use, display single scans in re-
ciprocal space (see B.1 (c) and (d)) and to calculate reciprocal space maps (see
fig. B.1 (a), (b)). In addition the program can switch between structure factor
calculation on the basis of single atomic models and an lattice arrangement of
the single atomic model similar to the situation of cluster lattices grown on
the graphene/Ir(111) moiré (see fig. B.1).

The mathematical basis for the structure factor calculations are equations
B.1 and B.3. The structure factor of an atomic model gets calculated by adding
all atomic contributions fa,N assigned with the corresponding phase factor ei~q·~rN

together (eqn. B.1). In case of a cluster lattice with identical clusters the
structure factor estimates to the sum of the single cluster structure factors
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assigned with the phase factor corresponding to their position in the cluster
lattice (eqn. B.3). Figure B.1 gives an example of simulations performed with
the Cluster Tool and the opportunities of visualization by the use of Matlab’s
plotting capabilities.

Fcluster(~q) =
∑
N

fa,N · ei~q·~rN (B.1)

Icluster(~q) = |Fcluster(~q)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
N

fa,N · ei~q·~rN
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(B.2)

N : index of all cluster atoms

fa,N : atom form factor of atom N

~rN : position of atom N

Fcluster lattice(~q) =

Ncluster∑
j

Fcluster(~q) · ei~q·
~Rj = Fcluster(~q) ·

Ncluster∑
j

ei~q·~Rj (B.3)

Icluster lattice(~q) = |Fcluster lattice(~q)|2 = |Fcluster(~q)|2 ·

∣∣∣∣∣
Ncluster∑

j

ei~q·~Rj
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(B.4)

Fcluster(~q) : single cluster structure factor

Ncluster : quantity of coherently scattering clusters in lattice
~Rj : real space location of cluster j
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Figure B.1: Comparison of calculated |F(~q)|2 of a ABC stacked single iridium
cluster and a 4×4 cluster lattice. (a) H-L-Map of a single cluster, (b) H-L-Map
of 4× 4 cluster lattice, (c) intensity distribution along (1 0) rod, (d) intensity
distribution in H direction at L = 1.



Appendix C

XPS Tool - a Matlab based

environment for XPS data fitting

An in-depth analysis of XPS data demands peak fitting routines capable of
different peak shapes, various background substraction methods and a high
degree of flexibility in combined parameter fitting - e.g. multiple peak fitting
with fixed offset of peak positions, fitting of associated peaks with fixed ratios
of peak areas, etc..

Casa XPS has established as a standard software for XPS analysis, offering
a professional GUI, fast data processing and many fitting features. Still this
software lacks for convoluted peak shapes, simultanious fitting of background
and peak functions and the opportunity to combine fitting parameters in a
very general way.

In order to overcome these absences the author of this thesis programmed
a Matlab based fitting environment capable of the as before mentioned de-
mands. The XPS Tool offers two kinds of background shapes, i.e. linear and
Shirley background. In order to fit peak shapes the user can choose between
Gaussian, Lorenzian, Doniach-Sunjic, convoluted Lorenzian with Gaussian and
convoluted Doniach-Sunjic with Gaussian peak shapes. For each XPS region
it is possible to create as many peak functions as intended (only limited by
available RAM). All fitting parameters can be associated with a fitting group,
so that values can be set as multiples of a certain parameter value or they can
be attributed with an offset to a certain parameter value.

There is an import routine implemented compatible with xy-data files saved
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with the program SpecsLab2. Results of data analysis can be displayed using
the graphics functions of Matlab (see fig. C.1). In addition text reports can be
processed generating standard ASCI text or Latex code covering all relevant
information of performed data fitting.

(a) (b)
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Figure C.1: XPS data fitted with the XPS Tool: (a) x-ray photoelectron
spectrum of a graphene coverd Ir(111) surface - both Ir4d peaks are fitted with
a Doniach-Sunjic profile convoluted with a Gaussian peak shape together with
a linear background, (b) x-ray photoelectron spectrum of Pt/Rh alloy cluster
on top of a graphene/Ir(111) surface - each peak is fitted with a Doniach-Sunjic
profile convoluted with a Gaussian peak shape together with a common linear
background



Appendix D

WinRod - a program to fit SXRD

data

WinRod (written in C++ by Daniel Kaminski) is a program for structure
refinement of atomic models based on surface x-ray diffraction data. It is
based on the code of the program Rod originally written by Elias Vlieg [218]
in standard C.

WinRod improves the fitting performance by parallelization of the structure
factor calculations. Therefore the work load is distributed to at most eight in-
dependend threads using the MS Visual C++ libraries. In addition it offers a
graphical user interface (GUI) that enables manual parameter refinement via
sliders by real-time visualization of calculated and measured structure factors
(see fig. D.1). The GUI uses the Microsoft Windows Application Interface
(API), so that modifications at the GUI do not benefit from object oriented
concepts implemented with the libraries of the Microsoft Foundation Classes
(MFC).
My contribution: Many bugs of the read and write routines (mainly param-
eter file and data file access) have been corrected, so that finally in the actual
version of WinRod also fitting with many scale parameter works. In order
to fit large unit cells (more than 1000 atoms) with a large number of struc-
tural parameters (∼ 150) the quantity of possible atoms in the unit cell and
the number of allowed refinement parameters have been increased. With the
increased possible model complexity the adaptive simulated annealing (ASA)
fitting routine required a modification. Now the χ2 value of the best parameter
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set is updated and displayed every one thousand iterations while the refinement
procedure can be interrupted at the GUI whenever needed without losing the
best parameter set, so that the program does not necessarily freeze for weaks
while fitting complicated models to extensive data sets. If the fitting of a data
set is not completed, intermediate parameter sets can be saved and the refine-
ment of the structure parameters be continued later. Last but not least export
and import functions for standard rod files have been implemented (also for
testing and comparison with the original Rod program), complemented with
export routines for structure factor data and atom positions of refined models
(used to create models and SXRD graphs depicted in chapter 5).

Figure D.1: Two of WinRod’s windows: (left) parameter window with sliders
enabling manual parameter refinement, (right) multi-plot window displaying
the calculated and measured structure factors in real-time



Appendix E

Simulation of unknown scaling

factors among different rods

This section adresses the refinement of metal cluster structures based on SXRD
data with unknown and different scaling factors for different surface rods. This
situation may occur if the sample alignment varies for different rod measure-
ments (bad sample mounting, wrong diffractometer origin, etc.) or if the
x-ray beam alters intensity during measurement of different surface rods (e.g.
drift of synchrotron beam across areas of mirror/monochromator with differ-
ent quality). Therefore based on a theoretical model (three different examples
will be discussed) structure factor rods comparable to the set of data avail-
able in section 5.3.2 have been simulated, where every rod has been rescaled
with a certain distinct scaling factor. The structure refinement is done with
a model capable to represent different structural situations and in addition to
the model refinements every surface rod is fitted with a distinct scaling fac-
tor. Three different examples will show, that the shape of the surface rods as
a consequence of interference also contain sufficient information to determine
the in-plain lattice parameter of the cluster model.

E.1 Example 1: Ir/Pd core/shell cluster with

two uniform lattice parameters

The first example is based on a four layer high, ABC-stacked Ir/Pd cluster
(see fig. E.1) with a uniform lattice parameter at the iridium core (reduced
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by -5% with respect to the iridium bulk value) and a different uniform lattice
parameter at the palladium shell (reduced by -1% with respect to the iridium
bulk value) (see fig. E.1 (a)). The simulated structure factors (depicted in fig.
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Figure E.1: Ir/Pd core/shell model of simulated and fitted structure factors:
(a) Core/Shell model used to simulate a SXRD data set (depicted in fig.
E.2) with uniform strain at the iridium core (-5%) and uniform strain at the
palladium shell (-1%), (b) dedicated core/shell model used to fit the simulated
structure factors (fig. E.2) - six out-of-plane displacements according fig. 5.9
(green) and six in-plane displacements (blue, each layer and each atom species),
(c) topview of the cluster - iridium atoms are colored red, palladium atoms
are colored grey, (d) structure refinement values of simulation (black) and
fit (green - start values, red - fitted values), (e) scaling factors of simulation
(black) and fit (green - start values, red - fitted values)
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E.2) are rescaled according the values given in fig. E.1 (e). With the goal to
reveal the structure of fig. E.1 (a) a very general approach (model depicted
in fig. E.1 (b)) is used providing 6 in-plane displacements (one displacement
at every layer and for each atom species) and 6 out-of-plane displacements
(according fig. 5.9). In addition each rod is fitted with its own scaling factor,
so that the core/shell structure of model E.1 is fitted with 30 parameters (only
two parameters would be necessary with a specialized model and not rescaled
structure factors). Nevertheless the structure refinement reproduces the model
fig. E.1 (a) with excellent accuracy (see fig. E.1 (d)) - the maximum error
of ∼ 5% at the value of the out-of-plane strain (OOP-str. 2 and 3) correlates
with a uncertainty of the lattice parameter of ±4 pm, which is below the
experimental accessible precision. Start values (green), fitted values (red) and
values used to simulate structure factors (black) are depicted in fig. E.1 (d)
and (e). Figure E.2 shows the corresponding structure factors of the simulated
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Figure E.2: Simulated and fitted structure factors of Ir/Pd cluster with
core/shell structure of fig. E.1 (a): black data are plotted with the scale
on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the right, the red line
represents fitted structure factors based on the model depicted in figure E.1
(b), the green line represents the structure factors of model figure E.1 (b) with
initial values of the structural parameters
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structure factors (black, blue), of the fitted model (red curve) and the initial
structure factors of the fit model (green curve). Notice that the limits of the
fit parameters have been set such that round about 100 steps are necessary to
obtain the observed precision. A grid search algorithm would have to estimate
the structure factors of 1060 parameter combinations, which is not possible at
all. The ASA algorithm (adaptive simulated annealing) derived the presented
structure refinements approximately in half a day using a personal computer.
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E.2 Example 2: Fit of occupation parameters of

a Ir/Pd core/shell cluster

The second example calculates the layer occupation parameters adapted to a
simulated set of structure factors. A Ir/Pd core/shell cluster is used for the
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Figure E.3: Ir/Pd core/shell model of simulated and fitted structure factors:
(a) Core/Shell model used to simulate a SXRD data set (depicted in fig.
E.4) with different occupation parameters for each cluster layer, (b) core/shell
model used to fit the simulated structure factors (fig. E.2), (c) topview of the
cluster - iridium atoms are colored red, palladium atoms are colored grey, (d)
structure refinement values of simulation (black) and fit (green - start values,
red - fitted values), (e) scaling factors of simulation (black) and fit (green -
start values, red - fitted values)
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calculations (see fig. E.3 (a)). This time only occupation parameters and rod
scale factors are fitted, while all displacements are kept zero. The tables shown
in fig. E.3 (d) and (e) summarize the fitting results - all parameters are fitted
to the exact values used for structure factor simulation. Figure E.4 depicts
corresponding (simulated and fitted) structure factors.
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Figure E.4: Simulated and fitted structure factors of Ir/Pd cluster with
core/shell structure of fig. E.3 (a): black data are plotted with the scale
on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the right, the red line
represents fitted structure factors based on the model depicted in figure E.3
(b), the green line represents the structure factors of model figure E.3 (b) with
initial values of the structural parameters

E.3 Example 3: Fit of occupation parameters

and displacement parameters

The third example combines the previous two examples - now the layer occu-
pation parameters and an elaborated set of displacement parameters is fitted
to a simulated set of structure factors. Again a Ir/Pd core/shell cluster is used
for the calculations (see fig. E.5 (a)). The iridium core has a uniform 5% re-
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duced in-plane lattice parameter. The out-of-plane iridium lattice parameter
is reduced by 1%. The palladium in-plane lattice parameter are reduced by
1% (1st, 2nd and 3rd layer) and 0% (4th layer) with repect to the Ir bulk
value. The out-of-plane distance of the first three palladium layers is reduced
by 5% with respect to the iridium bulk value. The tables shown in fig. E.5 (d)
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Figure E.5: Ir/Pd core/shell model of simulated and fitted structure factors:
(a) Core/Shell model used to simulate a SXRD data set (depicted in fig. E.6)
with different occupation parameters for each cluster layer and an eleborated
set of displacements, (b) core/shell model used to fit the simulated structure
factors (fig. E.2), (c) topview of the cluster - iridium atoms are colored red,
palladium atoms are colored grey, (d) structure refinement values of simulation
(black) and fit (green - start values, red - fitted values), (e) scaling factors of
simulation (black) and fit (green - start values, red - fitted values)
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and (e) summarize the fitting results - all parameters are fitted close to the
values used for structure factor simulation. Figure E.6 depicts corresponding
(simulated and fitted) structure factors. Concluding in principle its possible
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Figure E.6: Simulated and fitted structure factors of Ir/Pd cluster with
core/shell structure of fig. E.5 (a): black data are plotted with the scale
on the left, blue data are plotted with the scale on the right, the red line
represents fitted structure factors based on the model depicted in figure E.5
(b), the green line represents the structure factors of model figure E.5 (b) with
initial values of the structural parameters

to determine correct in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters from data,
where the information of the absolute scale is lost for every rod due to the
interference of the diffraction signal along the rod.



Appendix F

Summary of Ir/Pd fitting models

In order not to confuse the reader of section 5.3 with to many non-relevant
details, only atomic models with suitable parameters have been shown in sec-
tion 5.3. This supplemental section will show the whole ensemble of models
fitted to the SXRD data of as grown Ir/Pd cluster, so that all information are
provided which led to the selection of the models in section 5.3.

Section F.1 presents all surface models including three substrate layers com-
plemented with the atomic model of bare graphene on three Ir substrate layers
(usually referred as empty moiré cells) used to fit the whole set of SXRD data
including crystal truncation rod structure factors. This model will give access
to additional information, such as cluster height and fraction of occupied moiré
unit cells.

Section F.2 presents the structure refinements based on models with ad-
ditional substrate displacements below the cluster. These models will deliver
more accurate parameter sets compared to section F.1, but be aware that this
complex models are very ambitious concerning the available scope of data.
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F.1 Ir/Pd cluster models including three sub-

strate layers and empty moiré cells

Figures F.1, F.2, F.3 and F.4 depict the structure refinement results of struc-
ture models containing clusters with different element distribution. For the
refinement of the models uniform substrate layer displacements are used (see
section 5.3) in order to fit the measured structure factors of the as grown Ir/Pd
particles described in section 5.3.2.
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Figure F.1: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using uniform substrate layer displacements:
iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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Figure F.2: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using uniform substrate layer displacements:
iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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Figure F.3: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using uniform substrate layer displacements:
iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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Figure F.4: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using uniform substrate layer displacements:
iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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F.2 Ir/Pd models refined with grouped substrate

displacements below the cluster

Figures F.5, F.6, F.7 and F.8 depict the structure refinement results of struc-
ture models containing clusters with different element distribution. For the
refinement of the models grouped substrate layer displacements below the clus-
ter are used (see section 5.3) in order to fit the measured structure factors of
the as grown Ir/Pd particles described in section 5.3.2.
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Figure F.5: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using grouped substrate layer displacements
below the cluster: iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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Figure F.6: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using grouped substrate layer displacements
below the cluster: iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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Figure F.7: Refined model parameters obtained for the fit of all structure fac-
tors of the as grown Ir/Pd clusters using grouped substrate layer displacements
below the cluster: iridium (red), palladium (grey and yellow), carbon (blue)
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Appendix G

LEED of graphene/Ir(111) - a

multiple diffraction pattern

Highly ordered graphene on Ir(111) exhibits the same crystallographic orienta-
tion as the underlying Ir(111) surface. The reciprocal lattice of graphene has
a larger spacing in respect to the Ir(111) lattice due to a smaller real space
lattice parameter of the hexagonal structure. Therefore we expect LEED pat-
terns showing two hexagonal lattices with the same orientation and slightly
different spacings. Figure G.1 (a) depicts a 75 eV LEED pattern of high
quality graphene on Ir(111). The first order Bragg peaks of the hexagonal
Ir(111) surface and the first order graphene reflexes are surrounded by addi-
tional spots arranged in a hexagonal scheme. The long range electron density
modulation of the graphene/Ir(111) moiré can be excluded as the origin of
these spots, because the large number of atoms in the moiré unit cell cause
a strongly localized structure factor without remarkable contributions beside
the fundamental spots. This also manifests in the absence of theses spots at
x-ray diffraction maps.

The primary difference between x-ray diffraction and electron diffraction is
the low scattering cross section of x-rays, so that multiple diffraction events
occur only rarely. Therefore we attribute the satellite spots (surrounding the
spots of the graphene and the Ir(111) lattice) to multiple diffraction events.
This interpretation is supported by the LEED spot shapes of less ordered
graphene on Ir(111) (see fig. G.1 (b)). The increased mosaicity of the graphene
causes satellite spot shapes, which are elongated perpendicular to the line con-
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necting these spots to the closest Ir(111) spot. Unlike the spot shape caused
by a mosaicity induced rotation of the whole reciprocal lattice, which leads to
spots elongated perpendicular to the radial direction (see figure G.1 (d)). The
observed spot shapes of figure G.1 (b) originate from an elongation of the fun-
damental graphene spots perpendicular to the radial direction in combination
with multiple scattering events (see fig. G.1 (c)). Thus all satellite reflexes
can be realized by adding scattering vectors of the reciprocal lattice of Ir(111)
and graphene showing spot deformations corresponding to the deformation of
the fundamental graphene reflexes involved in the multiple scattering event.

(c) (d)

(b)(a)

Figure G.1: (a) LEED image of graphene/Ir(111) at Ekin = 75 eV, (b) LEED
image of rotated graphene on Ir(111) at Ekin = 75 eV, (c) mosaicity induced
spot shape with multiple diffraction events, (d) mosaicity induced spot shape
without multiple diffraction events



Appendix H

List of acronyms

AES: Auger Electron Spectroscopy
ARPES: Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
AFM: Atomic Force Microscopy
CVD: Chemical Vapor Deposition
DFT: Density Functional Theory
EXAFS: Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
fcc: face centered cubic
FT-IRAS: Fourier Transform - Infrared Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy
FWHM: Full Width at Half Maximum
GISAXS: Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering
hcp: hexagonal close-packed
HOPG: Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite
LEED: Low Energy Electron Diffraction
ML: Mono Layer
NEXAFS: Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
NIXSW: Normal Incident X-ray Standing Wave
SXRD: Surface X-ray Diffraction
SEM: Scanning Electron Microscopy
SPT: Scanning Probe Techniques
STEM: Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
STM: Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
TPG: Temperature-Programmed Growth
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UHV: Ultra-High Vacuum
XPS: X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
XPD: X-ray Photoelectron Diffraction
XRD: X-ray Diffraction
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